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CHAPTER 1
Where Cartographies Collide

On the Variegated Use of Maps
“We don’t use maps in Palestine,” a colleague told me soon after my return to the
region in 2011 to conduct the fieldwork that would lead to this book, “It’s a small
country. We know where we’re going.” He was mostly joking, but it was a refrain
that I was to hear many times during interviews: maps make interesting decora‐
tions to put on a wall, or useful tools for political negotiations, but they’re not nec‐
essary for getting around. This attitude stemmed in part from the fact that maps of
the region, even though there are a plethora of them, are often misleading. As re‐
cently as 2010, Google Maps misplaced the Western Wall, one of the most famous
religious sites in the world, putting it almost 1 kilometer off target on the edge of
East Jerusalem, the Palestinian part of the city (Figure 1.1); its location has since
been updated.
Sometimes the process of using maps can be confusing due to constant changes
in the landscape. In the context of the ongoing Israeli Occupation of East Jerusalem,
the West Bank, and the Gaza Strip since 1967, intermittent Israeli military road‐
blocks and checkpoints are regularly enforced, and the calculated unpredictability
of such obstructions has made many maps, such as the UN closure maps (UNOCHA
2008), obsolete as travel tools before they were even printed. Where travel maps of
the West Bank do exist, they are produced primarily for Christian pilgrims from
elsewhere. The vice‐president of a local map company noted that the “street map
and the tourist map, they are both the same for us, because it’s all for tourists.” He
stopped to add that occasionally local corporations do commission wall maps to be
given out as gifts (Interview 2, cartographer in private Palestinian geoinformatics
firm). The bemusement which sometimes greeted my constant questions about
maps is broadly reminiscent of Latour’s discussion, in Science in Action, of the Chi‐
nese navigators encountered by the French explorer Lapérouse. The Navigators,
Latour writes, “were not all that interested in maps and inscriptions—not because
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they are unable to draw them (on the contrary their abilities surprise Lapérouse
very much) but simply because the inscriptions are not the final goal of their travel”
(Latour 1987, 218, emphasis in original). As with the navigators, many whom I
spoke to, like the colleague I quote above, emphasized the importance of interper‐
sonal relationships over paper printouts of a map—particularly when the maps
were so often limited in their usefulness.1 By contrast, in Israel the use of maps is
more common as part of everyday life, but it doesn’t exclude other means of finding
one’s way. Even the spread of digital cartographic technology, intended in part to
make maps more accessible, has not precluded recourse to navigation methods that
don’t involve maps. One commenter on the website of Ha’aretz, Israel’s well‐known

Figure 1.1. A Google Maps Screenshot from 29 June, 2010, showing the Western Wall placed on the edge
of East Jerusalem, north of the Old City, instead of by the Temple Mount in the Old City’s southeast corner.

See the Appendix for a numbered list of interviews cited, as well as a complete list of organizations
where I conducted interviews, participant‐observation, and followed additional field tours. I only quote
those interviews and meetings for which an audio recording or, in rare cases, verbatim notes exist. All
translations are my own, except where indicated. When transliterating Arabic and Hebrew terms, I used
accepted English spellings for geographic features, titles of textual sources, and some common words, in
cases where they exist. I also omitted diacritics for purposes of readability, given that most of the terms
are in widespread use. In cases where particular individuals have preferred transliterations of their own
names, I use these. Otherwise I follow the American Library Association‐Library of Congress translitera‐
tion system, with only minor additional variations for readability, depending on the context.
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newspaper, criticized the Israeli government’s unsuccessful legal battle to prevent
Google Street View, which allows internet users to view pictures of streets taken at
ground level, from coming to Israel. Opponents of Street View worried that, if it
were allowed, then it would make it possible to find sensitive sites like the Israeli
prime minister’s mansion (Hasson 2012a; Yaron 2012; Yaron 2011; Zrahiya 2011).
However, the commenter responded that such locations can be easily found with‐
out any map, “Thousands of Israelis demonstrate at the [prime minister’s] resi‐
dence. Terrorists can just ask a cab driver or anyone in Jerusalem” (Hasson 2012a).
The comment appeals to powers of observation, which are assumed to be equally
accessible to everyone in the landscape. It also dispels some of the paranoia with
respect to maps as secret repositories of classified information—an attitude which,
by restricting access to data, contributes to their limited effectiveness in contested
areas. Maps, however central to political debates, are not absolutely necessary for
finding the way; “terrorists” can simply ask for directions to find landmarks that
“anyone” can see.
The non‐use (Wyatt 2008b; Wyatt 2003) of maps as a way to find a destination
doesn’t prevent maps of Palestine and Israel from being made. Quite the contrary,
they are produced every day, and Jerusalem has been one of the most regularly
mapped places on Earth, with early images dating from the 6th‐century Madaba
mosaic in Jordan. However, the maps are often highly selective, in terms of both
which features, and which areas, they display. Furthermore, they are often created
as part of the struggle over facts in political disputes, and this highlights the inter‐
national dimension of cartography in the region. Many of the maps are intended for
audiences abroad at least as much as for local ones, and until the mid‐20th century,
maps of Palestine and Israel also have generally been made by people who origi‐
nated, or were trained, elsewhere.
The introduction of computer mapmaking has reshaped the international bent
of many maps in the region. The use of digital cartographic technology such as Geo‐
graphic Information Science (GIS) map‐making software, much of which is sold by
corporations which are based in Europe and North America, has partially tightened
the international hold on cartography in Palestine and Israel. In addition, in the
context of political struggles, international viewers remain a central audience for
Palestinian and Israeli maps (see Chapter 5). However, as GIS was brought into the
region in the latter 20th century and further developed there, it was intended to
help broaden the pool of cartographers, in part by reducing the initial costs neces‐
sary to begin making maps. While nonetheless still expensive, the use of GIS soft‐
ware—in combination with the increasing availability of free online mapmaking
tools—has led to the further incorporation of locally‐trained Palestinians and Israe‐
lis from diverse backgrounds. In the process, the use of GIS has also helped to in‐
stantiate what is not just a different computer program, but a digital paradigm for
traveling through space and viewing the world.
Early 21st century cartography includes a range of practices in Jerusalem and
the West Bank, from adaptations of decommissioned spy satellite images to a road
21
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map made by Palestinian students who tracked their own movements on their mo‐
bile phones. Yet GIS and the practices of cartography more broadly have also
changed through their wider incorporation in the region, in part through the heavi‐
ly segregated geographic landscapes of the Israeli Occupation, which the cartogra‐
phers must move through and live within, in order to produce their maps. Such
physical boundaries reflect, and reverberate across, political divisions, shaping and
separating communities of cartographers on either side, thereby allowing for the
creation of divergent methodologies and standards of practice. While there is no
reason to contend that this paradigm might be more or less effective in Palestine
and Israel than anywhere else (See Mitchell’s paraphrase of Chakrabarty in T.
Mitchell 2002, 7) the specific influence of the regional landscapes of Palestine and
Israel highlight central issues in the use of GIS which are of interest everywhere
where digital cartographic technology is used.
How have these geographies—including both the occupied landscapes of Pales‐
tine and the international landscapes of science and technology—affected carto‐
graphic practice across space and time? The ways that cartography becomes em‐
bedded in landscapes which are at once material and social is the subject of this
book. Through three representative cases on publicly‐available population, govern‐
ance, and urban maps, I attempt to answer this question by analyzing how specific
aspects of these segregated landscapes have shaped the process of making maps,
and thus geographic knowledge, of Jerusalem and the West Bank from 1967to the
present.2 While technology is often believed to provide an objective perspective,
here I investigate how all knowledge is embedded in specific times, places, and
cultures—including international cultures of technoscience. Therefore, I critique
the notion that technology functions as an impartial arbiter in disputes that are said
to hinge on empirical observations on the ground.
The work is structured symmetrically between (self‐defined) Palestinian and
Israeli accounts, but rather than suggesting that Palestinians and Israelis are treat‐
ed equally, I employ symmetry precisely to highlight imbalances of power among
Palestinian and Israeli cartographers, although both come from technical elites. I
use symmetry in a different sense than that included in the call by the Palestinian
Campaign for the Academic and Cultural Boycott of Israel (PACBI), which states
that “supporters are asked to refrain from participating in any event that morally or
politically equates the oppressor and oppressed, and presents the relationship

I was prevented from studying currently classified maps for the simple reason that I had no access to
them whatsoever. However, since my interest was primarily in how maps are produced to influence
public scientific and political debates, a lack of access to secret maps was less of a hindrance than might
be expected. Thus this book only addresses military cartographic technologies and maps in cases where
they have been adapted for unclassified use. For an attempt to grapple with the liminal character of
classified knowledges, see Rappert (2009). For an analysis of the impact of censorship and classified
knowledge upon academia in Israel, see Forte (2003).
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between Palestinians and Israelis as symmetrical” (PACBI 2011; PACBI 2009).3 As
with the wider effort to achieve symmetry in STS (Wyatt 2008a) which I discuss in
more detail in Chapter 2, here I use symmetry precisely to bring such imbalances of
power into starker relief. Focusing across boundaries in this way allows for an
analysis of how group divisions are reinforced through scientific practices in local
and regional landscapes, one that also incorporates the ways that such imbalances
reverberate across international hierarchies which differently affect Palestinians
and Israelis, thereby serving to reproduce systemic injustice.

The Significance of Segregated Landscapes
Maps are central to debates over the future of Palestine and Israel, and this has only
intensified since the advent of digital cartography led to increasingly minute sur‐
veillance and control (Abujidi 2011; Weizman 2007). Summarizing critical bounda‐
ry theory, Janice E. Thompson notes that while “there is a marked tendency to ac‐
cept boundaries as given, permanent, and even natural [….] On the contrary, they
are arbitrary, contested, and ever‐changing” (Thomson 1996, 13). While Thompson
is referring to the implementation of boundaries on the ground, a similar argument
could be made for the boundaries displayed on maps, which are influenced by the
cartographers’ own positions in relation to the contested borders they draw. In‐
tended to display objective facts, empirical maps often inspire tense discussions,
with participants exhibiting a variety of observational frames that cannot be di‐
vorced from their unequal positions within the very terrains that they seek to por‐
tray. However, my purpose here is not to investigate the veracity of particular
claims, but to consider how knowledge is materially situated in ways that go be‐
yond a dichotomy between truth and falsity (Harley 2001; Swedenburg 1995). By
elaborating on the ways that knowledge is geographically, as well as socially and
culturally, produced, this book contributes to fields like Science and Technology
Studies (STS), Geography, and Anthropology. Furthermore, by exploring how bor‐
ders have shaped the mobility of cartographers in a region that has become an
“iconic model of geopolitical spatial dilemmas” (Abujidi 2011, 313), this book is

The boycott is increasingly felt in international academic circles. In addition to numerous calls against
participation in academic conferences in Israel. This was seen, for example in the extensive discussion
on the Critical Geography listserv regarding whether international academics should attend the 2010
International Geographical Union (IGU) annual conference, which was in Tel Aviv. It is also filtering into
academic publishing. For example, when Zone Books issued a recent edited volume, The Power of Inclusive Exclusion, with a thin slip of printer paper in the front cover noting that, “although the research
group which was the genesis of this publication was funded by the [Israeli] Van Leer Jerusalem Institute
[…] the publisher of this volume […] received no funding or other support from the Van Leer Jerusalem
Institute, nor is Zone Books in any way associated with that institution” (Ophir, Givoni, and Hanafi
2009).
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relevant to a growing body of literature on the roles of technology and academic
knowledge in entrenching the Occupation in space (Abu El‐Haj 2001; Aouragh
2011; Leibler and Breslau 2005; Ophir, Givoni, and Hanafi 2009; Weizman 2007;
Zureik, Lyon, and Abu‐Laban 2011) as well as a broad variety of studies of the in‐
tersections of power and expertise (Foucault 1986; Haraway 1988; T. Mitchell
2002).
This book is organized chronologically, moving from the mid‐20th century’s
broad‐scale attempts at mapping rigidly defined territories to the increasingly
compartmentalized contemporary efforts that have followed the establishment of
the Palestinian Authority (PA) in the mid‐1990s—and the intensification of micro‐
scale conflicts over sovereignty in the West Bank. In Chapter 2, I argue for the bene‐
fits of studying the geographic production of technology, which requires a combina‐
tion of literature in geography with STS research. I begin by exploring geographical
studies of cartography and empire in combination with literature on the production
of urban landscapes. Next, I bring together STS literature with work in the emerging
field of Critical GIS, in order to explore the symmetrical framework of my overall
analysis of GIS practice. Throughout the chapter, I develop these claims through an
investigation of how the landscape of Palestine and Israel was developed after 1948
in ways that privileged narrow forms of rationality above all other concerns—and
which, paradoxically, led to a contemporary landscape whose affects often appear
to be irrational.
In Chapter 3, I study official Israeli population cartography. The Israeli census is
conducted by the Central Bureau of Statistics (CBS), which periodically carries out a
direct count of the total number of inhabitants of Israel and collects statistical in‐
formation related to population. As such, the census has played a central role in a
conflict where demographic fears are paramount. Population maps, traditionally
one of the only forms of professional maps which displayed people (instead of geo‐
graphic features like tracts of land), make heavy use of statistical methods and were
one of the first types of maps to be made on a computer. With this in mind, I analyze
the alternating inclusion and exclusion of Palestinians on Israeli census maps,
1967‐1995, in order to show how even the most abstract facts are conditioned by
the landscapes where they are produced. Through an exploration of the
geostatistical methods developed by Roberto Bachi, long the head of the CBS, I
show how the types of mathematics that Bachi used were altered by his attempts to
make maps that were scientifically accurate while at the same time avoiding indi‐
cating local Palestinian populations. So even though Palestinians do not always
appear on Bachi’s maps, the fact that there were significant numbers of Palestinians
living in the landscapes that Bachi was mapping in turn affected the types of maps
that Bachi made.
In Chapter 4, I examine more recent official Palestinian cartography. I investi‐
gate how past and present colonial legacies circumscribe the scale and extent of PA
cartography amid attempts to practice sumud, or steadfastness against the Occupa‐
tion, in the post‐Oslo period (Allen 2008). While studies of the Occupation since the
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year 2000 have often focused on the restriction of mobility, I argue that stasis, or
the ability to stay in place, is also central focus of Palestinian efforts. Curtailed
mobilities indeed hamper PA cartographers working in the West Bank, but equally
important are restrictions on their ability to stay reliably within portions of the
landscape, without experiencing aggression from the military or the settlers, in
order to set up surveying equipment and take more extended readings of the land.
This combines with ongoing raids against PA infrastructure and databases by the
Israeli military, as well as a shift in the locations of institutions and organizations
away from Jerusalem due in part to the building of the Wall and restrictive permit
regimes. These current challenges to PA stasis combine with legacies of British car‐
tography in the region in ways that intrinsically shape the content of PA maps in
ways that are not visible simply by analyzing the final map.
In Chapter 5, I build on the two earlier cases of state cartography through an
exploration of alternative urban maps made by non‐governmental organizations
(NGOs). I compare recent maps of Israeli West Bank settlements made by one Pal‐
estinian and one Israeli NGO in order to demonstrate how intricately segregation
affects the process of collecting the geographic data that is used to make maps.
Segregated landscapes not only separate populations based on preconceived defini‐
tions of group belonging, but they also serve to reify mutually exclusive forms of
identity and reproduce disjunct observations among cartographers who map areas,
and use technologies, that ostensibly are the same. Geographic facts and statistics
on settlement expansion are based on observations on the ground of the extent of
urban areas. These in turn are determined by observing the locations of particular
buildings, roads, and fences which cartographers, for their own safety, may only be
able to view from a distance. Thus the empirical nature of data collection is still
central to digital cartography. Furthermore, while Israeli efforts take place largely
within Israeli settlements, thereby depicting Palestinian areas from without, for
Palestinians it is the opposite. Palestinians work within the Palestinian West Bank,
but must map the same settlement from without. In theory, this difference should
not affect the data collected, but which in practice has a profound effect on the re‐
sulting maps. Overall then, this book represents an attempt to intervene in debates
over the Occupation by demonstrating that no single group—including Israeli, Pal‐
estinian, and international—has a monopoly on the decision of which scientific
facts should be accepted as true.
To better understand how earnest work to rationalize and simplify a complex
political landscape might instead lead to further complexity, it is necessary to inves‐
tigate the impact that landscapes, including those of 1948 and 1967, have different‐
ly affected the lives of both cartographers and their maps. With this in mind, in this
introductory chapter I next provide a brief account of cartography in the changing
landscapes of Palestine and Israel after 1948, and then illustrate my arguments
about the significance of landscapes through a retelling of the stories of two re‐
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markably similar, yet at the same time vastly different, cartographers: Sami Hadawi
and David Amiran.4
Hadawi and Amiran were rough contemporaries—their lives each spanning
nearly the whole of the 20th century—but changing imbalances of power followed
them throughout their lives. Hadawi, a Palestinian scholar, spent his time docu‐
menting the land and people of Jerusalem and the surrounding regions from afar
after 1948, while Amiran, a Jewish academic who fled the rise of the Nazis in Ger‐
many, would go on to become one of the preeminent Israeli geographers of the
post‐war period, noted for his wide‐ranging travels in the local region. However,
although both Amiran and Hadawi were refugees, Amiran’s local travels were only
made possible by the exclusion of Palestinians, including Hadawi and his wife.
Bringing Hadawi’s and Amiran’s lives together not only permits an exploration of
how unequal landscapes shaped their work, but also makes it possible to turn the
argument around and better understand how the local, national, and international
scales themselves were produced as unequal hierarchies (Bank and Van Heur 2007;
N. Smith 1992)—albeit without falling into the blunt “macroconcerns” of broad
approaches (Latour and Woolgar 1986, 17). The analysis of Hadawi and Amiran
thereby provides a fitting introduction to the following sections of this chapter. In
those sections, I discuss the method of traveling ethnography, which I developed in
the course of writing this book, and which takes into account the ways that such
imbalances in the material trajectories of scholars’ lives—including my own—affect
the resulting research.
The Production of Cartographic Knowledge in Palestine and Israel
The territories that comprise contemporary Palestine and Israel have been mapped
and re‐mapped countless times, and the long history of cartography in the area
provides a rich basis for comparison between historical and contemporary practic‐
es (Figure 1.2). To give just a few examples, in addition to a host of Biblically‐
inspired maps of the Holy Land, as well as any number of maps drawn inde‐
pendently by travelers to the region in recent centuries, several major cartographic
projects were undertaken in the region beginning in the late 18th century. After the
topographic maps made by the French military during Napoleon’s 1799 invasion,
the first large‐scale maps were produced under the Ottoman authorities in 1887 in
connection with public works in the Hulah Valley (Gavish and Ben‐Porath 2003). In
the same decade, the British‐led Palestine Exploration Fund produced detailed
maps to aid pilgrims and authorities (Levin 2006). These were extended with sys‐
tematic land ownership surveys of the territory covered by the British Mandate
(1920‐1948), which represented the last major state map‐making project in the
region before the establishment of the state of Israel (Gavish 2005).

4

Both Hadawi and Amiran are said with short a sounds, as in the word ah, and long i sounds, as in we.
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Soon after Israel’s declaration of statehood on May 14, 1948, cartographers set
to work developing Israeli state cartography. Barely one year later, Ben‐Gurion, the
first prime minister, appointed a Governmental Names committee, including key
members of the pre‐existing Jewish Palestine Exploration Society, to determine
Hebrew names for all of the villages, rivers, lakes, roads, mountains, and other geo‐
graphical features. This initiative was part of an overall process whereby Arabic
names were actively erased, names which were defined as foreign in the context of
the Bible, which provided an almost 2,000 year‐old description of the geography of
the region. Almost overnight, the toponymy was transformed, with the overall ef‐
fect that by the 1960s a standardized national geography of Israel could be said to
have emerged through close collaboration among diverse groups of public
andprivate sector cartographers (Abu El‐Haj 2002; Srebro 2009), and this simulta‐

Figure 1.2: A base map showing Israel and the Palestinian Territories, including the West Bank and Gaza
Strip, as well as select major cities. Politically, East Jerusalem is also considered part of the Palestinian
Territories, but in practice it is largely severed from the West Bank. The city annotations, whose locations
are approximate, have been added by the author. Ramallah (not shown) is north of Jerusalem. Detail from
(UNOCHA 2010a).
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neously led to a feeling of loss even for those Palestinians who were able to remain
on the land, due to its sudden unfamiliarity (Scham 2003, 75).
Israel’s victory during the six‐day war of 1967 drastically expanded the territo‐
ry under Israeli control. In addition to capturing the Sinai Peninsula and portions of
the previously Syrian‐controlled Golan Heights, the Israeli military occupied East
Jerusalem and the West Bank, as well as the Gaza Strip, territories that previously
had been under (respectively) Jordanian and Egyptian administration. The West
Bank and the Gaza Strip in particular, viewed as the potential core of a future Pales‐
tinian state, would become the focus of political negotiations and international
humanitarian aid to the Palestinians. Following 1967, the Israeli government ar‐
gued that the West Bank and Gaza Strip were part of Israel, and no longer showed
their borders on Israeli maps. The 1967 war thus did more than reinscribe political
realities, it also brought into question the nature of Israeli state borders them‐
selves. From being an avowedly homogeneous state—albeit one that was made so
through the exclusion of Palestinian refugees—whose contested areas were located
outside of Israel proper, after 1967 the Israeli military managed both the Gaza Strip
and the West Bank, although with the exception of East Jerusalem, the Territories
have yet to be formally annexed to the state.
Until the adoption of the disengagement plan in 2004, the Israeli Civil Admin‐
istration—the Israeli government’s term for the Occupation authorities—took an
active role in the daily management of the Occupied Territories. Yet, after the Oslo
Accords in the mid‐1990s, the newly‐created Palestinian Authority was granted
jurisdiction over large cities and population areas within the Territories. The result
was a proliferation of territories of varying degrees of official local and internation‐
al control. These, through their geographical relationships with and resulting access
to surrounding zones, amounted to multiple ambiguous forms of sovereignty, all
within territory that was ostensibly part of the Israeli state—despite the official
illegality of the Israeli Occupation under international law (Weizman 2007).
Throughout this period, the mapping of these densely fragmented territories would
become a central focus of cartographers working in Palestine and Israel The com‐
plexity of changes in the landscape—a proliferation of borders of multiple sover‐
eignties in relation to the borders of the nation of Israel—evolved in concert with
emerging GIS mapmaking practices which allowed for increasingly detailed depic‐
tions of ever more minuscule parcels of land. At least since the late 1970s, Palestine
and Israel have been considered a key region for the emergence of high‐tech indus‐
tries, including geospatial technologies such as remote sensing and computer car‐
tography. Far from being part of a unidirectional technology transfer from the West
to the Middle East, Palestinian and Israeli cartographic practices made early contri‐
butions to the broader transition from the hand‐made paper maps of traditional
cartography to the data‐rich maps now in wide use through internet sites such as
Open Street Map and Google Maps. Digital map‐making in Palestine and Israel can
be seen as both a response to the need to administer contested lands and an ena‐
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bling mechanism which allowed for maps to be made at much greater resolution at
ever finer scales, thereby providing for wider options and increasingly minute ma‐
neuvering in the political definitions of land (Weizman 2007).
Although GIS has been employed as a conflict resolution tool, the increased
level of detail and alleged accuracy has led neither to a lessening of the importance
of territory (Newman 2001) nor to a straightforward resolution of political debates.
Despite the advent of computer cartography, cartographers regularly make com‐
peting factual claims regarding Jerusalem, and it is therefore a key area to study the
production of scientific knowledge. This is particularly apparent in light of the fact
that GIS and digital cartography were developed within the context of the advent of
computers in the late 20th century, and which shaped such systems—that allegedly
allow anywhere to be mapped from anywhere—in specific ways. Rather than solely
emphasizing the methodological break initiated through the development of com‐
puters, however, such research must include a better understanding of how com‐
puter cartography connects with prior practices, as I discuss in Chapter 2.5 With
this in mind, I now turn to an analysis of two quantitative cartographers who would
help to lay the groundwork for the later incorporation of GIS technology. Although
their stories are by no means wholly commensurable, nonetheless they allow me to
explore the combined material and social conditions of their lives—including where
they were allowed to live and travel—while also simultaneously highlighting the
related empirical paradigms in which they worked.

A Nation of Scattered Documents: Traveling Cartographers,
Traveling Ethnography
The son of a Palestinian mother and Iraqi father, Sami Hadawi was born in Jerusa‐
lem in 1904, and he spent part of his childhood in Jordan after his father was killed
while fighting for the Ottomans in World War I. He worked as a translator there
before returning to Mandate Palestine to serve under the British, who were con‐
ducting a survey of the land in order to document claims to land ownership. In
1948, Hadawi became a refugee together with his wife, losing the home they had
built in the Jerusalem suburb of Katamon along with most of their belongings. From
1948 until his death in 2004, Hadawi worked tirelessly, to produce facts about the
people of Palestine, this time focusing on property that had been confiscated by the
newly created state of Israel. With this in mind, perhaps it is not surprising that
Hadawi ended up in New York, as the Land Specialist for the UN Conciliation Com‐
mission for Palestine in 1952.

Part of the challenge of studying quantitative cartographers from the mid‐ to late‐20th century is that
they often do not speak at length on their methods, as such things were expected to be entirely clear and
apparent, and so not worthy of discussion.
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At the UN, Hadawi attempted to combine all of the diverse property records
relating to Palestinian land ownership in one place, in the hope that compensation
one day might be granted. Much of his time was spent collecting and shipping key
documents across borders—borders that were international by definition given
that the state of Palestine had yet to be recognized—in the hope of finding them a
stable and accessible home. It was an attempt to change the international system
from within, by appealing to the same international laws and decrees that had
overseen the Palestinians’ dispersal. In the words of Izzat Tannous, the director of
the Palestine Arab Refugee Office in New York, where Hadawi worked after he left
the UN, their shared goal was to “place before the American people, the Govern‐
ment [sic], and the United Nations, the true facts about the situation in Palestine”
(Tannous in Hadawi 1957, n.p.).
Out of necessity, then, Hadawi became a collector of documents, sending repre‐
sentatives to Jerusalem from the supposedly neutral territory of New York, fighting
for the right to copy or obtain records that had been seized by the Israelis. In so
doing, he also struggled against inequalities in access. The Israeli state was given
copies of many British records which were not in their possession in the immediate
aftermath of 1948 (Gavish 2005), yet the same achievement took a consistent effort
over twenty years by individuals like Hadawi, and representatives of governments
in the Arab world. Documents were even the reason why Hadawi ended up a refu‐
gee rather than an Israeli citizen. At the time of the ceasefire, he was in East Jerusa‐
lem delivering a group of Palestinian land records to the Arab High Committee, the
main political body on the Arab side. If instead he had been in West Jerusalem,
where his home was, and had transferred the documents to a central depot as per
British orders, then Hadawi would have been made an Israeli citizen after the
ceasefire, and the documents would have ended up in the hands of the Zionist forc‐
es (Fischbach 2003, 213–14).
Building the Lab, Clearing the Field
Amiran was born in Berlin in 1910, making him just six years older than Hadawi.
He too became a refugee when, after leaving Germany to work as part of a scientific
survey in Moscow, the rise of the Nazis made it difficult for him, as a Jewish person,
to return. He thereby narrowly escaped the Holocaust, moving first to Switzerland,
where he completed his PhD, and then to Israel. Amiran arrived in Jerusalem in
1935, and he lived the rest of his life in the Jerusalem and its environs. He enlisted
in the Mapping Unit of the British Army during the Second World War, serving the
allied effort in Egypt. He then served in the Israeli Defense Forces (IDF) in 1948,
becoming the deputy commander of the Mapping and Aerial Photos unit before
helping to found the Geography Department of the Hebrew University in Jerusalem
(Bar‐Gal 2013). In this capacity he served as a bridge between the military, academ‐
ia, and the state, simultaneously furthering his scientific research and his institution
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building efforts as a means of, in his view, helping Israel to prosper both locally and
internationally.
After 1948, Amiran worked to construct Israeli academia as a national system
which snugly fit into, and yet struggled to participate as an equal member within,
international scientific communities. In the process, he became a noted expert on
arid regions, arguing against those who claimed that Israel was a desert, meaning
that it was unfit for modern development. He sought to prove them wrong, discur‐
sively by arguing that Israel was a desert only as a result of past Arab mismanage‐
ment (Amiran 1987), and materially by helping to redevelop Israel’s landscapes.
Both projects required extensive travel within Europe, North America, and even the
USSR in order to obtain support and funding for his research. Amiran’s trips in turn
were financed, and made politically possible, by the economic reshaping of the
Israeli landscape along lines which fit Western conceptions of modern develop‐
ment, as I will discuss in Chapter 2.
Amiran also traveled locally to collect data and measurements of the natural
landscape , yet his local travel was made possible by the continued measures taken
to prevent Palestinian refugees from returning to their homes inside what was now
Israel. Prior to 1948, Jewish and international travelers in Mandate Palestine made
extensive accounts of the villages there and their inhabitants; the British carto‐
graphic surveys were only accomplished through extensive fieldwork in concert
with local Palestinians to determine names of towns and geographic features (Abu
El‐Haj 2001). Amiran’s ability to travel through what became Israel and view it
primarily as a natural landscape, extensively documenting temperatures, the
heights of hills and mountains, and the location of rivers and springs, was only pos‐
sible after 1948, once a majority of its Palestinian population was excluded from
the landscape.
Two Incomparable Exiles
Both Hadawi and Amiran were forcibly pushed out of the places of their birth, and
both traveled extensively throughout their lives. Moreover, professionally both
scholars saw themselves as empirical observers of the geographic landscape, and
they had similar ways of framing their methods and goals. Yet they continued to be
divided by their access to a state,6 a disparity which reveals the power imbalances
at work throughout their lives. These are evident in the ways that Hadawi and

As I discuss in Chapter 4, access to a state also impacts the possibilities for producing knowledge. For
example, see Rashid Khalidi’s discussion of how the exodus of Palestinians between 1947 and 1949, and
the continued absence of an internationally‐recognized Palestinian state, has affected the archival rec‐
ords that are available for historic Palestine; Khalidi notes, the “basic asymmetry with respect to ar‐
chives is a reflection of the asymmetry between the two sides” of the conflict (R. Khalidi 2006, xxxv–
xxxvi). Also see Tamari and Zureik (2001) on efforts to collect and digitize the scattered archives for
Palestinian Refugees.
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Amiran were affected by landscape economically, through their ability to shape the
landscapes in which they traveled, and socially, in terms of how they were treated
on an international level. While Hadawi spent his time attempting to convince the
UN to restore Palestinian property which had been lost, Amiran traveled to obtain
funds to support modern development in Israel. At the same time, he consistently
benefited from the control that came with establishing new state institutions, with
the help of international aid, thereby instituting the disciplinary and economic in‐
frastructure that would allow Israeli scientists to set up future funding bodies of
their own. In addition, the wholesale rationalization and modernization of a land‐
scape that rapidly became Israeli after 1948 was also enabled by high levels of for‐
eign aid and loans (Razin 1993), in combination with the economic assets obtained
through the seizure of Palestinian land, including fruit orchards, arable fields, urban
built‐up areas, beaches and archaeological sites which double as tourist destina‐
tions.7
In contrast, although Hadawi was also funded primarily through international
assistance, albeit as an employee of humanitarian agencies, the funding for
Hadawi’s projects came not as personal assets, loans, or aid among nations, which
have comparatively fewer restrictions, but as aid from international bodies like the
UN, which ultimately controlled the money’s direction and flow. In keeping with
these more nebulous funds that were available to him, the institutions which he
founded in exile were more transitory both in terms of location and duration, and
this despite the best efforts of Hadawi and his associates. Partly as a result, Hadawi
was often on the move as well, living in Lebanon and the United States, among oth‐
er countries, before settling permanently in Canada (Bland 2004; Safieddine
2004).8
Rather than being recognized for his effectiveness, Hadawi was forced to resign
from his position at the UN in 1955, on the grounds of a conflict of interest after he
asked formally for economic restitution for the home that had been taken from him
in 1948—thus due to a perceived incompatibility between his identity as an inter‐
national observer and a Palestinian refugee who believed he had a right to compen‐
sation under international law (Fischbach 2003, 252–58).9 In contrast, Amiran was

Thus in the 1950s Don Perez argued that “Abandoned property [i.e. property left behind by Palestinian
refugees who were not allowed to return] was one of the greatest contributions toward making Israel a
viable state” (cf. Hadawi 1957, 31).

7

Hadawi would never see Jerusalem again, passing away in Toronto in 2004 at the age of 100. Hadawi
was a British citizen, and so he had the option of visiting Palestine and Israel, but he refused to do so out
of protest (Fischbach 2003).

8

Fischbach suggests that the request for restitution was simply an excuse, and that political considera‐
tions were in fact behind Hadawi’s forced resignation. These would have included outright political
opposition to having a Palestinian on the team; it is likely that Hadawi did not foresee even the percep‐
tion of a conflict of interest or else he would not have submitted the request.
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widely recognized and celebrated for his work, as his identity as a Jewish Israeli
and as an international scholar were widely believed to be fully compatible. Amiran
increasingly was received as an equal among international power centers, whereas
Hadawi’s contributions to history were only recognized decades later. Thus, the
practical effects of statehood on the ground served as the fulcrum of the imbalance
of power between the two scholars, an instance which will be seen time and again,
albeit in differing guises, in the chapters which follow.
From Traveling Theory to Traveling Ethnography
Just as Hadawi and Amiran were influenced by the times and places in which they
worked, my own research is inevitably a product of my position as an international
scholar. This book is grounded in over six months of ethnographic fieldwork and
archival research in Palestine and Israel, as well one additional month of archival
research internationally. These periods include five months of participant‐
observation at the Applied Research Institute Jerusalem (ARIJ),10 one of the premi‐
ere Palestinian cartographic NGOs in the West Bank, as well as 54 semi‐structured
interviews with cartographers, urban planners, and civil engineers. During my
fieldwork, I participated in more than 30 field visits with cartographers throughout
the West Bank, and I took upwards of 10,000 photographs of maps and documents
in related archival collections in the West Bank, Israel, and the UK.11 My methodol‐
ogy consisted of a combination of semi‐structured interviews, participant‐
observation, archival research, and document and data analysis. Interviews were
recorded and were conducted for the most part in English, although with interjec‐
tions in Arabic and Hebrew. During the participant‐observation I took part in meet‐
ings and tours that were conducted alternately in Arabic, Hebrew, or English. I
sought a representative sample of interviewees who work for the dominant carto‐
graphic institutions and organizations in the region, which was possible due to the
relatively small geographic area to cover—Palestine and Israel combined are
roughly the size of the US state of Vermont (Hadawi 1957), or about one‐half the
area of the Netherlands. The combination of textual and ethnographic sources ena‐
bled me to explore the influences which shaped the entire process of making maps,
from the initial setting of the grid and data collection, meaning both the gathering of
existing sources and new observations on the ground, to the ultimate design of a
particular map.
During my fieldwork, I was repeatedly reminded of how my position as an in‐
ternational scholar opened specific routes, as groups were giving in terms of time

ARIJ is said as a word rather than an acronym. The i sound is long as in the word we, and the j sound is
pronounced as in the word jeans.
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See Appendix C for a list of archival collections consulted.
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and expertise in the hopes of bringing their work to a wider audience, while fore‐
closing others. My US citizenship made it possible for me to work both in central
Israel and the West Bank, which is significant given that many Palestinians experi‐
ence routine discrimination when traveling between the two, even when their visas
permit it, and Israeli citizens are formally barred by the Israeli government from
traveling to the Territories without special permission, although small groups of
activists continue to do so. However also as an international, my stay in the region
was dependent upon me leaving every three months, and I could be refused re‐
entry each time I entered or returned.12 So my somewhat extensive range of
movement was also precarious, since it could be prohibited at any moment, at any
checkpoint, the granting of which was also largely dependent on factors of race,
gender, and class, as determined by my appearance. My ability even to conduct
research full time for an extended period was dependent upon a generous research
position at Maastricht University, which both made my visit intellectually and fi‐
nancially possible yet also lead to me building a life and set of responsibilities in the
Netherlands.
This book represents an attempt to mobilize the privilege just described to
conduct rigorous research. To do so, I sought to follow Edward Said’s notion of
traveling theory to its logical conclusion, by conducting a traveling ethnography.
Said famously proposed traveling theory as the study of “what happens to a theory
when it moves from one place to another” (Said 1983, 161). In his critique of the
totalizing aspects of Foucault’s theory of power, Said proposes an analysis that
might provide “attractive alternatives” to any theory that “left to its own special‐
ists” would tend “to have walls erected around itself.” These alternatives make pro‐
lific use of geographic metaphors:
To measure the distance between theory then and now, there and here…to
move skeptically in the broader political world where such things as the hu‐
manities or the great classics ought to be seen as small provinces of the human
venture, to map the territory covered by all the techniques of dissemination,
communication and interpretation….
(1983, 177–78, my emphasis)
Said’s examples borrow from graphical conceptions of space which implies a
recognition that theories also have a material form which is affected when those
theories move and change. This emphasis thereby prefigures later conceptions of

Such a refusal of entry is routinely enforced without warning upon Palestinians who are also Israeli
citizens, as well as North American and European scholars of Arab heritage, but also at times on teachers
and interns in international NGOs, despite the privileges conveyed by their US passports (Abdel Fattah
2013; ARIJ 2013b; Miller 2013). During this research I was not refused entry, in no small part likely
because of my outward appearance.
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translation in Actor Network Theory (ANT) as the way that actors must transform
in order to be incorporated into a network (Latour 1999, 15–16). Yet to study such
transformations, it is also necessary to pay heed to the negations and omissions, to
feel out the paths of greatest resistance—the places where theory fears to tread, so
to speak—thereby widening Trouillot’s (1994) study of the “silences of history” to
include the silences of geography. For theory makes and unmakes places and pas‐
sages through its movement. To feel out these simultaneous affirmations and nega‐
tions in ways that also took into account their materiality, I conducted the better
part of my research on the road—although I also routinely strayed off the road,
both literally and metaphorically. I thereby attempted to materialize my attempts at
scholarly reflexivity, to better understand how the study of traveling theory alters
the subjectivity of the traveling scholar in ways that might further nuance the re‐
sulting research.
So I began this traveling ethnography with the simple notion that to study trav‐
eling theory it is necessary to travel with it. As a traveling ethnographer, I made
daily trips back and forth across the many boundaries which encircle the West
Bank, using as many forms of transportation as possible, including the segregated
Palestinian and, alternately, Israeli buses and mini‐buses, taxis, UN jeeps, private
cars, bikes, extensive hiking, and at one point, a small gasoline‐powered scooter. I
sought out alternate routes, taking Israeli public buses into settlements, and then
walking across to adjacent Palestinian towns, to come back through checkpoints on
foot. I hiked through the ruins of demolished Palestinian villages that are buried
beneath the ‘green belt’ of forests—planted in part to surreptitiously hide those
same ruins and secure Israeli government ownership of their land—that line the
highway that runs from Tel Aviv to Jerusalem (Cohen 1993, 109). I traveled north
to the Lebanon border and south to a Bedouin town in the Negev desert which at
the time of writing has been demolished 49 times (Kestler‐DAmours 2013). I made
regular trips along the segregated road, newly built with US funding, for Palestini‐
ans that takes perhaps the longest route possible between Bethlehem, south of
Jerusalem, and Ramallah, to Jerusalem’s north. The road runs on steep inclines and
descends through the aptly named Valley of Fire, taking between one and two
hours to go between two cities that are no more than twenty minutes apart if they
could be traveled by a direct route. I walked along the Wall, part of the broader
Israeli Separation Barrier which consists, in places, of barbed‐wire fences sur‐
rounded by trenches and a broad exclusion area on either side, and in others, of an
8‐meter high concrete wall. Overall the Barrier is built with brutal efficiency within
the populated areas of the West Bank, on top of a crisscross of streets, homes, and
fields—a route that is alternately eerily tranquil and, during protests, full of teargas
clouds.
Throughout, my travel was shaped by my privilege as a white international
academic. With this in mind, the hope was that by crisscrossing the boundaries in
such innumerable ways, I might come to a more embodied understanding, in my
own way as an international, of how societies can be so intricately interwoven, and
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also thoroughly disjointed.13 Yet this privileged mobile life was itself circumscribed
by the near‐moratorium on internationals traveling to Gaza, and as such, it too was
geographically circumscribed in ways that have reverberated throughout my re‐
search. The choice to circulate across and through the margins required giving up
on becoming fully immersed in any one place. At times I became thoroughly disori‐
ented, not sure which language I was supposed to be speaking, or to whom. Yet it
certainly did achieve its aim of opening up an awareness, albeit in a highly advan‐
taged fashion, of border issues in Palestine and Israel, of living between societies in
a small specific way, despite the practical difficulties and theoretical challenges of
doing so. While such an approach certainly is not appropriate for all studies of the
region, and the potential forms which alternative travel takes are vast and have
varying political and social implications,14 I hope that this account demonstrates
that work that is physically conducted on the margins is a necessary part of wider
projects to study the impact of landscapes of occupation which are at once social
and material, and which depend on the enforcement of strict yet ambiguous bound‐
aries.15 In this introduction, I have attempted to illustrate such divisions through a
retelling of the lives and work of Amiran and Hadawi. In the next chapter, I turn to
the theoretical literature which makes such a study possible, before presenting
three rich examples of mapmaking.

Thus while sympathetic to the elevation of nomadism in recent critical theory (for example, Braidotti
2013, 57), I also question whether at times it might reproduce the historic misconceptions of nomadism
as simply aimless mobility, a form of wandering around through undefined landscapes.
14 See the emerging literature on alternative tourism in Palestine and Israel (Barnard 2013; Stein 1998).
In addition, several alternative travel guides have recently been released (Jubras, Nasser, and Yahya
2008; Natour and Abu Ta’ah 2000; Shahin 2005; Szepesi 2012).
13

Of course, the ways researchers move about are also central due to the potentially negative impacts of
academics in boundary communities. For example, the continued influx of (temporary) international
researchers into Palestinian refugee camps may have actually increased distrust. Moe Ali Nyel (2013)
relates one incident where a female resident, Um Muhammad, asked an American professor if he could
help her seriously injured son, only to have the male professor reply that “’We will include your son’s
story in part of the study we are doing, and it will be published by Harvard.’ Then, the professor asked
me [Nyel] to tell anxious Um Muhammad that Harvard is an important university and when the report
was published many people would read it.” So, while traveling complements existing studies where
scholars embed themselves in particular communities, travel alone is not sufficient and suffers from its
own set of pitfalls. On issues facing over‐researched communities, see Sukarieh and Tannock (2012).
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The Materiality of Theory

Maps have been an intrinsic part of political struggles over historic Palestine at
least since some of the first topographic maps of the area were produced by Pierre
Jacotin, a senior officer in Napoleon’s army, who followed the general’s trail of bat‐
tlefields during his failed invasion (Godlewska 1999, 77–78). Jacotin’s results were
inconsistent, however, because they were only able to work in those sites where
Napoleon’s forces had won (Khatib 2003, 211). The tight coupling between cartog‐
raphy and expanding control over land persists in modified form in contemporary
Israel, as is evident in a recent text by Haim Srebro, the director of Israel’s state
mapping agency the Survey of Israel (SOI). In the Preface to a recent volume on the
SOI, Srebro depicts cartographic surveyors are “pioneers”: “[Surveyors] are the first
to be in the field [.…] the first to thrust a stake in the ground. When they arrive […]
the field is usually bare, often unapproachable” (Srebro, Adler, and Gavish 2009, 7).
Srebro’s words evoke images of unmapped land as both empty and inhospitable, a
depiction which would have seemed familiar in Jacotin’s day.
The persistence of such pioneer metaphors points to the need to better under‐
stand how ongoing legacies of colonialism and empire shape digital cartography in
Palestine and Israel. The intertwined histories of maps and struggles for territorial
control also are broadly relevant to a better understanding of the spatialities of
knowledge. Recently, authors in a variety of disciplines have begun to refer to a
“spatial turn”, and metaphors of mapping are widely used in social theory to refer
to textured understandings of complex social phenomena (Law and Mol 2001; Warf
and Arias 2009). Nonetheless to date beyond specific subdisciplines of geography
and, with quite different implications, certain branches of mathematics, where
functions are referred to as maps, there has been little critical interrogation of
mapping practices.
In order to contextualize maps more fully, this chapter provides an analysis of
cartography as both a political and scientific practice. Told through a narrative of
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how cartography has been embedded in the landscapes of Palestine and Israel since
the founding of Israel in 1948, it has two main goals. First, I aim to demonstrate
how studies of Palestine and Israel (Abowd 2007; Abu El‐Haj 2001), and resources
on the political impacts of technology, can benefit from using a postcolonial
frame.16 Second, I argue that critical theory cannot afford to bracket science and
technology, but instead must delve into both their material and theoretical details.
Material landscapes help to define the contours of what it is possible to know
through direct observation, and therefore they shape the production of knowledge.
While overall in this book I contribute an analysis of how colonial legacies of
knowledge are affected by the changing political, social, and economic landscapes
of Palestine and Israel, in this chapter I examine how those landscapes themselves
are reshaped through land management practices that are also interwoven with
cartography.
The body of this chapter is divided into three main sections. In the first, I ana‐
lyze research in geography that deals with the relationships between cartography
and empire as well as with the production of space and related conceptions of landscape. In the second section, I turn to earlier attempts to rationalize the landscape
of the state of Israel 1948‐67, as well as related efforts in the West Bank under Jor‐
danian rule. Ideologies of modernization were closely connected with colonial dis‐
courses about the alleged inferiority of local populations, and these were also de‐
ployed in modified forms by Israeli planners whose development efforts were in‐
creasingly effected through statistical, and ultimately digital, maps. With this in
mind, in the third section, I analyze research in Critical GIS, whose authors examine
the changing materialities of technology during the transition to digital cartography
which took place in the mid‐ and latter‐20th century. In addition, I argue for an
expansion of the notion of symmetry in STS, to include geographic symmetries—
such as the one in this book between Palestinian and Israeli maps—that can be
employed strategically to highlight imbalances of power. Overall in this chapter, I
demonstrate how refashioned material landscapes can serve to both alter and per‐
petuate colonial knowledge legacies, including a narrow conception of rationality
that has been legitimized through the use of digital technology, at times with bewil‐
dering results.
Irrationality in the Landscapes of Palestine and Israel
Despite how they are sometimes represented in the media, the ongoing conflict
between Israel and the Occupied Palestinian Territories did not arise out of an illog‐
ical sectarian quarrel, but instead as a result of internationalized methods of devel‐
oping and analyzing the land which privileged specific forms of rationality and

That is, as Timothy Mitchell (2002) has noted, a frame which permits an exploration of persistent
colonial legacies, rather than one which implies that colonialism is solely a process of the past.
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quantification. After the beginning of the 1967 Israeli Occupation of the West Bank
and Gaza Strip, their landscapes were irrationalized, or made irrational, to the ex‐
tent that the increasingly intricate and obscurantist governance procedures often
contradict one another. This is partly the result of conscious effort on the part of the
leadership of Israel to solidify their position on the ground by creating conditions
which encourage Palestinians to emigrate, but it also has had unexpected results—
not least the entrenchment of Palestinian resistance. Pre‐1967 efforts at defining
distinct and separate spaces for Palestinians and Israelis were followed after 1967
by attempts to enforce a single state in both Israel and the Territories while at the
same time refusing to annex the Territories fully to Israel (A. Barak 2005). Eyal
Weizman (2007, 4) has described the ambiguity which results:
Against the geography of stable, static places, and the balance across linear and
fixed sovereign borders, frontiers are deep, shifting, fragmented and elastic ter‐
ritories. Temporary lines of engagement, marked by makeshift boundaries, are
not limited to the edges of political space but exist throughout its depth. Dis‐
tinctions between the ‘inside’ and ‘outside’ cannot be clearly marked. In fact,
the straighter, more geometrical and abstract official colonial borders across
the ‘New Worlds’ tended to be, the more the territories of effective control were
fragmented and dynamic and thus unchartable by any conventional mapping
technique.
While his claim that there is a direct relationship between the abstraction of a bor‐
der and its complexity perhaps depends on poetic license, Weizman rightly high‐
lights the simultaneous inclusion and exclusion of the West bank in relation to Isra‐
el (Ophir, Givoni, and Hanafi 2009). This results in a condition that Meir Margalit
has called, “permanent temporariness” (Margalit 2010, 23) and which has also been
analyzed through Agamben’s notion of the state of exception (Shenhav and Berda
2009).
The proliferation of borders within the West Bank means that, in practice, there
is incredible difficulty for anyone to demarcate precisely where the boundaries
between such multiplicitous areas fall on the ground. The results would be comical
if they were not so destructive, because Palestinians can be tried for crossing bor‐
ders that are invisible and whose location, for ‘security’ reasons, they aren’t official‐
ly permitted to know. For example, Diana Kurd, a Palestinian widow from Anata,
was divested of her pension, despite paying Israeli taxes for years, because her
deceased husband had slept on the side of their bed that lay outside the Jerusalem
city boundary, according to the Israeli authorities’ maps (Hasson 2011).
The borders that intrude into the bedroom also cut towns in half, and sever
them from their surrounding regions. The construction of the infamous Wall—
alternatively called the “segregation wall” or the “separation barrier”, among other
names—within the West Bank has created enclaves in Barta’a and western Bethle‐
hem, leaving Palestinian towns on the Israeli side of the wall, literally moving the
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border around them (UNICEF 2008).17 As a result, the inhabitants are trapped:
unable physically to enter the West Bank, and unable legally to enter Israel. Howev‐
er the Wall’s apparent irrationalities appear to be the intended result of deliberate
policy. Wendy Brown has argued that despite its uniqueness, there are continuities
of intent, if difference in design, both between earlier straight boundary lines and
the current barrier (Brown 2010, 30) in their attempts to claim land and mi‐
cromanage populations. Thus apparent irrationality may also result from shifting
rationalities. Helga Tawil‐Souri (2012) has argued that over time, the Occupation
authorities have shifted from attempts to control specific pockets of space, to ef‐
forts to track specific individuals through a multifaceted regime of ID cards which
allow varying degrees of access, as discrimination is obscured through a prolifera‐
tion of ID categories.18 This segregation by individual rather than by territory, par‐
allels a shift in GIS, analyzed more fully in Chapter 3, from the mapping of territo‐
ries towards the modeling and analysis of large datasets for the location and
movement of populations of individuals (Longley and Batty 2003).In this context, it
is no surprise that some of the ‘clearest’ maps of East Jerusalem alone show over a
dozen relevant borders (Figure 2.1). To better understand how the drive for ration‐
ality has led to the present situation, it is necessary to explore how rationality and
land control have been intertwined more broadly. Thus, I now first investigate the
literature which draws links between historic forms of cartography and empire.

Making Empires, Making Maps
Maps have long been considered to be scientific representations of territory, but
recently geographers have begun to question whether either of these characteriza‐
tions is entirely deserved—whether as a purely scientific object or as a representation of land (Kitchin and Dodge 2007; e.g. Latour and Hermant 1998). Jeremy
Crampton has outlined how the view of maps which predominated in professional
cartography since the 1950s was predicated on “a clear separation between the
cartographer and the user”—a separation that, it was believed, could be bridged by
maps, which function as communicative intermediaries (Crampton 2001, 693).
However this communication model implies that maps themselves are not part of
the material world. In contrast, more recent critical scholars have claimed that
maps and the material world—including maps, users, and the land itself—are fully
imbricated. Crampton and Krygier summarized the updated view of maps as a

On the effects of the Wall on dividing communities, also see Heruti‐Sover (2012) and Hammerman
(2011).
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Also see Tawil‐Souri (2011a) and Halabi (2011) on recent surveillance in Palestine, as well as Tawil‐
Souri (2011b) on the role of technology in the enclosure of the Gaza Strip.
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Figure 2.1: The intricacy of the geopolitical situation can be seen in this detail from a United Nations
(UN) map of East Jerusalem, which lists over one dozen borders and barrier types for this region alone
(UNOCHA 2012a, S2). The full map can be viewed at http://www.ochaopt.org/documents/ocha_opt_
humaitarian_atlas_dec_2012_web.pdf.

recognition that a “map is a specific set of power‐knowledge claims” which itself
has a specific material form (Crampton and Krygier 2006, 12; Dodge, Kitchin, and
Perkins 2009). Yet the claims inherent in maps do not need to represent the Earth
as it currently is, but instead are often suggestive of what it could be—as in the case
of Israeli state maps printed in the 1960s, where Palestinian villages were depicted
as ruins, in anticipation that the Israeli government would continue to prohibit
Palestinians from reinhabiting them (e.g. SOI 1964). Thus, critical scholars argue,
scientific maps represented a useful means to describe the Earth precisely because
the Earth was remade in their image—not the other way around (Harley 2001;
Pickles 2004; Pickles 1995). John Pickles summarized the implications of the pre‐
dictive capacity of maps when he claimed that “mapping, even as it claimed to rep‐
resent the world, produced it” (Pickles 2004, 93).
The view that “maps make space as much as they record space” (Crampton
2010, 48) first emerged in the literature on Critical Cartography, which dates its
antecedents to the years after World War II and the work of J.K. Wright (Crampton
and Krygier 2006; Edney 2005; Pickles 2004) and which gained salience in the late
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1970s.19 A key subarea of critical research involved the detailed exploration of the
historical and geographic role cartographers played in making European empires
from the 15th to 19th centuries, demonstrating the confluence of political and sci‐
entific designs. Centuries later, imperial ideologies would transform into the mod‐
ernizing discourses that were employed during the wholesale transformation of the
landscape of Israel after 1948. With this in mind, in this section I first analyze Criti‐
cal Cartography literature on the intertwined legacies of maps and empire. I then
turn to literature which seeks to analyze how such modern landscapes are pro‐
duced, as well as related conceptions of landscape.
Cartographies of Empire and Empirical Cartography
Matthew Edney famously highlighted the connection between cartography and
imperialism when he claimed that “the empire exists because it can be mapped”
(Edney 1997, 2; cf. Pickles 2004). Similarly, Timothy Mitchell has noted that “In
recent years the production of maps has often been taken to epitomize the charac‐
ter of colonial power, and by extension the power of the modern state” (T. Mitchell
2002, 9). Over the years, Critical Cartographers have conducted extensive historical
studies of how cartographers came to impose mathematical order upon the earth,
thereby helping to legitimize claims to land (Livingstone 1992). For example,
Winichakul (1994) notes how troops from the Kingdom of Siam advanced in tan‐
dem with British surveyors in an 1885 conquest, leapfrogging one another across
the land in the initial consolidation of what is now Thailand: “Sometimes, mapping
advanced one step ahead of the troops. Then the military followed, making the
mapping proposal of the areas come true.” Winichakul argues that only the military
“could provide the authority under which mapping could be executed. In a sense,
map anticipated the space; force executed it; map again vindicated it” (1994, 80–
82).
Cartography was able to vindicate conquest in part because it was increasingly
viewed as an empirical science with practical import to the state. Cartographers
were empirical in the sense that they gathered evidence through observation, in‐
creasingly relying on field surveys to observe local conditions as a means of pro‐
ducing knowledge which was believed to stretch beyond those conditions (Latour
1987; Turnbull 2000). In his analysis of cadastral maps in Europe, James C. Scott
stresses the geographic importance of this striving for universality in contexts
where outsiders sought territorial control. Scott argues that the map’s value “lies in
its abstraction and universality. In principle, at least, the same objective standard
can be applied throughout the nation, regardless of local context.” Overall, land

The geographical subdisciplines of Critical Cartography includes both historical studies of cartography
and empire, analyzed in this section, as well as contemporary work on GIS and digital maps more broad‐
ly. I discuss the latter topic, collected under the heading of Critical GIS, below.
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maps “are designed to make the local situation legible to an outsider. For purely
local purposes, a cadastral map was redundant. Everyone knows who held, say, the
meadow by the river” (J. C. Scott 1998, 44–45).
Despite attempts at standardization and universality, however, Edney notes
that, “the European knowledge of each empire is accordingly far more incomplete
and nuanced than has often been recognized” (Edney 1997, 17). In the case of the
British Empire in India, due to the practical concerns of operating in the landscape
“the British could never implement the technological ideal” of triangulated surveys,
leaving them instead to combine different surveys within a single grid in an attempt
to construct a general map. However, this apparently did little to dampen the drive
to depict territories as if they were distinct, unchanging, and internally consistent
entities (Edney 1997; Winichakul 1994). Indeed, Edney has argued that the attempt
to universalize cartography was so influential, despite its shortcomings in practice,
that there were no substantial differences in appearance between maps of nation
states and maps of empire. Nations and empires were viewed as being part and
parcel of overall territories of rule (Edney 2009). This was also the case under Brit‐
ish rule in Mandate Palestine prior to 1948, when the region was viewed as a core
part of the British Empire more broadly (El‐Eini 2006). Indeed, the legacy of the
attempts to standardize the British ordinance survey in the UK (Hewitt 2010) are
clear in the British emphasis on a consistent triangulated survey over ‘all’ of histor‐
ic Palestine (Gavish 2005).
Just as European cartographic methods were variable over space, they also
were never solely European methods. The history of Western cartography includes
recurring contributions from people around the world (Macleod and Kumar 1995;
Raj 2007). To this end, David Turnbull has argued that all scientific knowledge is
local knowledge (Turnbull 2000; Turnbull 1996), and Raj has pointed out the pit‐
falls of the ‘diffusion model’, whereby cartography solely spread out from a central
metropole to the colonies (Craib 2009; Raj 2007). Many such contributions to geo‐
graphic knowledge were uncredited and undervalued, as colonial and national
maps often served to erase the presence of indigenous groups, who were often left
off of maps and instead relegated to the realm of ethnographies and travel accounts
(Safier 2009). Yet this was not always the case. At times, imperial cartography even
sought to map indigenous groups, albeit often with ulterior motives, as in the case
of Syria and Lebanon, where French cartographers presented groups according to
religious subdivisions as a means of dividing and fragmenting the Arab majority
(Gratien 2013), as well as in Siberia, where indigenous communities were depicted
as a way of highlighting Russian superiority by contrast (Kivelson 2009). In some
cases, official cartography explicitly incorporated indigenous practices, as in the
Qing Empire in Manchu, China (Hostetler 2009).
Critical cartographers thus generally agree that maps have their roots in em‐
pire while acknowledging that even dominant cartographic knowledge is far more
heterogeneous than was first understood. Despite this, however, there are ongoing
disagreements between scholars over the best way to conceptualize these geogra‐
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phies of cartographic practice. In recent studies of maps and empire, there is a ten‐
sion between scholars influenced by French poststructuralist theory who analyze
maps as discourses (Harley 2001; Wood 2010)—or more appropriately, images
(Cosgrove 2008)—to be interpreted, and researchers who draw on British and
North American Marxist work in geography to analyze the practices, institutions,
and power regimes which frame a map even before a single line is drawn (Cosgrove
2007). This is parallel to debates in the history of capitalism and expertise more
broadly. For example, Robert Jessop and Timothy Mitchell disagree as to the value
of, alternately, producing broader evolutionary narratives which “seek to explain
why only some economic imaginaries” are institutionalized at the expense of others
(Jessop and Oosterlynck 2008, 115–16) and the perhaps more localized project of
“tracing the specific history of a movement […] the sites of economic knowledge it
brings into being, the kinds of representation it makes possible” (T. Mitchell 2008,
1120). While a search for evolutionary patterns may obscure other modes of
change, conceiving of knowledge solely in terms of sites or localities can obscure
attempts to maintain systematic power hierarchies. However, as the study of how
to conceptualize territorial variation, cartography is uniquely suited to contribute
to debates which are central to broader social science. Research on the geographies
of knowledge allows scholars to overcome dichotomies between structuralist and
poststructuralist accounts. Despite their theoretical differences, at times such ac‐
counts overlap in terms of aligning broad‐scale narratives with definite power
structures, while also placing it in a simplistic opposition to local knowledge, which
is conceived of solely in terms of contingent forms of agency. In the next section, I
present literature on landscape as one way to move beyond the implicit theoretical
binary between local particularity and global patterns and to get at the nuanced
and many‐scaled spatialities at play in the geographic production of knowledge
(Martino Martin 2011).20

Two conceptions of geographic scale run throughout this book. First, I follow Neil Smith’s (1992) call
to avoid taking for granted the existence of particular scales, such as the national or local scale. Instead,
Smith urged scholars to study how specific geographic scales were produced as natural or given levels
for the study of society, a process which is further explored by many scholars, notably Marston (2000),
Paasi (2004), and Swyngedouw (2004). This is precisely what I aim to do here in my analysis of specific
landscapes which may or may not fall within the territory of one (or more, in the case of the military
Occupation) nations. Second, I build upon the work of recent scholars who critique the binary between
local and global scales and argue that multiple scales (including the international, national, and local)
can be implicit in any particular place and time (e.g. Gibson‐Graham 2002; see also Herod and Wright
2002). This simultaneity of many scales in turn frames my analysis of how international systems of
power, which often have diffuse spatialities, might co‐exist with colonial methods of control that focus
on defining specific geographic areas.
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Producing Landscapes for Traveling Cartographers
The study of cartography cannot be divorced from an analysis of landscape. Empiri‐
cal observation involving a detached observer, has been long contrasted with
memories of and emotional attachment to the land. Yet knowledge and empire are
intricately interwoven with the production of the land which is being both pro‐
duced and observed. Far from being a system that was simply imposed upon a pre‐
existing territory, cartographies were developed through territory as part of a re‐
cursive process. Maps not only served to define particular territories, by depicting
them in particular ways, but the redefinition of those territories in turn reshaped
the practice of cartography. Imperial maps made by early scouts and explorers laid
out routes of travel and trade, thereby facilitating colonization (H. V. Scott 2006),
and this led to maps of newly‐established forts and tracts of private property
(Akerman 2006). The towns that were then established in turn provided bases for
further travel to collect data for yet more maps.21
The ways that the landscapes were experienced and altered by colonial systems
for the management of land and population thus afforded the conditions of possibil‐
ity for later forms of empirical cartography. In Colonising Egypt, Timothy Mitchell
describes one early such transformation in Egypt in the 1860s: the addition of
Boulevard Muhammad Ali in Cairo, which was “ploughed diagonally through” hun‐
dreds of houses as well as “mosques, mills, bakeries and bath‐houses”. He cites a
British commenter who likened the resulting destruction to “a city that has recently
been shelled” (1991, 65).22
Practices of land management would be reconfigured over the course of the
20th century, which saw both the persistence of empire—and the Middle East23 is
one central area of debate over current imperial trends—combined with the trans‐
formation, but not excision, of imperial legacies under resource management plans
in postcolonial states. The latter was effected through modern geographical
knowledge which built upon colonial‐era innovations with the aim of creating visible national landscapes (Bhabha 2004; T. Mitchell 1991, 67). Shiv Visvanathan em‐

21 In Mandate Palestine, while the British argued that they furthered geopolitical and humanitarian
goals, their focus on standardizing land ownership belies their (at times conflicting and variable) coloni‐
al motives (El‐Eini 2006; Gavish 2005)—even though, in this case, they focused on the settlement of
Jews rather than British citizens, as a form of proxy colonialism.
22 Mitchell argues that the boulevards resulted from a wider belief in structure, rather than indicating
that cities are naturally structured according to universal rules. Nonetheless, the reshaping of cities
would also facilitate later mapping and surveillance on the part of the state, thereby reinforcing their
apparent effectiveness and necessity. Thus, even if a belief in structure led to the construction of struc‐
tured landscapes, those produced landscapes can affect knowledge production in ways which exceed
that founding belief.
23

For a deconstruction of the concept of the Middle East using maps, see Culcasi (2012; 2010; 2008).
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phasizes the situated visuality of the connection between modernism and colonial
science, claiming that “modernity was a vision of conquest” (Visvanathan 1988, 264,
emphasis added). Building upon the work of Henri Lefebvre (2002) on the produc‐
tion of space, literature on the production of landscape provides one possibility to
investigate the ways that geographic knowledge which privileges observation in the
collection of empirical data is situated in material landscapes (Massey 2005; Mas‐
sey 1994).24 In recent decades, scholars in critical urban planning, development
studies, geography, and anthropology have emphasized the ways that land is
shaped and reshaped (e.g. Domosh 1996). Neil Smith has noted the resulting unity
of concepts and material, albeit from a standpoint that privileges the material as‐
pects: “While the emphasis […] is on the direct physical production of space, the
production of space also implies the production of the meaning, concepts, and con‐
sciousness” (N. Smith 2008, 79). Making a similar point, albeit from a different the‐
oretical perspective, Timothy Mitchell has argued that, for social science, “the dis‐
tinction between the material world and its representation is not something we can
take as a starting point” (T. Mitchell 2002, 6).
Research on landscape encompasses a number of analytics, from the work of
Carl Sauer (1925) and his students on historical landscapes in North America, to
Cindi Katz’s more recent call (2001, 1229) for studying countertopography, as a way
to “imagine a politics that maintains the distinctness of a place while recognizing
that it is connected analytically to other places along contour lines that represent
not elevation but particular relations to a process” such as globalization. Sharon
Zukin has called landscape “the cultural product of our time” (1991, 22). In Pales‐
tine and Israel, Eyal Weizman has analyzed the “folded terrain” of the West Bank
(Weizman 2002), in order to demonstrate his argument that “the conflict manifests
itself most clearly in the adaptation, construction and obliteration of landscape and
built environment.”25 Stressing production, the work of Zukin and related scholars
in geography (Domosh 1996; D. Harvey 2006; D. Harvey 2005; D. Harvey 1997; C.
Katz 2006; N. Smith 2008; Soja 2000; Soja 1996) echoes Barbara Bender’s call,
based in literature in archaeology and architecture on contested landscapes and
divided cities (Misselwitz and Rieniets 2006; Pullan and Baillie 2013; Sorkin 2002),
to study the ways that landscapes are “tensioned, always in movement, always in

For the relationship of Lefebvre’s work to other French research on science and social space in the
context of aerial photography, see Haffner (2013) and Merrifield (Merrifield 2000). Mitchell’s claim (T.
Mitchell 2002, 79) that Lefebvre assumes a distinction between social and material neglects more recent
work in geography which adapts Lefebvre’s views to the production of nature (C. Katz and Kirby 1991;
N. Smith 2008; Swyngedouw 2006).

24

Also See Weizman’s co‐edited volume, together with Rafi Segal and David Tartakover, entitled A Civil‐
ian Occupation (2003a). The book’s first edition was censored by the Israeli Architects’ Association,
(Segal and Weizman 2003b) and attempts were made to halt the construction of the new Israeli National
library, designed by Rafi Segal, in relation to his continued support for the book (Rosenblum 2012).
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the making” (Bender and Winer 2001, 3). Similarly, Mitch Rose and John Wylie
(2006) have argued against the ‘flattening’ trend in recent social science research,
which has seen a shift, including the work of Bruno Latour (1993) and Giorgio
Agamben (2005; 1998), away from landscape towards topology, the relatable study
of space which is mutable and changing—yet which, in its geometric echoes, at
times reproduces the idea that space is an empty, gridded three‐dimensional con‐
tainer. Instead, this study follows Rose and Wylie’s call for the study of landscape as
a form of “dynamic materiality”, a “tension of presence” and absence, which “rein‐
troduces perspective and contour; texture and feeling; perception and imagination”
(M. Rose and Wylie 2006, 477).26
Even though landscape is a central term in geography, it primarily has been
defined implicitly, through its use in a variety of analyses both within geography
and beyond (Cosgrove 2008). This has resulted in heterogeneous meanings which
traditionally privilege observation from above. However, as Dorrian and Rose have
argued, landscape may also be productively mobilized as an oppositional term. This
is true particularly to the extent that landscape has the potential to encompass and,
therefore allow for an exploration of, tensions between the material and the subjec‐
tive, the inside and the outside, the past and present, and the representable and
non‐representable—albeit an exploration which is itself performative, rather than
predicated on an a priori belief in any specific dichotomy (Dorrian and Rose 2003,
16–17). For as recent scholarship has shown, such dichotomies are partly effects of
colonial geographical legacies (Keane 2007; T. Mitchell 2002; N. Smith 2008). In her
account of imperial travelers, Mary Louise Pratt refers to the “textual apartheid that
separates landscape from people, accounts of inhabitants from accounts of their
habitats” (2007, 61). Pratt therefore views landscape as an effect of colonial at‐
tempts to divorce, or deterritorialize, indigenous human subjects from the lands in
which they lived—which didn’t preclude romanticizing them as connected to the
land.
By analyzing cartographic practice through conceptions of landscape, then, I am
not attempting to reinstate strict divisions between people and land, subjects and
objects. Instead I aim to reterritorialize science and technology, allowing for greater
attention to the varying spatialities of the geographical production of scientific
knowledge. Thereby, this book is part of a disparate movement within STS, geogra‐
phy, and postcolonial theory which “locates these problems of colonialism, global
expansion, and translation within the history and practice of science, rather than
outside it” (T. Mitchell 2002, 7). However, this book does not stop there, for in con‐
ducting my investigations into the geographies of digital cartography, I am also
questioning the varying implementation of such spatialized notions as the geo‐

In a related vein, Clark, Massey, and Sarre (2008, 2) pair the study of land with mobility, arguing for
combined analyses of territory and flow, which I explore more fully in Chapter 4.
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graphic inside and outside of scientific practice (For example, see the analysis in
Chapter 5 of settlement cartography from within and without).
Through their focus on the reworking of land, studies of the production of land‐
scape can provide a significant complement to work in STS, where authors have
explored how the pristine laboratory was only made possible by the exclusion of
the rest of the landscape as the messy, unpredictable, field (Latour 1988; Latour
and Woolgar 1986). However, in STS research, often the focus has been on the lab,
as scholars have emphasized how labs were created as unique spaces for experi‐
mentation (Kavornen and Van Heur Forthcoming). To give just two examples,
Latour and Woolgar, who have focused extensively on the constitution of scientific
objects, nonetheless note that “an object [of scientific study] is simply a signal dis‐
tinct from the background of the field and the noise of the instruments” (1986, 127),
thereby simultaneously paraphrasing a particular scientific worldview and also
reinforcing the notion of space as an insignificant backdrop of science. Likewise,
Karin Knorr Cetina has analyzed materiality, space, and broader patterns of
knowledge production (1999; 1981), yet she too tends to focus on materiality only
within the laboratory, while analyzing broader patterns primarily in terms of social
organization. Thus her assertion that “tools and resources are the capital without
which a lab could not maintain its place in the field” (1999, 85) is intended to refer
to a scientific field, but it could productively be applied to the upkeep of related
lands, buildings and infrastructure.
The focus on the laboratory at the expense of the field in science studies is part‐
ly a result of the privileging of laboratory sciences more broadly during the 20th
century; Robert E. Kohler (2002) provides a detailed analysis of how field biologists
responded to the increased attention to the laboratory and experimentation in the
early 1900s in the US by developing notions of “nature’s experiments”. In recent
years, researchers have increasingly sought to blur (Kohler 2002) and mediate
dichotomies between the lab and the field, for example through studies of ‘urban
laboratories’ which specifically challenge conceptions of the laboratory as a sepa‐
rate sterile space (Kavornen and Van Heur Forthcoming). This has led to more de‐
tailed attention to place‐making in scientific practice (Gieryn 2006; 2000), as well
as a broader interest in how the field itself is also produced. More recently,
Sekhsaria (2013; 2011) has explored how scientific instrument‐building can take
place in geographic contexts, and mobilize material practices and knowledges,
which exceed narrow definitions of a laboratory. This book thereby builds upon
and broadens ongoing studies of the materiality of technology in recent STS (Wyatt
2008b) and geographical (Clark, Massey, and Sarre 2008) research.
Although they have not yet made concerted use of production of landscape
literature, scholars working in Palestine and Israel have extensively analyzed the
relationship between ideology and the reworking of the land. Meron Benvenisti has
pointed to the destructive consequences of the implicit valuation of rational
knowledge in Israel. He notes how the ultimate destruction of Palestinian villages
after 1948 was made possible precisely because they did not fit into the rational
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patterns that the Zionists expected from a developed landscape. He states that, to
members of the Jewish communities, the Palestinian communities were “white
patches—terra incognita [….] These towns, villages, and neighborhoods had no
place in the Jews’ perception of the homeland’s landscape. They were just a form‐
less, random collection of three‐dimensional entities” (2000, 56). Thus Benvenisti
equates the Palestinian towns’ perceived lack of form—that is, of rational pattern
and organization—with their eventual near‐erasure, which is conceptualized as
omission from both the map and, ultimately, the landscape itself.
Nonetheless, they would also benefit from greater attention to STS critiques of
rationality and scientific knowledge.27 Often nostalgia for (common sense) rational‐
ity pervades work on maps and landscape in Palestine and Israel. While Sari Hanafi
has termed the urban policies of the Occupation as spaciocide (2009), Weizman
refers to them as the “politics of verticality” (2007; 2002). However, the use of verticality reinforces the Cartesian framing of discussions of landscape as something
reducible to three separate numerical axes. Similarly, Denis Wood’s (2010) recent
discussion of “nonreactionary” maps—such as the Atlas of Palestine 1948 (Abu Sitta
2004) and the UN closure map (UNOCHA 2008)—is only partly ironic. While allow‐
ing that facts can be selected according to specific ideologies, Wood notes “each
chosen fact is as factual as can be. None has invented data. None is a fantasy. You
can go there . . . and check it out” (2010, 246–47).28
Despite Woods’ slightly humorous appeal to common sense efforts to ‘check it
out’, this diverts attention from the ways that different individuals and groups may
make different scientific observations based upon both their physical position in a
particular (produced) landscape, as well as the geographic shaping of subjectivities
more broadly, themes which Wood treats in his analysis of artistic maps (2010).
For it is not simply that, as Weizman claims, “planning decisions are often made not
according to criteria of economic sustainability, ecology or efficiency of services,
but to serve strategic and national agendas” (Weizman 2002, n.p.). Rather, an anal‐
ysis of the production of space precisely allows for an exploration of how criteria of
sustainability, ecology, efficiency, and strategic agendas are all fully enmeshed.
Thus, the very constitution of the data is shaped by landscapes in ways that are far
more fundamental, and also more diverse, than any purposeful invention of facts
might suggest. In the next section, I build upon the production of space literature to
analyze attempts to rationalize the landscape of Israel and Palestine after 1948—

Two exceptions of work on colonial knowledges which incorporate geographical and STS critiques are
Abu El‐Haj’s (2001) study of the building of Israeli archaeology as a field science, as well as Gary Fields’
(2012; 2010) comparisons of land enclosure movements in the historical US and UK with land grabs in
contemporary Palestine.
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Wood also explores the implications of artistic atlases. These include the (Shoshan 2010), which
combines empirical maps and design, the Subjective Atlas of Palestine (de Vet 2007), and the recent
exhibit catalogue Imaginary Coordinates (Rosen 2008).
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attempts whose legacies would ultimately enable the sometimes absurd regimes
outlined earlier in this chapter.

The Rational Landscape of Palestine and Israel
Over the course of the 20th century, cartography’s imperial legacies would uniquely
influence efforts to reshape the landscapes of Palestine and Israel. In Israel in par‐
ticular, efforts to fit the land to meet the map have dominated the landscape since
before the state’s inception in 1948. The Governmental Names Committee’s efforts
to Hebraize place names after Israel’s founding lead to extreme toponymic trans‐
formations. However, throughout this was accompanied by the wholesale rework‐
ing of the land in order to rationalize it—that is, to make it legible, measurable, and
quantifiable. No sooner had the 1949 armistice been signed than work began on the
initial stages of the National Water Carrier, a series of interconnected pipes, pumps,
tunnels and canals which were designed in part by engineers from the US, and
which aimed to divert water from the Sea of Galilee towards the coast of Israel,
bypassing the West Bank (Alatout 2009; U. Davis, Maks, and Richardson 1980, 7–9;
Fischhendler 2008). The importance of water infrastructure is evident in the fact
that one of the first actions of the Palestine Liberation Organization (PLO) was an
attempt to sabotage the National Water Carrier in 1964 (Wolf and Ross 1992, 931–
37). Yet the National Water Carrier is only one example from an entire host of simi‐
lar projects, many of them funded from abroad. Across Israel in the middle and
later decades of the 20th century, masses of highways, forests, and large agriculture
irrigation installations were wrought from infilled marshlands, dynamited hills, and
the rubble of demolished Palestinian towns.
These projects arguably helped to stabilize the young Israeli economy while
also providing international legitimacy. Many of them also led to environmental
degradation, and some initiatives, such as the draining of the Hula Valley, have
since been reversed (Inbar 2002; Levin, Elron, and Gasith 2009; Watzman 1993).
Yet concerns about the impact of modern development—for example, Efrat’s
(1994) caution in terms of the impact of the construction of highway 6 on Palestini‐
an agricultural lands—have not halted construction. This suggests that a construct‐
ed sense of inevitability continues to prevail in Israeli development circles despite
ongoing opposition (Garb 2004).
The Israelis were not alone. Between the 1949 cease‐fire which ended the war
that followed the declaration of the state of Israel, and the beginning of the Occupa‐
tion of the Palestinian Territories in 1967, the West Bank and Gaza Strip were un‐
der respective Jordanian and Egyptian control. Both the Jordanian and Egyptian
governments undertook related modernization efforts in the Territories that were
newly under their jurisdiction. The Jordanians, for example, attempted to demon‐
strate their legitimacy in Jerusalem by conserving and opening Christian religious
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sites to high‐profile visitors such as the Pope (K. Katz 2003). However, after 1967,
large‐scale investment was increasingly stunted in the Territories through a lack of
investment on the part of the Israeli authorities, who now controlled them, coupled
with an impenetrable regime of building permits which are required for even the
smallest modifications (Coon 1990; IPCC 2009; Tamari 2001; UNOCHA 2011b).29
Throughout these transformations, national, international and colonial (partic‐
ularly British Mandate) modernizing discourses were all thoroughly intertwined
(Gasteyer and Butler Flora 2000)—as were financial and nationalist motives (Lev‐
inson 2007). In Israel, the specific lineaments were combined in a fashion that was
relatively unique to Zionist discourse (Goldshleger, Amit‐Cohen, and Shoshany
2006; Shohat 1992; cf. Gorney 2007), with the emphasis on “making the desert
bloom” or, in the words of Hadawi, turning it into a “rose garden” (Hadawi 1957, 7).
In Jordan as well as in nearby states like Syria, many were likewise influenced by,
and innovated upon, international discourses, drawing on complex admixtures of
modernist, nationalist, and colonial tropes, thereby leading to what Lisa Taraki has
called a “uniquely Arab expression of modernity” (2008, 63). 30
In contrast to a broader postcolonial emphasis on self‐sufficiency, however, in
Israel the discourses which accompanied such large‐scale modernizing processes
fed into Orientalist and colonial tropes31 in ways that uniquely appealed to power
brokers in Europe and North America. Zionist land management efforts traced their
immediate roots to before the establishment of Israel, particularly to the efforts of
Zionist agencies in the 1920s to drain swamps thereby, it was claimed, healing a
landscape that was sick from both malaria and economic neglect. This was accom‐
plished without any reference to the fact that many areas were already actively
managed by Palestinians (Gorney 2007, 267; Hirsch 2009; Sufian 2007, 138–44).
Building upon pre‐state discourses which alternated between presenting Palestini‐
ans as a part of the landscape, and arguing that they were “completely absent”
(Nassar 2003, 150), after 1948 Israeli geographers increasingly positioned them‐
selves as cultural Europeans, casting local populations as unfit for development. In
so doing, they bought into the Western perception of development as a linear pro‐
cess with defined goals that were exemplified in the societies of Europe and North

The challenges faced by the PA are dealt with in Chapter 4. For an example of an attempt to combine
modernizing with environmental sustainability, see Saleh (2008).
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See Alkhalili (2012) on differences in the treatment of refugees and non‐refugees in the urban plan‐
ning of Ramallah. See Coignet (2009) on development and public space in Amman, Jordan, and Van Heur
and Abbas (2013), as well as Zawawi, Corijn, and Van Heur (2013) on gender and public space in the
Occupied Palestinian Territories.
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See Adas’s seminal work (1989) for a further elaboration on specific European colonial tropes with
respect to development and technology in the global South.
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America.32 In the words of Moshe Brawer, Israelis alone in the region accomplished
“rapid and extensive urban and rural development, and provision of the modern
efficient services and infrastructure of an advanced state.” Such achievements were
juxtaposed to those of neighboring states, for example by claiming “the West bank
had suffered from neglect, stagnation, and partial depopulation during its 19 years
under the Jordanian Kingdom (1948‐67)” in an attempt to paint the 1967 Occupa‐
tion as if it were of benefit to the local population (2008, 153–54, emphasis added).
However, such colonial arguments were not solely relegated to the early and
middle decades of the 1900s. Prominent Israeli developers and academics have
consistently presented themselves as modernizers (Interview 3, Israeli geography
professor; Interview 4, Brawer), often at the expense of the Palestinian population.
Srebro’s characterization at the beginning of this chapter, of un‐surveyed land as
both bare and unapproachable implies that Palestinians failed to develop the land,
while also cluttering it up (i.e. with their presence) in ways that prevented it from
being accessible to the real developers—the Israeli authorities (Srebro, Adler, and
Gavish 2009). Such discourse leads to a continued effacement of Palestinians, in‐
cluding alternative methods of treating the land. Elia Zureik has called the attitude
of Baruch Kimmerling—a prominent Israeli scholar who himself critiqued the Is‐
raeli state—towards Palestinians as one of “conceptual neglect” (Zureik 2001, 222).
It also encourages misconceptions based in ideas of Western exceptionalism. Tal
Golan has suggested that it was solely the overwhelming support for science and
technology in Israel that enabled Israel, among other nations founded after World
War II, to be “the only country that reached a per capita income level approaching
that of the long‐independent Western nations”—even as he implies that this wealth
has also enabled an escapist academic culture which has largely ignored the history
of Israeli science and technology (Golan 2004, iv).
Modernizing discourses were not external to land management practices. In‐
stead, the broader reworking of the land was in part an attempt to make it easier to
map, and to make the maps legible for those reading them. Bruno Latour has
brought attention to the need for the landscape to adapt to the map:
When we use a map, we rarely compare what is written on the map with the
landscape—to be capable of such a feat you would need to be yourselves a well‐

Linear conceptions of societal development can be traced in part to the work of the 14th‐century histo‐
rian Ibn Khaldun, whose work was widely influential, including in the Arab world and, by the 18th and
19th centuries, in Europe. In the Introduction to his Muqaddimah, Ibn Khaldun argued that a breakdown
in social cohesion could lead a society to be overtaken by outsiders from its geographic periphery. As of
the time of writing, an English translation of the Muqaddimah (Ibn Khaldun 1967) is available at
http://www.muslimphilosophy.com/ik/Muqaddimah/. However, although it can be interpreted as
supporting linear development of history, Khaldun’s processual view is more in keeping with that advo‐
cated by Thomas Kuhn (1996), who famously argued that science consists of a non‐linear succession of
different paradigms vying for legitimacy based upon collective support and belief.
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trained topographer, that is, to be closer to the profession of geographer. No, we
most often compare the readings on the map with the road signs written in the
same language. The outside world is fit for an application of the map only when
all its relevant features have themselves been written and marked by beacons,
landmarks, boards, arrows, street names and so on. (Latour 1987, 254, empha‐
sis in original)
Claiming that in order to match map and land, rather than map and signs, one
would need to be a topographer, Latour highlights the fact that the need for cartog‐
raphers is almost as great when remaking the land as it is when making a map.
Indeed, cartographers were an intrinsic part of Israeli efforts to recondition the
landscape, and they took part in furthering the modernist development discourses
of geographers more broadly. In the 1980s, David Amiran (See Chapter 1) used
Israeli land management methods to justify their hold on the land.33 He character‐
ized the entire eleven‐hundred year period, from the 7th‐century Arab conquest to
the founding of modern Israel, as “centuries of decay when the land of Israel turned
into an impoverished, malaria‐stricken country, suffering both from maladministra‐
tion and from a backward population.” In contrast, Israeli developers, Amiran ar‐
gues, created newfound wealth “with enterprise and modern agricultural tech‐
niques” in an era when “large‐scale projects reclaimed the land which had deterio‐
rated throughout centuries” (1987, 311). He states:
Israel is an outstanding example illustrating that the same earth—the same
natural resources—are put to different uses by different people, employing dif‐
ferent technologies. Israel illustrates that land of great value to one population
was entirely useless to another one. (1987, 309)
Amiran thereby implies that Palestinians had no right to the land of Palestine, be‐
cause they “had neither the means nor the initiative to cultivate it” (1987, 299–
300). More recently, Raja Shehadeh has argued that the spread of natsh, a local
weed, has been exploited by settlers in legal settings to expropriate land since
1967. Paraphrasing their arguments, Shehadeh writes, “’The land is full of natsh. I
saw it with my own eyes.’ Meaning: What more proof could anyone want that the
land was uncultivated and therefore public land that the Israeli settlers could use as
their own?” (2007, 52–53).
However, this practice of alleging mismanagement in order to seize land is not
unique to Israel. Instead it is evocative of urban renewal practices that were then
dominant in Europe and North America during the 20th century (Carmon 1999),
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which likewise built upon colonial tropes.34 For example, efforts to carve out large
gaps into the Jerusalem hills to allow for a gently sloping highway are reminiscent
of Rudolph Mrázek’s description of road‐building efforts over one hundred years,
and over eight thousand kilometers, distant in Dutch Indonesia: “the newness, the
hardness, the cleanliness—it was the roads’ modernity” (2002, 8).
This emphasis on cleanliness carried over to urban renewal efforts within Isra‐
el as well. Soon after Israeli troops marched into the Old City of Jerusalem in 1967,
the Maghrebi quarter, a historic Palestinian neighborhood that stood adjacent to
the Western Wall in the Old City, was demolished and cleared. The act was repre‐
sented as a “cleaning up process”—one which resulted in several deaths of resi‐
dents who were crushed by bulldozers (Abowd 2000, 9). Planners viewed the
houses, including a mosque from the middle ages (Hasson 2012b), as decaying and
cluttered ruins (Ricca 2007, 6) and justified demolishing the centuries‐old homes,
which were fully inhabited, on the grounds that it was for public use (Abowd 2000).
They thereby echoed the claims of Eminent Domain in the United States. Eminent
Domain is the ability of the state to buy or take over areas on the grounds of public
good. In practice, it is often justified by arguing that the areas are “blighted” and not
being put to adequate use. The implication, that land must be used for tenants to
retain ownership or usage rights, echoes the later arguments in use in Israel. Such
international influence that is not surprising, given that many Israeli geographers
and planners were trained in the US in the early decades of the modern state of
Israel (Carmon 1999).
The transformation of the landscape continues to be fully imbricated with at‐
tempts to frame Israelis as representatives of modernity in the region.35 Through‐
out the 20th century up to the present day, authorities have dammed streams, re‐
routed springs, and demolished ancient cisterns—tanks for collecting rainwater—
in the name of a narrowly‐defined modernity which favored visibility, quantifica‐
tion, and clarity. Pine forests have been planted over the ruins of villages to make
the scrub vegetation more productive—that is, more like the situation in Europe
(Cohen 2002; 2000; 1994; 1993). Large tracts, particularly in areas inhabited by
Bedouins in the Negev, have been seized amid accusations that the Bedouin failed

In turn, American colonial tropes were themselves built upon forms of Orientalism, based on the
denigration of Muslims and Jews alike, that were originally brought over with Christopher Columbus
during his conquest (Shohat 2002). In recent years, Orientalism has likewise been mobilized in attempts
to enforce strict dichotomies between East and West, North and South, upon Israeli and Palestinian
academics living in the US and Europe, although in many cases their lives do not conform to such facile
divisions (Shohat 2004).
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At times colonial development discourses persist with surprisingly little variability. To provide a
recent example: In August 2013 on the progressive Jewish Mondoweiss blog, one commenter criticized
an article against Israeli settlements by claiming, apparently without irony, that “Israel is a developed
nation in a sea of economic backwardness” (Robbins and Weiss 2013).
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to develop the landscape,36 despite the fact that their long inhabitation there had
resulted in less‐damaging transformations than the enormous undertakings of the
comparatively short history of modern Israel (Adalah 2013; Falah 1989; 1985;
Human Rights Watch 2008; Shamir 1996). These efforts are both due to political
motives and because traditional forms of use, such as the maintenance of olive
groves, were not recognized as true agriculture, thereby ultimately creating a polit‐
ical opposition between olive trees and pine (Braverman 2009).
Too often development has occurred at the expense of Palestinians. Even as
buildings and roads were carved out of the land, as swamps were filled and forests
planted, exclusionary notions of which types of farming and cultivating counted as
agriculture and industry increasingly—once many Palestinian populations were
forcibly removed—came to replace the intertwined forms of modern and indige‐
nous knowledge by which the land was previously shaped and known. If those Pal‐
estinians who remained attempted to enter the lands claimed by the recently‐
established government —for example, to pick herbs for cooking their dinner—
they could be arrested and charged with trespass on the grounds of security
(Gurvitz 2011).37 These movement restrictions in turn enable the demolition of
Palestinian homes and seizure of agricultural lands in the West Bank on the
grounds that the lands—even those where local Palestinians are prohibited from
entering—are not being (properly) used.
Neglecting the effects of the Occupation, some scholars have argued that Israeli
methods should be exported elsewhere in the developing world, such as Doerr,
Koling, and Kerr’s (1970, 337) claim that the “lessons as the Israelis have learned
[in agriculture and development] must be employed with swift and sure efficiency
in the world’s developing areas”. This in turn ignores not only the political situa‐
tion, but also the immense level of foreign funding that was granted to the Israeli
state and private enterprise (Dattel 2013; Nitzan and Bichler 2002), a level of fund‐
ing that was much higher and freer of restrictions than the support offered to other
postcolonial states in the region, and which, until the 1990s, was often tied to
broader geopolitical considerations in the context of the Cold War (Hecht 2011).
However, the specific forms of the development of the landscape are crucial for the
impact that they can have on future attempts to redevelop specific areas—an issue

At times, academics in the US such as Goering (1979), although sympathetic to the impacts on bedouin
communities of the changes wrought after the founding of Israel, nonetheless perpetuates colonial
tropes of time (Fabian 2002) by presenting the bedouin as timeless and unchanging.
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Variations on such arguments about security and technology are not confined to contemporary Israel.
Schivelbusch (1987) has demonstrated that safety was historically used in Paris to legitimate the intro‐
duction of street lighting, at a time when street lamps were routinely smashed by offended members of
the public who feared the greater police surveillance they made possible.
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that is especially relevant in countries with that are smaller geographically and
already intensively developed (Hommels 2005).38

GIS and Landscapes of Technological Practice
The strong inter‐relationships between land and map have altered, but not attenu‐
ated, with the onset of computer cartography in the region in the latter half of the
20th century. Indeed, far from signaling a break with cartographic methods ground‐
ed in conquest and empire, digital cartographers have built upon colonial techno‐
logical legacies. The efforts of the Israeli authorities to modernize the landscapes
formally annexed to the state were explicitly connected to an ongoing attempt to
promote technological and scientific knowledge. Indeed it is no accident that the
oldest university in Israel, established in 1912 when the area was under Ottoman
Rule, is the Technion—also known as the Israel Institute of Technology. In the early
years of the state, technological knowledge helped to make possible the transfor‐
mations of the landscape just discussed. In time, however, the relative financial
security enabled by this wholesale modernization would further enable the devel‐
opment of technology and human capital in the context of limited natural resources,
with Tel Aviv becoming a “Silicon Wadi” (2011),39 a counterpart to California’s
Silicon Valley. Israel hosts branches of companies such as Intel, Motorola, IBM, Mi‐
crosoft, and HP, to name only a few (Rashi Foundation 2012).40 As in the US, the
technology developed in Israel has often been first designed and used for military
purposes, and there is ongoing cooperation between universities and the military in
high‐tech research—a relationship that has been “widely‐discussed” in Israel
(Sheizaf 2013). Given the historic relation between geography and the military

Not unlike contemporary Palestinian efforts, Israeli developers didn’t neglect the natural environment
entirely, but instead sought to achieve some unity of local (natural) conditions and rationalized con‐
struction. In recent years, environmental movements have arisen in the region which seek to mitigate
the detrimental effects of the rationalization of the land, but these groups largely conform to the nation‐
alist divisions of the conflict (Cohen 2002; 1994; 1993). For example, sustainability has become a loaded
term. To the PA, sustainability is used to refer to attempts to prevent destruction of Palestinian areas in
the West Bank under the Occupation, in combination with programs to undo the negative impacts of past
modernization efforts. In contrast, among some environmental groups in Israel, sustainability is used in
the context of maintaining an explicitly Jewish presence on the land (Cohen 2002; 1994; 1993). Thus
environmental conservationism and nationalist efforts which draw on modernizing ideologies may also
overlap. On the use of national parks for political ends, also see Hasson (2013) and Zonszein (2013b).
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Not coincidentally, wadi, a term for a type of river‐flooded valley, comes to Modern Hebrew from
Arabic. Also from Arabic, it survives in Spanish in the prefix guadal-, as in Guadalcanal, which comes
from the Arabic name Wadi al-Qanal, meaning “valley of the stalls”.
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The hype that once surrounded large‐scale industry and agriculture in Israel has transferred to high‐
tech companies. See Senor and Singer (2009).
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(Livingstone 1992), perhaps it is not surprising, as Cindi Katz has noted, that those
in power are infatuated with maps. Katz referred to it as going “map‐crazy” and
hypothesized that it was “no more than a form of ‘gun‐crazy’ once removed” (1994,
1215).
The connections between development and cartography thus beg further inves‐
tigation. However, any examination of how this technological focus has been affect‐
ed by the refashioned landscapes of Palestine and Israel also requires a thorough
consideration of the ways that technology is developed and used. This can be
achieved by combining literature on cartography and technology—work which is
influenced by STS, with its focus on how broader social contexts influence the inner
workings of specific technologies—with research in critical GIS, an emerging theme
in geography, whose proponents analyze the use and implications of GIS in particu‐
lar. While geographic scholarship on cartography and empire often focuses primari‐
ly upon the political effects of maps once they are completed (e.g. Anderson 1991;
Harley 1989), STS and critical GIS research enable a more textured understanding
of specific practices by emphasizing the fact that cartography is an extended pro‐
cess which needs to be conceptualized holistically, from the process of collecting
the initial data, on through choices of how data are categorized and displayed—
most of which labor is not readily visible in the resulting map. With this in mind, I
first describe the use of GIS cartography before turning to a more detailed explora‐
tion of these two bodies of literature.
Maps as Interactive Visual Databases
Far more complex than an image file, a GIS program is a way of visualizing and ana‐
lyzing multiple databases at once. Although there are multiple interpretations of
the range and goals of GIS, the adoption of GIS has coincided with an increasing
emphasis in cartography on quantitative analysis as a goal (Longley and Batty
2003). ArcGIS Desktop, produced by Esri, is currently one of the most widespread
GIS software packages in use. Similar to a blank Word document, a new GIS map
document often simply consists of a white window on the screen. After creating it,
the first thing a user does is add layers to the map. There might be one layer for
roads, another for rivers, and a third for buildings, for example. These are stored as
separate files, added in turn to the current document, and then viewed and modi‐
fied together to make a final map.41
The kinds of layers that are loaded into map files are themselves datasets that
can be linked to tables that include any number of related attributes, such as length,
density, and textual labels, among others. The result is that the map becomes inter‐
active. Users not only see the location of a dot indicating a city, for example, but by
clicking on that dot with the mouse, they can bring up tables of information for that
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For an example of a GIS map, see Figure 3.8.
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city, including its name, population, etc.—provided that the map has been designed
accordingly. However, large datasets might cause the program to crash unexpected‐
ly, or can lead to long processing times.
Once the desired layers are visible and the map layout is set, printing or saving
the file as an image becomes almost an afterthought. As November, Camacho‐
Hübner, and Latour note, rather than emphasizing the printed map, digital cartog‐
raphy has: “rematerialized the whole chain of [map] production. Today it is impos‐
sible to ignore that, whenever a printed map is available, there requires people,
skills, energy, software, and institutions and on which the constantly changing qual‐
ity of the data always depends” (2010, 584). The interactive, yet ephemeral, GIS
maps on a computer screen, with their multitude of cartographers stretching from
the user to the graphic designer, to the one who manages the database, back to the
initial fieldworker with a GPS unit, stand in stark contrast to the fixity of paper
maps. Although paper maps too had their legions of support teams, most of who did
work, such as data management, that was never visible on the paper map, nonethe‐
less the finality of the printed product differed substantially from the constant
feedback involved in making digital maps (November, Camacho‐Hübner, and
Latour 2010). Once a paper map was completed, it could be difficult to modify or
update, and it was easier to add new features in addition to older ones than it was
to remove existing features. For this reason, the features on paper maps tended to
be fixed into place, and the updates were clearly visible. In contrast, GIS maps are
much more susceptible to alteration as circumstances change. However, despite
these changes, digital cartography also exhibits strong continuities with paper
mapmaking, as I explore in the next section.
Critical GIS: The Work of Making Maps
Just as the relationships between cartography and empire have been extensively
critiqued, the role of GIS maps in furthering mechanisms of colonial control have
increasingly come under scrutiny. In particular, scholars have pointed to some of
the continuities between digital cartography and previous methods of making
maps. If the introduction of computer maps represented an increase in the mallea‐
bility of maps, in the respect that they can be changed more readily and updated
more frequently, it has also reinforced some of the fixities associated with paper
cartography. Chief among these is the privileging of particular forms of mathemat‐
ics and quantification. In keeping with trends in other disciplines, the increasing
importance of computers in cartography has made it ever more attractive for car‐
tographers to quantify every aspect of the land, to attempt to analyze it solely in
terms of attribute tables described above. At times, maps of landscape that might
have included elements like memory, sensory impressions, stories, and extensive
textual description were reduced instead to a process of counting trees, people,
buildings, and other visible objects and inserting them into tables of data; the re‐
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sults therefore derived from a narrow conception of which types of experience and
observation are fit to be the basis of empirical knowledge.
This particular narrow use of GIS has also been subject to extensive critique
from its early stages. In direct opposition to the sometimes euphoric reactions of
GIS users, human geographers’ first assessments of GIS in the 1990s consisted of
strongly‐worded condemnations of a technology that was viewed as taking over the
discipline of geography; leading to a sometimes acrimonious debate which Fisher
and Unwin have referred to as the “GI wars” (2005, 3). Particularly notable are the
extensive critiques of John Pickles’ edited book, Ground Truth (1995). In the context
of these debates, Peter Taylor famously referred to GIS as a new form of imperial‐
ism (Taylor 1990; cf. Fisher and Unwin 2005, 1).
Although their concerns have at times proven to be fully justified, many of the
early criticisms were made by scholars without a background in using GIS technol‐
ogy, and at times, the reactions against GIS and positivism in general have gone so
far as to characterize all quantitative methods as clear, monolithic, and unchanging
(Wyly 2011). In the ensuing decades, newer generations of scholars with expertise
in both GIS and critical theory have developed the subdiscipline of Critical GIS,
which is associated with both Critical Cartography and GIS analysis (Crampton and
Krygier 2006). Critical GIS researchers, in keeping with other critical cartographers,
argue that even the most scientific or natural maps are subjective in very specific
visual and textual ways, given that all forms of cartographic truth are conditioned
by historical and geographical systems of power (Dodge, Kitchin, and Perkins 2009;
Massey 1994; Piper 2002). As a result, maps never simply convey information in a
direct unmediated manner, but instead, they are invested with the power to incor‐
porate specific forms of information while omitting others (Dodge, Kitchin, and
Perkins 2009; Monmonier 1991).42
As a result of—or perhaps leading to—their interdisciplinary position, Critical
GIS scholars also tend to be concerned with addressing the “rift” between critical
social theory and largely quantitative spatial analysis in geography (Kwan 2004).
Thus while Timothy Mitchell, as a postcolonial theorist, argues for a better under‐
standing the nuances of quantitative methods in particular contexts (2002), none‐
theless he stops short of allowing such an analysis to influence his own methods.43
In contrast, Critical GIS scholars argue against privileging textual critique, which
has long been favored in critical theory, over other scholarly methods and theories,
such as work which adapts structuralist theory to contemporary debates using

See Chapter 5 on the alternate highlighting and omission of the location of Israeli military bases on
maps.

42

Mitchell even appears to be suggesting an evolutionary narrative of academic development when he
groups together studies at the “structural level” with those that use “hypothetico‐deductive” (i.e. positiv‐
ist) methods under the rubric of “the systematizing social sciences” and proceeds to refer to them as “the
older kinds of social science” (2002, 2, emphasis added).
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visualization or quantitative analysis. 44 So unlike in other areas of critical cartog‐
raphy, the emphasis in critical GIS is upon achieving a better understanding of how
cartography is situated in relation to societies and academic practices that are
overwhelmingly heterogeneous; caution is called for, however, against the tenden‐
cy to overvalue GIS in ways that can marginalize other geographical methods (St.
Martin and Wing 2007). Nonetheless, the focus on interrelationships allows for
more diverse conceptions of the possibilities and consequences of cartography on
the whole. Such conceptions include empirical maps as only one of myriad types,
including schematic visualizations, artistic representations, and cognitive maps,
while incorporating a variety of technologies, from pen and paper, to GPS and sur‐
veying equipment, to name just a few examples (Crampton and Krygier 2006; M. E.
Pavlovskaya 2006).
The data‐focused capabilities of GIS apparently have the potential to reduce all
spatial questions to mathematical models and formulae, so it is perhaps not sur‐
prising that much Critical GIS research focuses on the role of quantification in geog‐
raphy. Pavlovskaya has argued that the apparent divide between quantitative and
qualitative research is actually a spectrum, rendering the two fully compatible in
spatial analysis using GIS, which she characterizes as “neither a quantitative nor
qualitative tool” (2006, 3). Any table used in connection with a GIS map might
equally contain numbers or letters, meaning at the very least there is greater quali‐
tative and descriptive capacity than first imagined, despite its focus on classification
through the use of tables. Joanne P. Sharp has noted the colonial routes of the privi‐
leging of quantification in GIS, arguing that central to governance in many European
colonial regimes was “the commodification and bureaucratization of everyday life,
namely making space mathematical and ordered (challenging the indigenous order‐
ing of space) in such a way as to render the colony most efficiently known and gov‐
ernable” (2009, 64).
In this vein, Critical GIS scholars have been quick to point out that GIS is not
static. Reconfigurations can occur on many levels, from alterations of hardware and
software such as the development of online cartographic visualization services such
as Ushahidi, Mapbox and CartoDB, to the creative use of existing techniques (e.g.
Ahlqvist (2005) on fuzzy boundaries), to the expansion of communities of cartog‐
raphers, both in person in Participatory GIS (Scholten, Velde, and Manen 2009, 3)
and through social media, which is integrated with services like Google Earth (Far‐
man 2010). Thus Curry’s (1998) early emphasis on the limitations of GIS, as a tech‐
nology that underscores scientific values such as universalism, disinterestedness,
and skepticism, may become less relevant over time. To date, however, it is difficult

Definitions of writing are also being expanded to include phenomenological and material aspects of
the act of writing. Noy (2008) has argued as much in the case of the ideology of commemoration in
Israeli historical sites.
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to tell; a more detailed history of the social development of GIS as a technology, as
opposed to digital cartography more generally, is lacking (O’Sullivan 2006).
However, since its advent, one major reconfiguration of digital cartography is
apparent. Computer mapmaking has seen the relative democratization of cartog‐
raphy as selections of professional datasets and software become available freely
online. GIS techniques have begun to be combined with social media data and open
source tools (Elwood 2009; Farman 2010) even as geographical services begin to
be incorporated into technologies far beyond cartography (Scholten, Velde, and
Manen 2009).45 At the same time, GIS software is far from inexpensive and many
sophisticated datasets—including everything from updated higher‐resolution aerial
photographs to data describing underground infrastructure such as plumbing pipes
and ICT cables—remain under the exclusive control of national governments and
private corporations (Dodge, Kitchin, and Perkins 2009).46
Critical GIS is only beginning to incorporate and build on postcolonial theory,
and the focus of Critical GIS case studies are still largely within Europe and North
America. In the Global south, Participatory GIS efforts have included projects to
incorporate indigenous groups in making maps of the lands where they live (e.g.
InfoAmazonia 2013). The aim is to attenuate exclusionary mapping, for example, in
the construction of parks and conservation areas (Harris and Hazen 2006); howev‐
er, the further incorporation of indigenous groups into unequal political and eco‐
nomic systems can also pigeonhole them. For example, once any particular group is
‘given’ land on a map, they may have difficulties accessing places outside of that
official area. Likewise, the incredible variety of everyday spatial practices have yet
to be fully incorporated into alternative GIS, although PPGIS researchers continue
to innovate in terms of how indigenous conceptions of space might further inform

In Palestine and Israel, alternative cartographic methods are expanding. Many of these involve trans‐
national social media networks. One example includes Engineers Without Borders (EWB) Palestine’s
efforts to map West Bank roads using mobile phones, which was assisted by international EWB cartog‐
raphers. EWB also explores alternative engineering more broadly, including making solar coffee makers
(repurposed TV satellite dishes) for bedouin families in unrecognized villages, and developing mobile
homes which can be moved at a moment’s notice, for Palestinian communities under threat of home
demolition (Interview 12, Palestinian civil engineer). Another related project is the ongoing effort to
map Israeli protest marches from above, to demonstrate the extent of internal dissent, which might be
downplayed in mainstream news outlets. As part of a growing transnational movement in alternative
cartography, cartographers tape digital cameras to kites and helium balloons, which allows them to
create their own aerial photos at minimal expense (Interview 21, Freelance Israeli NGO cartographer).
Unfortunately, many such projects are short‐lived.
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The Open Source movement is gaining currency in cartography, allowing for wider access to geo‐
graphic technology. Open Street Map, a Google Maps alternative, also is available for public editing
within and beyond the region at http://www.openstreetmap.org. Only minimal training and no software
downloads are necessary for those who are familiar with computers.
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academic theory and GIS practice (Moore 2007).47 At times, the expansion of GIS
internationally can lead to the entrenchment of technocratic elites who only rein‐
force existing power hierarchies (Dunne et al. 1999), and the resilience of state
mapping organizations can steamroll alternative cartographic efforts, no matter
how successful (Duncan 2006; Radcliffe 2009). This points to the necessity of fur‐
ther studies, such as those found in this book, to better understand how GIS tech‐
nology is itself situated within asymmetrical colonial legacies of knowledge. Per‐
haps paradoxically, a symmetrical framework is a uniquely effective way to study
such asymmetrical legacies. With this in mind, I now turn to an analysis of the re‐
lated conception of symmetry which is a central focus of STS research.
Asymmetrical Violence and the Violence of Symmetry
As with the critical GIS literature, work in STS provides distinct methods for analyz‐
ing the relationships between empire, maps, and digital technology. Chief among
these is the notion of symmetry, which involves artificially constructing a compari‐
son among diverse entities in order to highlight ways that their very constitutions
are incommensurable. Yet before further analyzing various conceptions of symmetry, it is important to first situate them within the unique context of STS re‐
search. STS is distinct from critical GIS, although the two share similar concerns
(Schuurman 2000; 1999). At its formation, STS continued the legacy of the Strong
Programme (B. Barnes, Bloor, and Henry 1996, 19; Bloor 1976) by analyzing the
ways in which specific forms of technology are culturally and historically contin‐
gent (Bijker 1995) while drawing increasing attention to the importance of qualita‐
tive, ethnographic methods in the critical study of science and technology. This has
led to a body of literature that tends to focus on interdisciplinary case studies of
technological practice, although scholars are increasingly moving to link case study
research with broader political, economic, and social systems (Bank and Van Heur
2007; Wyatt and Balmer 2007). Related research has also considered the influence
of economic and political systems on the development of professional networks
(MacKenzie and Wajcman 1999; Van Heur 2009), as well as the ‘boundary work’
necessary to demarcate between areas of knowledge (Gieryn 1999; Halffman 2003;
Henke and Gieryn 2008; Jasanoff 2004). While research on boundary work in par‐
ticular focuses on the formation of divisions between disciplines, as well as be‐
tween experts and policy makers, Halffman has argued that “the resilience and

More broadly, research on indigenous spatialities includes anthropological studies such as Elizabeth
Povinelli’s (2006) work on geontology, which picks up on debates in ANT and the vast literature on the
relationships between people and land in geography to analyze Australian aboriginal conceptions of the
subject which seamlessly incorporate both the Earth and the human body; however, Povinelli focuses on
specific instances of placemaking more thoroughly than on the relationship between such aboriginal
conceptions and the materially situated methods that she herself uses as an international researcher
producing textual knowledge—the latter of which is the focus of PPGIS research.
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dynamic of boundaries of science cannot be found in language alone” (Halffman
2003, 57) and contended that “boundaries can even be embedded in the structure
of an organization” (Halffman 2003, 71). This points to the need for a more sub‐
stantial critique of landscapes of science, like that undertaken here, as it implies
that a conception of science as a seamless enterprise only occasionally marred by
boundaries does not deal seriously enough with the impact of boundaries on scien‐
tific practice.
Building on Halffman’s simultaneous analysis of discourse and materialization,
I take up Gieryn and Henke’s related call to study how “legitimate knowledge re‐
quires legitimizing places” (Henke and Gieryn 2008, 359). For Gieryn and Henke,
such research includes the study of how the geographic distribution of the branches
of an institution, as well as between institutions, both reflects and affects the consti‐
tution of knowledge. However, a fuller analysis of the geographic distribution of
science also requires an exploration of power, including the role of imperialism, in
manifesting particular clusters while scattering others. Furthermore, by way of
focusing my arguments for the importance of geographic landscapes, I follow Beau‐
lieu, de Rijcke, and Van Heur (2013, 29), who emphasize the interaction between
institutions and infrastructure in knowledge production, particularly in terms of
“how new actors come to be involved”, “how empirical material is legitimized”, and
“how knowledge claims are validated in relation to existing and emergent forms of
order” (2013, 26). A consideration of how these processes are situated in geo‐
graphic landscapes can only enrich the resulting analysis.
Cartography has not been considered yet at length in STS literature. Although
Bruno Latour e has argued that maps circulated as standardized knowledge tools
which enabled decision‐making across vast distances, the cartographic ‘black box’
is only occasionally opened in STS research (exceptions include Handel 2009;
Leuenberger 2012; Leuenberger and Schnell 2010; and J. C. Scott 1998). However,
given the concern in STS for the specificity of technology, including geographical
specificity, the need for a study of digital cartography is especially pressing. Alt‐
hough geography can provide STS with detailed conceptions of social and material
space, STS also can contribute the conception of symmetry to geography (Coutard
and Guy 2007). In a context where technologies were said to be successful because
they were useful, or “worked” (and vice versa), Bijker and Pinch (Pinch and Bijker
1989) use symmetry to avoid taking for granted the success of a particular technol‐
ogy by providing accounts which symmetrically outlined the reasons both for its
failure and success. Wyatt (2008a) explores how symmetry was soon expanded to
include alternative configurations, from perhaps most famously attempts to be
symmetrical to an actor being human or nonhuman (Callon and Latour 1992), to
Wyatt’s own work (2008a; 1998) which actively incorporates concepts introduced
by actors, as well as by the analysts or researchers themselves. As a constructed
measure for exploring the complexity of power imbalances, symmetry can be in‐
credibly useful in terms of finding ways to incorporate reflexivity into research
design. Symmetry is particularly helpful for attempts to avoid reverting to domi‐
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nant narratives in subjects where particular types of accounts have traditionally
been alternately ignored, obviated, or stifled.
Symmetry also dovetails with work on speech and binary oppositions in critical
theory. Gayatri Spivak has argued that attempts to produce socially just forms of
knowledge are not only hindered by the fact that particular voices go unheard, but
that power imbalances affect the constitution of voices themselves (Spivak 1999;
Spivak 1988). Likewise, Derrida (1981) has noted that, when power imbalances are
effected, it involves not only dealing with two sides that are in an unequal relation‐
ship, but rather the contrast between a produced whole and a dissipated nothing‐
ness. Although he is referring to philosophical hierarchies, Derrida’s analysis seems
prescient for the study of the Occupation, as he outlines an opposition between one
group which is recognized, defined, and dominant, and a second group which is
inconsistently defined, if at all. In his view, oppositions are not “peaceful coexist‐
ence” but “violent hierarchy”: “One of the two terms governs the other
(axiologically, logically, etc.), or has the upper hand” (1981, 41). As a form of strate‐
gic play that was formulated independently from Derrida’s critique, symmetry
shares with deconstruction an attempt to account for the negation particular
groups by actively incorporating formerly negated or disregarded experiences in
the analysis.
Symmetry has its own pitfalls, because the efforts to incorporate alternative
accounts nonetheless involves defining those accounts—first of all as accounts, and
second of all in a way that makes it possible to place them into an opposition to a
more dominant version. While elegant and effective in its simplicity, this can be
problematic in cases where there are not two unequal opposing sides, but instead
one more dominant view which stands in opposition to a plethora of other options.
However, the constructed nature of a symmetrical axis means that its proponents
can draw attention to the imbalances created by particular historic hierarchies, and
the resulting problems of group definition and analysis, without entirely reinforc‐
ing the categories thereby imposed.
Symmetry is particularly relevant in the context of the Israeli Occupation.
Those familiar with the politics of the Occupation are often suspicious of attempts
to bring together Palestinians and Israelis precisely because they represent the
conflict as a result of a “perhaps tragic, but certainly rectifiable, psychological mis‐
understanding” (Said 1995, 36), that thereby does little to address more systemic
material inequalities among those involved. However, such critiques were precisely
the motivation for the symmetrical structure of this book. My account is intended to
counter facile attempts at commensurability by highlighting the fact that, as Thom‐
as Abowd has noted, although there is a “parity of desire” for Jerusalem and related
areas among Palestinians and Israelis, so far “there has been no parity of power”
(2007, 243). Furthermore, by building my symmetrical account I have focused on
the work of professional elites precisely to analyze specific instances where Pales‐
tinian cartographers have attempted to build a voice in a modern sense, to function
as international scientific observers through their maps. As an analytical practice,
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symmetry is a uniquely effective method of highlighting the discrepancies that exist
even in such a ‘best case’ scenario.
In addition, the technique of symmetry, as it is used here, also allows for an
investigation of the exclusionary effects of the ways that segregated landscapes
serve to excise identities such as Palestinian and Israeli from one another, reinforc‐
ing their dichotomous construction due to segregated regimes which discount and
attempt to negate the point of view of those who identify (or are identified by oth‐
ers) as Palestinians (See Chapter 5). For the categories of Palestinian and Israeli are
also socially produced, and they often overlap. Moreover, the type of overlap varies
depending on the circumstances, as can be seen in the differences among groups
and individuals who do not neatly fit into any particular group.48 Overall, through a
combination of STS and critical GIS research, of work on landscape production and
studies of cartography and empire, the connections between colonial legacies and
the intricate details of digital cartographic software can be studied more thorough‐
ly. This is precisely what I have set out to do in this book.

Conclusion: Postcolonial GIS
Throughout this chapter I have argued for a combination of geographic literature
on cartography and empire with research in STS and critical cartography which
analyzes the specific materialities of technology, including GIS. Such an interdisci‐
plinary dialogue might make it possible to move towards a postcolonial analysis
and use of GIS, in keeping with a fuller awareness of the legacies and materialities
of GIS technologies and their related practices, while at the same time expanding
literature on colonialism and technology by including considerations of how mate‐
rial landscapes affect digital knowledge in ways that crystallize forms of control
within particular geographic scales, at the expense of other people and regions.
In the following chapters, I turn to a symmetrical analysis of how geographic
landscapes interact with cartography in Palestine and Israel in complex ways that
can have unexpected results. On the one hand, ArcGIS is a software package like
many others. It is a sometimes clunky way of combining tables of data and graphing
them in many different colors, a way of composing into a single screen the vast
amounts of information collected at different resolutions and under varying condi‐
tions. As a cartographic technology with colonial roots, GIS more broadly allows
representations of land to be seemingly divorced from the landscapes in which they

For example, there are marked historical differences between Palestinian citizens of Israel—who
formed over twenty percent of Israel’s population in 2012 (CBS 2012)—and those of mixed Palestinian
and/or Israeli heritage, who may or may not be Israeli citizens, as well as Mizrahi Jews, or Jews of Middle
Eastern origin who are often citizens of Israel yet discriminated against in a culture long dominated by
European, Ashkenazi Jews. These groups also overlap.
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were created, although they continue to be fully imbricated within them. On the
other hand, ArcGIS is an advanced multidimensional interface which permits ever
more detailed studies of the intricate facets of the surface of the earth in ways that,
although they consist of existing methods and technological components, nonethe‐
less are innovative in combination—and which therefore enable ever more detailed
disputes.
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Chapter 3
Subtracting Palestinians and
Remaking Borders: Israeli Population
Maps after 1967

“Making these experiments sometimes made me feel like a kindergarten boy
playing with colored papers, and afforded boundless amusement for my grand‐
children.” (Bachi 1968, 3)
“It was decided to carry out the enumeration from house to house under cur‐
few [.…] The enumerator marked the doors of the houses enumerated with
chalk to ensure an orderly and complete coverage.” (CBS 1967)

The Methodology of Curfew
The quotations above serve to illustrate the intimate ties between population con‐
trol and the development of statistical cartography. They date from the beginning of
the Israeli Occupation of the West Bank and Gaza Strip in 1967; the census de‐
scribed in the second quote began only a little over two months after Jordanian and
Israeli troops had ceased fighting street by street through the Old City of Jerusalem.
The author of the first quotation, Roberto Bachi, was the head of the Israeli Central
Bureau of Statistics (CBS), which was in charge of the enumeration, and he was at
the height of his career. Bachi remained a key architect of the Israeli census for over
twenty years, and he was praised in diverse corners of the international scientific
community for his innovative research in statistical cartography and geostatistics
(“In Memory of Roberto Bachi” 1996, 13–14). The quotation captures Bachi’s ro‐
mantic depiction of his academic research into his method of “Graphical Rational
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Patterns” (GRPs), which were a new symbology or visual code for depicting num‐
bers in a precise way on maps (see Figures 3.1 and 3.2). The ‘colored papers’ he
refers to were transparent stickers or transfers that, at the time, were applied when
making a particular map so that the cartographer didn’t have to draw every symbol
by hand. The second quotation comes from the official report of the 1967 census of
these newly‐occupied Palestinian Territories, carried out by the Central Bureau of
Statistics (CBS), which Bachi both founded and directed.49 It describes the curfew
imposed upon the Palestinians, who were forced into their homes, or the home they
happened to be closest to at the moment, their doors and walls marked with chalk,
so that the count might be considered ‘orderly and complete’.
There is a clear symbiosis between the colored papers and the curfew. In the
first instance, Bachi depicts himself cutting into colored papers or transparency
sheets, using glue to stick them into place on maps; in the second, Bachi is at the
head of an army of enumerators—supported by the actual military (CBS 1967,
III)—who physically marched through the streets, metaphorically cutting up
groups of people and sending them back inside, fixing them in place in order to
obtain a clear picture, but this time using chalk to do so.
This relationship between methods of state control and academic research has
often been conceived in terms of the influence of representation in the interplay of
representation and materiality in shaping the landscape (D. Harvey 2005; Low and
Lawrence‐Zúñiga 2003; N. Smith 2008), but in practice the focus has been primarily
on representation (e.g. Mitchell 1991). In this chapter, instead of emphasizing the
ways that conceptions or representations of space shape the landscape, I will inves‐
tigate how the landscape that was constructed through the Israeli census in turn
influenced Bachi’s academic work. More specifically, I will analyze the ways that the
continued physical presence of subjugated populations in the landscape of the Is‐
raeli census—a presence which was acknowledged through the need to conduct a
census in the first place—influenced Bachi’s theoretical research in statistical car‐
tography. Although he claimed his work was scientific, and he focused not on politi‐
cal issues but on obtaining an objective, quantitative view of Israel and the Territo‐
ries, nonetheless even Bachi’s most abstruse equations were fully embedded in the
cultural and material landscapes in which he worked.
The Census as Western Science
Bachi himself grew up and became a successful professor of statistics in Italy before
the Fascist government’s racial purity laws forced him to flee to Israel before World
War II. Over the course of his career, Bachi was active whether in government, aca‐
demia, or independent research, throughout nearly every major political transition

Joel Perlmann has made the 1967 census data for the Territories available online at
http://www.levyinstitute.org/palestinian‐census/.
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Figure 3.1. An example of Roberto Bachi’s GRPs: A Chart of the Symbols for the numbers from 1 to 100
(Bachi 1989, 339).

in the region during the second half of the 20th Century, from before the founding
of the state of Israel until the just before the signing of the second Oslo Accords.
From the beginning, Bachi insisted that the Israeli census be conceived as an enter‐
prise that was firmly rooted in Western science. As far back as the 1948 census,
carried out while the war that followed the founding of Israel was still raging
around them, Bachi insisted that the census would be conducted according to rig‐
orous and objective statistical principles (Bachi et al. 1955; Leibler and Breslau
2005). Later, as the director of the Israeli Central Bureau of Statistics, he continu‐
ously argued that military concerns should not be allowed to dominate over scien‐
tific rigor (Bachi 1981; Leibler and Breslau 2005). Throughout, he looked to Europe
and North America for models for his scientific work. In the planning stages of the
Israeli censuses of the 1950s and 1960s, Bachi and his colleagues requested nu‐
merous census documents from countries such as Canada, France, and Spain—and,
coincidentally, from Iran, which at that time was still under the control of the Shah,
who was politically supported by governments in Europe and North America (CBS
1969b). He was a main contributor to both the Statistical Atlas of Italy (Bachi 1999)
and the Atlas of Israel (SOI 1970) and spoke at innumerable international confer‐
ences (For example Bachi 1989; Bachi 1975; Bachi 1974a; Bachi 1962a; Bachi
1962b; Bachi 1955).
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Bachi’s repeated attempts to present his work as objective and neutral are evi‐
denced by the fact that under his leadership the CBS fought to compile data “solely
according to professional considerations, without interference from political quar‐
ters” (Schmelz and Gad 1986, xii). But despite this, Bachi’s more politicized work
counting and managing Palestinian populations nonetheless exerted a strong influ‐
ence on his abstract research in ways that were not wholly incompatible with his
aim of developing statistical cartography as a science. Indeed, even the academic
context of his research was the outcome of his governmental efforts. In addition to
running the census, Bachi also founded the Department of Statistics at the Hebrew
University of Israel, thereby further linking academic statistics to Israeli state objec‐
tives. In addition, his two major academic books were published in tandem with
major census milestones: the first, in 1968, immediately after the census of the
Occupied Territories discussed above, and the second, after his death in 1995, fol‐
lowing the first census in Israel to fully incorporate automated statistical mapmak‐
ing of the kind which Bachi had fought hard to develop (Bachi 1999, ix; “In Memory
of Roberto Bachi” 1996, 13–14; Schmelz and Gad 1986, xi–xiv). As I discuss in detail
below, both books address key issues of the census and develop methodologies first
implemented in the census in order to enumerate populations in the Occupied Pal‐
estinian Territories. Thus the theoretical, academic, and governmental areas of his
professional career were thoroughly interlinked; furthermore, far from contradict‐
ing, they mutually reinforced one another throughout.
The relationship between Bachi’s governmental and his theoretical work was
also influenced by the advent of digital cartographic technology. Throughout his
career, Bachi took part in the fundamental technological transition in cartography
as it morphed from a trade reliant on hand drafting skills into a quantified, mecha‐
nized science that became heavily dependent on computers. Bachi himself was
trained and largely active within a modernist tradition of statistical cartography in
Italy; indeed, he was instrumental in bringing the paradigm to the nascent Israeli
state, where it was further developed in part due to his personal efforts (Schmelz
and Gad 1986). However, as I will demonstrate, his later methods enabled the de‐
tailed management of piecemeal territories, a type of complexity which is consid‐
ered a hallmark of late modern governance.
Late Modernism and the Influence of Landscape
Instead of illustrating an abrupt late 20th‐century disjuncture between the modern
and the post‐modern, the developments in Bachi’s work serve to demonstrate the
specificity of a digital transition in a particular context, as Bachi chose to further
key modernist goals in formulating cartographic knowledge, such as accuracy and
the continuity of borders, while actively rejecting others, like completeness and the
consistency of space. While his later work arguably is evidence of a new form of
modernism, nevertheless it is one that still would be accepted among international
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scientific communities—and this despite the fact that, as just noted, it simultane‐
ously challenged two fundamental goals of statistics.
Bachi’s work demonstrates how, in the context of processes of modernization
and their related conflicts, the landscapes that are produced often transform the
initial goals themselves. As the efforts to enforce a single set of national borders for
Israel on the ground instead spiraled into the construction of tightly‐linked net‐
works of bounded settlements in the West Bank, the very process of determining
these borders would transform the aims and purpose of Bachi’s theoretical work.
To the extent that Bachi cooperated with broader efforts to expunge Palestinians,
by name at least, from the statistical landscape, nonetheless he could not extricate
himself from the social and material connections that their relative physical prox‐
imity afforded.50 As a result, years of struggle and Occupation ultimately fed back
into statistical cartography, shaping both Bachi’s research trajectory and, through
him, the very fabric of the digital canvas upon which Palestinian and Israeli popula‐
tion statistics continue to be mapped.
In order to explore these and related issues, in this chapter I analyze key carto‐
graphic methodologies that Bachi developed, with a focus on his two major theoret‐
ical books on statistical visualization which appeared in 1968 and 1999—the latter
posthumously from work completed in 1995. My aim is to show how each book was
influenced at even its most quantitative and theoretical level by the very presence
of Palestinian populations in the landscape, who did not necessarily see themselves
as forming part of Israel. This influence was felt through the concerns which arose
while preparing to count populations in the West Bank in the course of the Israeli
census. Furthermore, it was inflected through key political arguments of each
book's respective era: first, in 1968, through the claim that Palestinians did not
exist, and second, in 1995, by way of the ongoing debates that came to be known as
the Demographic War. In what follows, I first introduce each book and the census
which predated it (in 1967 and 1995, respectively) in the context, respectively, of
one of these two major political debates, and then delineate the development of
Bachi’s theoretical claims in relation to relevant census methodologies. I proceed by
analyzing each book in the context of his work as a whole, pinpointing Bachi's sim‐
ultaneous retention of cartographic ideals such as accuracy and continuity, and his
rejection of others, such as completeness and consistency (Haraway 1988; Living‐
stone 1992; Monmonier 1991). In the conclusion to this chapter, I return to the role
of computerization in his efforts to innovate while maintaining Western scientific
standards.
By analyzing Bachi’s work in the theory of statistical maps in 1967 and 1995,
this chapter encompasses the entire period of direct and full Israeli control of the
West Bank and Gaza Strip until the beginning of limited management on the part of
the Palestinian Authority—a period which coincides with what might be called the
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It became increasingly less proximate over time, as I will discuss in later chapters.
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pre‐history and early history of the development and eventual spread of digital
cartography. During these decades, even as Bachi sought to cement the transfor‐
mation of statistical cartography into an international computational science, he
himself was influenced by the process of mapping local and regional landscapes.

Figure 3.2. Example of a Map Made Using GRPs: Detail of Jerusalem population from an Israeli state popu‐
lation map. Jewish population is shown in red and non‐Jewish population is in blue. The fact that the
Green Line boundary of the West Bank (the black line which snakes through the image), is shown indi‐
cates that this map was only intended for internal, government use. The sources for the data are not given.
The GRP symbology used is similar to the one given in Figure 3.1. (CBS 1969a)
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The Critical Cartography of Census History
As the prime means by which state bureaucrats collect quantitative information
about the people under their jurisdiction, national censuses—a process of counting
the resident population—have played an important role in linking the production
of academic knowledge to the spatial management and control of human mobility
in Palestine and Israel (Zureik 2001), and census statistics generally comprise a
more expansive and inclusive form of data than other measures that are also in
common use, such as voter turnout (Hannah 2001). Geography and cartography are
central to the census as a tool for surveillance and control (Crampton 2003), as the
census doesn’t simply take place within pre‐determined national borders, but
which represents part of the work of constituting the nation on the ground (Ander‐
son 1991; Leibler 2007; Leibler 2004; Leibler and Breslau 2005; Zureik 2001). Re‐
cently, Foucault’s call to study geographies of power has sparked a body of research
into the ways that colonial geographies were integral to the power systems of
Modernism’s core (Stoler 1995), yet his work has only just begun to be applied to
the study of quantitative geographic knowledge (Crampton and Elden 2007).
While the central role of census mapmaking is often acknowledged in academic
literature (Anderson 1991; Crampton 2003; Edney 1997), statistical cartography’s
technical aspects have less often been treated in detail (Exceptions include Hannah
2009; Hannah 2001; Mood 1946; M. Pavlovskaya and Bier 2012). In studies of the
census in postcolonial contexts, geography and modern conceptions of space have
taken more of a central role due to the well‐documented relationship between car‐
tography and imperialism (Cosgrove 2008; Edney 1997; Godlewska and Smith
1994; Gregory 1994; Harley 1989; Kalpagam 2000; Stone 1988; Turnbull 2000;
Winichakul 1994), as well as the attested links between the geographic spread of
technologies and bureaucratic systems in the context of managing colonial and
postcolonial populations (Bektas 2000; Feldman 2008; Hull 2003; Leibler and Bres‐
lau 2005; Mrázek 2002; Zureik, Lyon, and Abu‐Laban 2011). To date, however, less
critical attention has been paid to methods for conceptualizing census boundaries,
and the spatial epistemologies that are implicit in such definitions, with the notable
exceptions of literature on gerrymandering in statistical districts more broadly
(Bunge 1966; Cranor, Crawley, and Scheele 1989; Mood 1946; Sauer 1918;
Sherstyuk 1998), and Elia Zureik’s analysis of how borders have been shaped by “a
Palestinian‐Israeli dialectic of state construction” framed by asymmetrical power
relations—although Zureik emphasizes continuities in contestation on the ground
over transformations in maps (2001, 227).
International Hierarchies of Scientific Knowledge
Just as those in power have attempted to define and manage populations through
the census, their own subjectivities have also been shaped in the multiple geo‐
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graphic scales in which they operate. Bachi certainly served as a privileged denizen
of dominant statistical discourse in Israel, yet his role internationally was much
more complex. For Bachi did not only benefit from international hierarchies. As a
Jewish scientist from a small nation like Israel, he was also constrained by them.
International hierarchies of science would serve to shape the ways that Bachi could
innovate within this interdisciplinary framework while still being accepted as a
scientist—that is, while still being viewed as a worthy theorist whose methods
were credible and whose findings about the nature of statistical space, therefore,
could be accepted as objectively true.51 With this in mind, Bachi’s insistence that
the census be scientific—namely, that it be conducted not according to dictates of
politics, but rather in line with the requirements of rationality (Leibler and Breslau
2005)—was not only the outcome of personal preference or beliefs. It can also be
viewed as part of an attempt to fit within an international hierarchy within particu‐
lar disciplines, and among academia more generally, whose members often had
rigid, if implicit, notions of belonging based on strict logical principles (Porter and
Ross 2003; Wagner 2001). For, although in Bachi’s case he appears to have em‐
braced the dominant paradigms in demographics whole‐heartedly, his and other
Israeli academics’ attempts to demonstrate their scientific legitimacy are also the
logical outcome of the widespread belief that there is only one true way to do sci‐
ence (M. R. Smith and Marx 1984; Wyatt 2008a).
The belief in the unity of science has important implications in terms of the
international landscapes of science, because it includes an assumption that the
‘right’ way to do science is that practiced in Europe and North America. So if there
is one way to do science, and the right version is the one practiced in the West, then
any developments that do not seem, in the main, identical to Western science are
themselves taken to be unscientific by definition. For this reason, it would be im‐
perative for Bachi and other Israeli academics to demonstrate their willingness to
meet the methodological restrictions in order to gain the international legitimacy
conveyed by broader recognition that their work is indeed scientific. Thus, even as
he used methods that were recognized as Western science to assist the government
in managing Palestinian populations through restrictions on mobility and other
measures, the fact that Bachi was not working solely in the West would have set
limits upon the scope of his potential innovations.
The Quantitative Revolution: Geography as a Statistical Science
This begs the question: what was this interdisciplinary paradigm to which Bachi
was expected to adhere? Bachi’s role as an early adapter of digital mapmaking, who
sought to computerize his cartographic methods as early as the 1960s, stood in
stark contrast to the situation at the turn of the 20th Century when geography,
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including its sub‐discipline of cartography, was considered a field comparable to
history. While attempts had been made previously to re‐establish geography as a
science (Godlewska 1999), human geographers, it was widely believed, gave de‐
scriptive, analytical accounts of particular landscapes (Livingstone 1992). This
would change after WWII, as young geographers sought to transform geography
into a statistical science, a movement that became known as the ‘quantitative revo‐
lution’ (T. J. Barnes 2001). As a result of their efforts, by the 1960s mapmaking was
no longer viewed as a descriptive spatial record of territories, but instead as a sci‐
entific method for using a Cartesian grid for the display of statistical variability,
which was achieved largely through the use of thematic maps (Godlewska 1999;
Livingstone 1992).52Although Bachi himself was quite sensitive to the specifics of
geographic mapmaking, he tellingly uses the words graph and map almost inter‐
changeably.
The quantitative revolution allowed Bachi to make seamless transitions back
and forth between population statistics and geostatistical theory, to put mathemat‐
ics to work, via technology, in the name of modern empirical science. In Bachi’s
case, the stress on clarity and transparency is apparent in his exhortation that GRPs
would make graphing ‘quick and easy’, and would avoid types of mapmaking which
are ‘inaccurate or even misleading’ (Bachi 1968, 1–2). By framing his work in this
way, Bachi helped early on to bring the insights of geography’s quantitative revolu‐
tion to Israel, and to serve as a link between Israel and international networks of
science. But he was an innovator as well as a transmitter of this new quantitative
methodology, and his work challenges the assumption that the quantitative revolu‐
tion, or indeed the concomitant development of GIS, took place primarily in Europe
and North America. As early as the 1960s, while the revolution was ongoing in Eu‐
rope and the US, Bachi was already pursuing similar avenues of research in Israel
(e.g. Bachi 1956). Although he might not have been able to challenge the paradigm
wholesale, Bachi nonetheless was able to innovate within its bounds. He therefore
navigated the alternating process of conformity to international dictates and
change, so that existing statistical methods might become practically useful in the
contexts, like the census, in which he worked. The process of doing so would trans‐
form Bachi as well. Through the ultimate ambivalence in Bachi’s depictions of sta‐
tistics for Palestinians in the Territories, the Palestinian struggle for self‐
determination would also leave its mark on his research.

Godlewska (1999) has pointed out how in the Middle Ages geography was also viewed as a science,
but that since it was founded on accurate descriptions, rather than hypothesis testing, it lost this status
as a science during the Renaissance, only to regain it in the 20th Century. She also convincingly investi‐
gates exceptions to the broad trends described here—the explorer and cartographer Alexander von
Humboldt foremost among them.
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Locating Existence under Occupation, 1968
The outcome of conflict between two parties does not usually hinge on a debate
over whether or not one of those parties exists. But this is precisely the way that
some Zionist groups have attempted to frame debates over the right of Palestinians
to live in and visit Israel and the Occupied Territories. Prime Minister Golda Meir’s
famous proclamation in 1969 that, “There never was such a thing as Palestini‐
ans…They did not exist,” (“Golda Meir Scorns Soviets” 1969) has been reiterated
over countless election cycles both within Israel and abroad.53 Meir’s and other’s
challenges to Palestinian identity have been skillfully rebutted at length in academ‐
ic and broader literature (Bishara 2003; Kanaaneh and Nusair 2010; R. Khalidi
2010; 2006; Massad 2006; 2003; 2001; Seikaly 1995). Yet, in the longer piece from
which this quotation is taken, Meir bases her argument on principles of statehood,
claiming, “When was there an independent Palestinian people with a Palestinian
state?” Although few today would join her in claiming that nationhood is what
brings people into existence, nonetheless by tying a group’s physical existence to
the (social‐geographical) definition of a nation, Meir implicitly claims that social
and material are forever interlinked—an implication that is quite in keeping with
the work of poststructuralist scholars who have sought to deconstruct the dichot‐
omy between the social and the material, as discussed in more detail in Chapter 2
(Callon and Latour 1992; Keane 2007; T. Mitchell 2002).54 With this in mind, for
the sake of this chapter, I will focus strategically on the more (if not fully) material
aspects of the Palestinian presence in the landscape and their influence on Bachi’s
research—and, through Bachi, on Israeli population maps more broadly.
Palestinian Existence and the Israeli Census
Irrespective of any claims to Palestinian nonexistence, from the perspective of the
Israeli military administrators who took over the management of the Territories in
1967, the Palestinians needed to be counted. The presence of significant popula‐

That this position is still relevant today can be seen from the claims to this effect by several candidates
in the 2012 US Republican primary as well as numerous online articles such as Farah (2002). For exam‐
ple, the site http://www.mapofpalestine.com directs viewers to a page that says, “No such thing! Pales‐
tine does not exist” (“Map of Palestine” 2013).
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Meir’s words also contrast with a well‐known quote from Angela Davis, writing from prison just two
years after Meir spoke, albeit in the somewhat different context of the US Black Panther struggle: “Hu‐
man beings cannot be willed and molded into nonexistence” (1971).Viewed one way, Davis’s quote
seems to insist upon an essentialist materialism where physical presence cannot be manipulated or
constructed through social means. However, her statement could also be read pragmatically—that is, to
suggest that human beings will not often allow themselves to be willed into nonexistence. In this respect,
Davis’s words highlight how attempts like Meir’s can actually be counterproductive, because they often
generate the types of obdurate resistance they seek to foreclose.
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tions would have immediately indicated the need to control them, given that they
would have been perceived as a security concern. The first step in carrying out
these tasks was to count them and note their precise locations—and this is precise‐
ly what the CBS set out to do. But if the need to conduct a census after the 1967 war
demonstrates a tacit acknowledgement of the Territories’ and Palestinians’ exist‐
ence, the census also aimed to limit the number of Palestinians who were allowed
to remain. As Anat Leibler has shown (2007; 2004; Leibler and Breslau 2005), one
of the primary motivations for conducting the census so quickly was to prevent
those who had fled during the conflict from being included, because the census was
the basis for issuing identity cards allowing their bearers to reside permanently in
the Territories, if not to become citizens. In this way, the census could be said to
have two potentially conflicting priorities—on the one hand, to gain an accurate
count of the populations now under Israeli control, while on the other, excluding as
many people as possible so that fewer Palestinians could claim residency.
Despite this, or perhaps because of the potential that they could be charged
with undercounting, the census authorities stress the extreme lengths to which
census enumerators went to obtain accurate counts. Their report notes that, “de‐
spite the use of special vehicles (and even donkeys), the enumerators could not
reach isolated houses or distant localities (especially nomads’ tents), because of
difficulties of access or danger of mines” (CBS 1967, XXX). In so doing, they also
highlight the fact that, as a result of 1948’s enduring political realities as well as the
outcome of war, some of the ways that the hinterland of the West Bank, for exam‐
ple, actually became practically inaccessible to the Israelis in the immediate after‐
math of the war. So, just as the very presence of Palestinians made the 1967 census
necessary, in the eyes of Israeli officials, the enduring geographical impacts of the
political events of 1948 and 1967 circumscribed their ability to conduct that cen‐
sus. And the census in turn would affect the types of maps that Bachi used and ad‐
vocated in his 1968 book.
Bachi’s 1968 Book: From Choropleths to Graduated Circles
Bachi’s name appears on the official report both as the ‘director of the census’ and
the ‘government statistician’ (CBS 1967), and he played a key role in the way the
1967 census was conducted. In the process, however, Bachi contradicted one of his
own judgments in 1948. In the 1948 census, against members of the Israeli military
who had wanted to count Palestinians separately and by different methods than
Israelis, Bachi argued forcefully that the methodology should remain the same for
both groups so that the results could be seen to be statistically rigorous (Leibler
and Breslau 2005). The 1948 Census Reports also described the hesitancy to enu‐
merate Jews via a curfew, given that this method had been widely used by the Brit‐
ish during their occupation after World War I, and it would thereby have brought
back traumatic memories for the inhabitants (Bachi et al. 1955). Yet by 1967, under
Bachi’s direction, the census did precisely this for the Palestinians in the Territo‐
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ries—a process undertaken for the Territories alone. He oversaw the one‐day cur‐
few on the Palestinians in the Territories, with the stated reasoning that indiscrim‐
inately confining people to their homes would improve the chances of counting as
many people as possible.
Thus the curfew was justified using arguments for accuracy, despite the fact
that it would have imposed its own sources of error upon the statistics.55 The re‐
sulting presence of the census data for the Territories likely would have proposed a
logical conundrum for Roberto Bachi. As someone who considered himself a scien‐
tist, to Bachi the Palestinian census data likely would have seemed less than rigor‐
ous—seeing as how it was collected under restrictive conditions which made it only
partially comparable to census data for the fully‐annexed areas of the state of Israel.
Yet, also as a scientist, he could not completely ignore that the data existed—for
example, by following common practice and placing labels that read ‘no data avail‐
able’ on relevant areas of his maps of Israel. After all, he spearheaded the operation
which collected the data in the first place. So, on scientific maps, the question for
Bachi would have become: How to map Israel while neither denying that data exist
for Palestinians, nor actually including that (only semi‐rigorous) census data on the
map?
This difficulty of how and to what extent to acknowledge the existence of data
for Palestinians was compounded by the presence of the Green Line boundary be‐
tween Israel and the newly‐Occupied Palestinian Territories. The Green Line was
created during cease‐fire agreements in 1949, and in places between 1949 and
1967 it served as a highly militarized border between central Israel and the (Jorda‐
nian‐controlled) West Bank. While Jerusalem was rigidly divided, in other areas the
separation was inconsistent, and border areas were quickly filled in with Israeli
settlements. As a result, as late as the 1950s, Sami Hadawi could claim that “the
Armistice Lines have not until this date been demarcated on the ground” (Hadawi
1957, 1). From 1967 onwards, however, even the official policy of enforcing the
border was reversed. The agencies of the state of Israel claimed that the Green Line
was no longer a valid border. Instead of referring to the military Occupation of the
Territories, academics and government agents euphemistically proposed that Israel
and the Territories had been ‘reunited’. In keeping with this claim, the Green Line
between Israel and the Territories no longer appeared on most state maps
(Benvenisti 1984; Gorenberg 2012; Shehadeh 2007, 178). In a related effort, PLO
and other Palestinian maps did not show the Green Line even before 1967 (e.g.
Hadawi 1957), although as with Israeli maps this practice has mitigated somewhat

The curfew introduced notable irregularities not only in terms of excluding the refugees who were
missing or away from home due to the war, as well as those who no longer had homes in cases where
these had been taken over or destroyed during the fighting. But it also, by the census takers’ own omis‐
sion, had the effect of creating “differences between the locality in which [inhabitants] were registered
and the permanent places of residence”(CBS 1967, xxx–xxxii).
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over time. The official omission was in contrast to the situation on the ground how‐
ever. Given that the Territories to date have not been formally annexed by the
state—with the notable exception of East Jerusalem—the administrative, military,
and economic policy discrepancies between annexed Israel and the Territories
were and are extreme (Benvenisti 2000). Such ambiguities of segregation are em‐
blematized in the separate‐and‐unequal policies of the 1967 census of the Territo‐
ries. As a result of the Palestinians’ existence and ongoing struggle, it was the Green
Line, and not the official state line that bounded all of Israel and the Territories,
which served as the physical boundary which circumscribed the collection of data
for the majority of the Israeli population.
The resulting inconsistencies in mapping the Green Line are born out in Bachi’s
1968 book, Graphical Rational Patterns. The aim of his book was to introduce the
eponymous GRPs, which as noted consisted of a standardized set of symbols for
displaying numbers on maps. While maps often indicate numerical values with
circles of varying sizes, and whose differences can be difficult to judge, by con‐
structing his elaborate symbology of GRPs, it was Bachi’s hope that anyone familiar
with GRPs would be able to tell the exact number the cartographer sought to dis‐
play (See Figures 3.1 and 3.2). However, in the process Bachi also begins to move
away from rigid notions of consistency, which would have required him to display
all internal borders, including the Green Line, in favor of greater accuracy of a few
selected points. Perhaps not surprisingly, the points he selected to display most
often represented Jewish Israelis. In fact, despite directing and overseeing the cen‐
sus of the Territories, Bachi rarely if ever used the data from that census in his
work.
In order to achieve this in the context of the possibly not wholly reliable 1967
census data, Bachi increasingly began using one very specific type of map from
among two commonly‐available options. As is evident in his 1968 book, for map‐
ping census data collected from 1967‐onwards, Bachi uses graduated circles more
and more, becoming increasingly critical of the shaded area technique called
choropleth which was and continues to be more commonly used. Choropleths (See
figure 3.31) are maps in which districts, states, or regions are shaded in progres‐
sively darker or lighter shades in order to represent increased percentages of some
particular characteristic, such as the average number of people in each household
(figure 3.31) for the respective areas. Choropleths are convenient because they
allow cartographers to indicate statistical data without an abundance of symbols.
However, they can also be very misleading, and there are several problems which
arise particularly with choropleth maps. For instance, because different regions are
shaded in, those with larger geographic areas often stand out and appear more
significant than they would seem to be if judged by the statistics alone—and this is
only one of multiple layers of complexity.
In contrast to choropleths, graduated circle maps (See figure 3.32) use shapes,
generally circles, of different sizes to represent a particular statistic—for example,
the population of Jewish residents, in Figure 3.32. The difference between
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choropleths and graduated circles are not obvious at first, and both are widely
used. But graduated circle maps have one particular advantage relevant to Bachi’s
work, which is that instead of shading an entire area or sub‐region, the graduated
circle is located with respect to one single point on the map. This allows for greater
precision in depicting—or choosing arbitrarily, since the most populous city or
even a completely random point could be used—the precise locations of popula‐
tions within national boundaries. The result, however, is that in graduated circle
maps, the actual boundaries of those districts do not have to be included on the
map, even though standard practice is still to indicate major boundaries. In con‐
trast, on choropleths, if each district is shaded in, then the edges of those shaded
regions—their boundaries—must be implicitly indicated (Figure 3.4). So, using
graduated circle maps gives Bachi the option to omit certain boundaries, including
the Green Line.
The trend can be seen progressively through the course of Bachi’s work; as he
moved increasingly to graduated circles over time, the Green Line appears less
frequently on his maps. In the 1968 book in particular, several maps of other re‐
gions, or of earlier data, indicate the internal boundaries of the area being mapped
(Bachi 1968, 196–97, 227, Plates VIII and X). This stands in contrast to his later
maps; nearly every single map of the region which depicts data collected in 1967 or
later uses graduated symbols instead of choropleths (e.g. Bachi 1999). And alt‐
hough prior to 1967 Bachi’s graduated circle maps rigorously display the Green
Line (e.g. Bachi 1962b), in the first years following 1967 the boundary was irregu‐
larly omitted and displayed, seemingly without respect to whether the data dis‐
played included data for the West Bank or not (Bachi 1974b).
The increasingly frequent omission of the Green Line was coupled with the
disappearance from his work of maps that show broader views of Palestine and
Israel. Over time Bachi moved towards only mapping Israel and Palestine at a finer
scale, with a focus on Jerusalem. Throughout the 1970s, Bachi would expand his use
of choropleths of Italy and the US to substitute for the absent maps of broader Isra‐
el and Palestine (e.g. Bachi 1975). But over time these too would turn into graduat‐
ed circle maps, with the result that even the internal borders of Italy and the US
also would come to be alternately included and excluded from Bachi’s maps (e.g.
Bachi 1999). Thus the issues he faced mapping Palestinians extensively affected
Bachi’s cartographic work.
In his 1968 book Bachi still advocates the use of choropleths in combination
with GRPs and describes several methods of doing so, thereby showing that his
methodology was not technically or rationally incompatible with his new method‐
ology (Bachi 1968, 198–216). However, nonetheless Bachi criticizes choropleths in
the same work, claiming that, when using choropleths to represent percentages of
population by sub‐regions or provinces, “The distortion resulting from this method
may be extremely dangerous” (Bachi 1968, 205). Later, comparing a choropleth and
graduated circle map with GRPs for the same areas, he notes that “the visual im‐
pression obtained by the two graphs [maps] is completely different and almost
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opposite,” and that the graduated circle map “enables us to receive the correct im‐
pression” while the choropleth “may thus fail almost completely to convey an accurate view of the distribution under survey; Moreover, comparison of data for each
region and of the national average may create an impression of discrepancy.” This
discrepancy is not present in graduated circle maps that use GRPs (Bachi 1968,
210–13, emphasis added). The practical result of these convictions was that Bachi’s
maps were both increasingly accurate, by pinpointing values via graduated circles
and GRP symbols, yet they were also increasingly inconsistent in terms of his depic‐
tion of the Green Line.
In his 1999 book, the Green Line is absent from every one of Bachi’s relevant
maps—including both his multiplicitous maps of the Jerusalem metropolitan area
(which straddles the Green Line), as well as his sparse maps of Palestine and Israel
more broadly (Bachi 1999, 46, 104, 149, Plates 2 and 3). But even when the Green
Line is not indicated, due to its influence on the spread of Jewish towns, its ghost
can be seen where areas of high Palestinian concentration, depicted as blank areas,
in effect sketch out the boundary as a type of palimpsest (See Figure 3.5).
Choropleths were not entirely absent from Israeli census publications after 1967; in
contrast, although the Green Line was often left off their maps, the CBS did continue
to use choropleths sparingly on maps showing census boundaries and which were
intended for internal use or the use of the Israeli public or in the Jewish Diaspora
(Figure 3.4) (Bachi 1974b; CBS 1985b; 1969b). Yet, unlike his earlier work (Bachi et
al. 1955) by the late 1970s Bachi was no longer routinely using CBS choropleths,
even though technically such maps were available.
Over time, as Bachi came to prefer not to indicate the Green Line on his statisti‐
cal maps, this would have also limited his options—limitations which he justified
on scientific grounds as discussed above, perhaps showing some uneasiness with
the omission, but which also conveniently fit the practice among state Israeli car‐
tographers of no longer depicting that border after 1967 (Benvenisti 2000). Instead
of having two common options available to him for mapmaking, both choropleth
and graduated circle maps, Bachi was instead restricted to using only graduated
circle maps. This might seem an inconsequential detail, but it has significant statis‐
tical implications which dictate which statistics might subsequently be used. More‐
over, it affected the entire course of Bachi’s subsequent research: it is perhaps not
surprising then that his GRP symbology consists precisely of an innovation almost
exclusively in the area of graduated circle cartography.
If by creating GRPs, Bachi was attempting to construct a more refined system of
statistical visualization, it was obtained at the price of the consistency in the repre‐
sentation of regional territorial borders. In addition to addressing contemporary
concerns with the representation of statistical data, by grappling with the Green
Line Bachi’s work is also representative of how the existence of the Palestinians,
and the Occupation more broadly, shaped the key methodological issues that Israeli
census cartographers faced in the unique post‐1967 context. But Bachi’s work with
graduated circles and points didn’t mean that he would give up mapping borders
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Figures 3.31 and 3.32. Figure 3.31 is a sample choropleth map from the 1961 Israeli census. Figure 3.32
(Bachi 1962b, 101) is an example of a Graduated Circle Map, showing Jewish population of Israel in 1953,
where Bachi displays the boundaries of the West Bank and Gaza Strip. The Green Line is again indicated in
black. In Figure 3.31 (CBS 1963), the shaded areas indicate the average number of people in each house‐
hold in that subdistrict, called a “natural region”, as defined by the CBS. Because it was made prior to
1967, data for the West Bank and Gaza Strip are not included.
Bachi extensively critiqued choropleth maps like this one. Notice how the use of shading requires the
cartographer to display some internal boundaries—at the very least, between areas which are different
shades. Here the Green Line is the boundary of the West Bank and Gaza Strip, in black. Yet even if the
Green Line were not indicated here, the boundaries of the Israeli districts shown fall along the Green Line,
and thereby simply shading those districts gives and impression of the Green Line (See Figure 3.4).
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Figure 3.4. A 1983 map (CBS 1985a) showing subdistricts of Israel, intended for internal CBS use, as well
as international academic use. Notice how the Green Line is traceable from among the boundaries. Be‐
cause the district and boundaries follow the Green Line, any map which indicates district boundaries, as
this one does, or shades in those districts within their boundaries, as choropleths do, also makes the
Green Line visible. Thus choropleth maps could not be used without showing the Green Line.
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altogether. Instead, by 1999, amid large‐scale Israeli settlement construction in the
context of what is known as the “Demographic War”, Bachi would begin using
points to construct new boundaries of his own.

The War of Scattered Boundaries, 1999
If the 1967 census represented tacit acknowledgement of the existence of signifi‐
cant populations in the newly‐occupied territories, the 1995 census showed the
persistence of the ongoing struggle that has come to be known as the demographic
war. The demographic war has been a form of ongoing competition in Palestine and
Israel, whereby leaders from many different political persuasions encouraged their
populations to have more children in order to secure the demographic majority
that they hoped would give them political power and legitimacy (Courbage 1999;
Kanaaneh 2002). On the Israeli side, its proponents primarily peddle fears that
Palestinians outnumber Israelis, but also compile evidence suggesting that Europe‐
an‐origin Israelis were in fact a minority, which frightens those concerned with
maintaining Israel’s status as a Europeanized nation, thereby highlighting the cur‐
rents of racism and discourses of racial purity in the conflict (Massad 2003).
Bachi himself was a central actor in demographic debates, and he is credited as
being one of the earliest scholars to warn of impending Jewish population decline
around the world (“In Memory of Roberto Bachi” 1996; Schmelz and Gad 1986). A
consideration of Bachi’s later work, in light of the 1995 census’s attempts to quanti‐
fy what in some ways was the outcome of almost 30 years of demographic debates,
provides a fitting counterpart of the analysis of the claim of Palestinian non‐
existence performed above. From one perspective, the demographic war is the flip‐
side of the claim that Palestinians did not exist historically. Because while the exist‐
ence claims mistakenly suggest that there were no groups present who (legitimate‐
ly) identified as Palestinians, often the rhetoric in the demographic war argues that
Palestinian numbers are so high that they threaten to ‘engulf’ (non‐Palestinian)
Israelis, with Netanyahu even referring to a “demographic bomb” (Munayyer 2012).
Seen from another perspective, however, the demographic war and the existence
claims have much in common. For, in statistical terms the question of whether a
group exists is often translated to a question of whether that group has a high
enough population to be considered statistically significant. And in many places the
most comprehensive population counts are issued by the national census—which is
also the major state agency producing the kinds of authoritative information that
informs debates over demographic trends.
Israeli Settlements in the 1995 Census
As with the existence claims, then, what is striking about the demographic debates
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Figure 3.5. A Later Map of Bachi’s, comparing graduated circles (left) to GRPs (right). The Green Line and
any indication of the Palestinian Authority are omitted, but since Palestinian cities and towns are not
shown, a blurry outline of the West Bank can still be seen in the areas of comparatively lower Israeli
settlement. (cf. Bachi 1999, 165)

are the interlinkages between political discourse and the material bodies of a popu‐
lation. For although Golda Meir’s statement that Palestinians didn’t exist, noted at
the beginning of this chapter, was framed in historical terms, it could also be con‐
sidered an exercise in prophecy. It is only possible to claim that Palestinians didn’t
exist in a situation where so many of those Palestinians who could attest to their
own existence had been violently expunged from the landscape due to the wars of
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1948 and 1967. Thus, to turn it around, Meir’s claim about Palestinians nonexist‐
ence in the past is more a prediction that she would neither let them reside in Isra‐
el, nor build a nation of Palestine, in the future.
In this light, after World War II the best way to make it true that Palestinians
didn’t exist as a significant population in the land of historic Palestine seemed to be
to make sure that those who fled during the 1948 war weren’t allowed to return
(Leibler and Breslau 2005; Morris 2004). Simultaneously, the best way, in the esti‐
mation of the Zionist leaders, to counter the claim that Jews themselves did not
comprise a significantly large population was to bring in Jewish families; this is
precisely what they did, encouraging emigration to Israel around the world while
also helping to transport large numbers of Jewish families to Israel from elsewhere
in the Middle East in the 1950s, in the context of a broader regional uproar and
anti‐Semitism that erupted in turn over the founding of Israel (Meir‐Glitzenstein
2011).56
This would be coupled, after 1967, with coordinated attempts to bolster the
Jewish population in the Territories, thereby witnessing the expansion of the set‐
tlement movement, which was inspired by fears that the significant Palestinian
population of the Territories in 1967—including large numbers of families that had
been made refugees in 1948 and had subsequently resettled in the territories—
would result in Israel losing its hold over them. As a response, in 1967, Israeli set‐
tlers began moving to segregated enclaves in East Jerusalem and the Territories.
The aim was to complicate any future geographical division, to obfuscate what until
1967 had been a starkly segregated landscape, by building a small and diffuse, but
tightly‐linked network of settlements in the Territories at multiple scales (Weizman
2007).57
As a reaction to fears of Palestinian expansion, the settlements therefore also
represent a tacit acknowledgement of Palestinians’ existence. However, although
the settlements were created as an effort to make the material world conform to
claims made upon it, and specifically to confound traditional methods at drawing

The incoming Jewish refugees from the Middle East became known as Mizrahi Jews. Most of them
spoke Arabic as their primary language, and their descendents now make up over half of the Jewish
population of Israel (Loolwa 2013). Yet they also experienced discrimination in a country where Euro‐
pean Ashkenazi Jews were privileged. This led to the 1970s founding of the Israeli Black Panther move‐
ment, modeled in part on the Black Panther movement in the United States, as part of the struggle
among Mizrahi Jews for social justice in Israel (Ettinger 2007). An archive for the Israeli Black Panthers
is available at http://israeli‐left‐archive.org/cgi‐bin/library?site=localhost&a=p&p=about&c=blackpan
&l=en&w=utf‐8.
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In Hebrew the word settlement (yishuv) is most often used in its general sense to refer to all places of
steady human habitation. So, throughout the CBS and other state maps, Israeli settlement throughout
Israel and Palestine; no internal borders are shown, no Palestinian towns in the Territories are shown,
and there is no distinction between cities in Israel (which are also referred to as settlements) and illegal
settlements in the Territories.
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boundaries between national groups, the resulting changes to the population land‐
scapes would also influence maps of Israel. For the settlements would influence the
CBS and Bachi to develop methods that would allow them to draw borders around
complex small population clusters. Likewise, Bachi’s innovations in his later work
lie precisely in his ability to separate what was meant to be inseparable, to draw
out the intentionally imbricated Israeli settlers from their distributed points across
the territory of the Gaza Strip and the West Bank.
It was not a foregone conclusion that the settlement populations would be
counted in the Israeli census, given that they were located on disputed territory.
However, the need for the CBS to give the state legitimacy by demonstrating the
numerical strength of Israelis dovetailed (unsurprisingly) with state efforts to claim
the settlements as being an integral part of Israel.58 In the context of the demo‐
graphic war, the 1995 census marked a push forward for increased accuracy on the
part of the CBS methodology. Although the CBS conducted censuses roughly every
decade after 1967, the 1995 census was a methodological watershed of sorts. For
starters, it was the first census to comprehensively use GIS mapmaking in an at‐
tempt to record the precise location of ‘every’ dwelling—and thereby, in theory,
every person in Israel (Lasman 1997), building upon the groundwork in the Survey
of Israel (SOI), which had begun converting its paper maps to a Geographic Infor‐
mation Science (GIS) framework in the late 1980s (Peled 1996). Moreover, rather
than incorporating digital maps on the side, instead the census shifted wholesale
towards conducting the census through the means of GIS. Districts were redrawn,
enumeration methods were mechanized by using GIS to determine and print maps
for each enumerator to follow while conducting the counts, and a national database
was developed to store census data for the foreseeable future (Bahat 1997; D. Bar‐
ak 1997; Ben‐Moshe 1997a; 1997b; 1997c; Blum 1997; Calvo 1997; Kagan 1997;
Lasman 1997; Peled 1996; Stier 1997).
Distinct parallels can be drawn from the methodology of the 1995 census and
Bachi’s later work. Bachi himself did not have a direct hand in the 1995 census
because he had retired from the CBS, although he remained professionally active
until he passed away in 1995 (“In Memory of Roberto Bachi” 1996). But in many
ways the 1995 census represents the culmination of the methodology that Bachi

In contrast, the publicly‐available Israeli counts of Palestinian populations were left deliberately
vague. After 1967, the CBS did not attempt to count Palestinians in the Territories (aside from those
residing in areas annexed to Israel, such as East Jerusalem) again in a public form, instead relying on
estimates of population growth (e.g. see MOD 1973, 98). Moreover, after the 1994 signing of the Oslo
accords, Palestinians gained some limited sovereignty, and the duty of counting Palestinians was trans‐
ferred to the newly‐formed Palestinian Authority. For this reason alone, the 1995 Israeli census was
unique; it was the first census after 1967 that was conducted in the expectation that the Palestinians
would also conduct their own census, focusing on Palestinian‐controlled areas of the Territories as well
as East Jerusalem, at roughly the same time. The Palestinian census was in fact completed in 1997 (PCBS
2008).
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developed over the course of his career. The early turn to computerization in Isra‐
el,59 coupled with the emphasis on international scientific standards, as well as on
pinpointing exact locations to obtain a ‘snapshot’ of Israel in the census (Leibler
2007; Leibler 2004), all demonstrate Bachi’s influence.60 While Bachi’s 1999 book
was only published posthumously with the help of his granddaughter and former
colleagues (Bachi 1999), much of the material was written by Bachi himself precise‐
ly during the years that the 1995 census was also in development.
Bachi’s 1999 Book: Convex Hulls from Point Features
Given that the settlements were built in the context of the Demographic War—and
therefore in no small part as a response to the continued Palestinian presence in
the Occupied Territories—and the CBS’s interest was to count as many Israeli Jews
as possible, then the question would have become not whether, but how to include
the settlements in the census? In the end, an attempt was made to seamlessly in‐
corporate the post‐1967 settlements into the new computerized regions.
In the 1995 census, each settlement is defined as one or more census tracks,
and they appear throughout the CBS’s publications, including in lists of ‘towns in
Israel’, and collections of maps of the ‘urban areas of Israel’ (CBS 2000b), without
reference to their unique status as settlements within Palestinian Territory (Figure
3.6). Similarly, the lands of Israeli settlements in the West Bank are registered with
the Israel Land Authority, rather than the administration of the Palestinian Territo‐
ries. This indicates that, legally and economically, they are considered Israeli land
(Shehadeh 2007, 83). More recently, Google Street View has also begun to collect
data for the Israeli settlements, presumably to include the settlements in its Street
View map of Israel (Sheizaf 2012), although Street View has not been extended to
the Palestinian Territories more broadly as of the time of writing (Figures 3.71 and
3.72). The 1995 census indicates a shift in conceptions of sovereignty, from one
which seamlessly incorporated all of the West Bank (Figure 3.71) to one which
omitted Palestinian‐controlled areas but nonetheless retained the incorporation of
the settlements (Figure 3.72). Thus, whereas Palestinian populations, in the 1967
census, were treated entirely separately by the census, using distinct definitions

For comparison, although the US census had been developing computer cartography for the purposes
of census enumeration since the late 1960s, the first GIS files were only created for the 1990 census, a
mere five years before Israel fully computerized its population counts. For more on the early history of
GIS use in the US census, see http://www.ncgia.buffalo.edu/gishist/DIME.html.
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The ‘snapshot’ metaphor was also built upon the census methods under the British occupation. For
example, Sami Hadawi argues that the 1931 census “enumerated all the persons present in Palestine at
midnight on November 18th, 1931, irrespective of whether they were residents of the country or not.”
Similarly, according to Hadawi, residents who were not in Palestine at the time were not enumerated,
and this held for further estimates, based on the census, right up to 1946 (1957, 8).
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and methodology of enumeration, in 1995 the groups of Israelis in the same land
are fully incorporated, despite the fact that they lie beyond the Green Line. Fur‐
thermore, while the Green Line still was not often displayed explicitly, the settle‐
ment boundaries were being redeveloped and reinstated with increasing sophisti‐
cation. The definition of these settlement boundaries was a lengthy and detailed
process (Calvo 1997) that required new methods of the sort that Bachi just hap‐
pened to be developing at the time.
In his 1999 book, the culmination of his life’s work, Bachi avoided choropleths
altogether. But this does not mean that Bachi avoided focusing on boundaries. In‐
stead, although he continues to eschew political boundaries, statistical borders are
the main focus of the book, and Bachi centers his arguments primarily on methods
for drawing variegated and complex borders around existing small population
groups. These are precisely the sort of methods that would have perfectly fit the
needs of the Israeli census to demonstrate that, statistically, the settlements fit
within the natural statistical area defined by the Israeli population.
One of Bachi’s methods is particularly useful in this context: his work on convex
hulls, a common graphing method. If the problem the census faced was how to de‐
fine the national area in light of population groups like the settlements, which were
not geographically contiguous with mainland Israel, convex hulls represent possi‐
ble solutions. The convex hull is a mathematical term for a boundary that fits tightly
around all of the points of a particular set (See figures 3.81 and 3.82). Finding a
convex hull would be particularly useful, for example, in determining the areas that
are defined by close networks of Palestinian towns—and thereby determining the
leftover packets of space which might be settled by Israelis. It also parallels the
redrawing of political boundaries after 1967, most notably including the expanded
boundary of ‘Greater Jerusalem’ which allowed for the annexation of East Jerusa‐
lem, as well as large areas of the West Bank that immediately surrounding the city,
to Israel. Placing redistricting in the context of the Demographic War, Meron
Benvenisti has claimed, “The annexation boundaries did not determine the city’s
demographic ration. Rather, the ‘optimal demographic ration’ has created the city’s
boundaries” (Benvenisti 1999; cf. Zureik 2001).
This method is also useful for estimating the geographical size of settlements
and statistically appending their areas to the total inhabited areas of the Israeli
state. For, although settlements have official extents, they often expand quickly,
especially in the early stages, and claim outside lands for defense walls and other
security structures (Weizman 2007). This indicates that the populated area of any
particular settlement, which is of interest to a census concerned with mapping eve‐
ry habitable building, could easily fall outside the municipal area. Instead of using
one solid boundary, whether for nations or cities, the use of convex hulls therefore
would allow for a more textured and complex rendering of the scattered popula‐
tions that are typical of Israeli settlements in the Occupied Territories.
So, after omitting internal boundaries and moving from points to areas in his
early work, Bachi then begins to constitute new borders based on only those points
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Figure 3.6, An annotated screenshot of Jerusalem (center) from the CBS online interactive map of 1995
Israeli census data. As this map was made just after the Oslo Accords, the Green Line is drawn clearly
and prominently through the center of the map, surrounding the (Israeli‐defined) Jerusalem metropoli‐
tan area and dividing the annexed areas of Israel on the left from the West Bank on the right. However
the West Bank is referred to using the adapted Biblical name of “Judea and Samaria”.
The map shows the borders of statistical areas, revealing how Israeli settlements in the West Bank
(smaller pockmark areas at right), are incorporated as Israeli municipalities for the purposes of the
census. The largest of these areas, just to the East (right) of Jerusalem, is the settlement of Ma’ale
Adumim. The attempt to incorporate Israeli West Bank settlements into the census has meant giving up
on the contiguity of Israeli territory. Here, Israeli territory includes all of the complex areas towards the
left, as well as the settlements, which appear as small but numerous islands of Israeli sovereignty within
the West Bank—although the map, from data made in the mid‐1990s, does not show more recent set‐
tlement expansion. Annotations by the author (CBS 2000a).

that he has selected as being significant to the state. In so doing, Bachi is again
adapting and innovating upon Westernized statistics in order to meet key realities
of the Israeli census. However, in this case he rejects a traditional focus on the con‐
sistency of national territory in order to retain the continuity of borders around the
now‐fragmented territories, including the settlements, claimed by the state. His
methods therefore would allow for an enlargement of the total area of Israel that is
inhabited by Israelis. Moreover, they can do so in a way that statistically naturalizes
the settlements. In addition, when using the convex hull, the total area of a particu‐
lar settlement could be determined based upon the furthest points of construction
of habitation rather than its official municipal boundaries, which might take longer
to catch up to the pace of construction; any private Palestinian areas that happened
to fall between two outlying points would simply be incorporated into Israeli terri‐
tory. In combination with GIS software, the geographic database that was devel‐
oped in the course of the 1995 census enabled the cartographers to calculate con‐
vex hulls for hundreds of thousands of individual points at ever finer scales, includ‐
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Figures 3.71 and 3.72. Figure 3.72 is a screenshot which gives the extent of Google Street View in Pales‐
tine and Israel as of August 2013. In contrast, Figure 3.71 indicates the extent of the development of an
Israeli national GIS database as of 1996. Shaded regions indicate those areas where digital map data
existed or was in progress as of 1996. The SOI appears to have prioritized the West Bank and Gaza Strip,
which both fall under the “Mapped” category, which shows those areas that were converted first to GIS
from paper maps. In Figure 3.72, the purple overlay areas are the areas where Street View is available.
The dots indicate regions which only have discrete photographs at particular locations. Neither the West
Bank nor Gaza is included in the shaded area, although particular Israeli highways in the West Bank are
included and reports suggest that Street View also will soon begin to include the Israeli settlements
there (Sheizaf 2012). The marker with a letter A indicates Jerusalem.
Figure 3.71 demonstrates that the GIS data were developed from an overhead view which seam‐
lessly incorporated all of the Palestinian Territories into Israel (Peled 1996). This was likely accom‐
plished precisely with the expectation that Israel would lose the ability to collect data consistently
throughout the entire Territories due to the handover of some sovereignty to the Palestinians following
the Oslo Accords, which were taking place at the time.
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ing individual buildings, thereby defining and quantifying a set of ever more
multiplicitous borders.61

Conclusion: The Continuity of Computer Cartography
In his later years, Bachi largely abandoned his attempts to rectify GRPs with
choropleth maps and had turned instead to drawing boundaries around statistical
data. The convex hull method, which he treats extensively, sacrifices pre‐
determined political borders and national contiguity in order to maintain strict, if
increasingly numerous, borders. In 1968, Bachi’s attempts to make graphing and
statistical mapmaking more readily available served to place him in the vanguard of
statisticians. In so doing, Bachi retained the continuity of borders while rejecting
the consistency of space. In the end, rather than representing a radical departure
from previous cartographic methods (November, Camacho‐Hübner, and Latour
2010), computers and GIS were useful in justifying Bachi’s position. While the pub‐
lic use of Bachi’s GRP symbols was fast outpaced by computer graphics capabili‐
ties—even to the extent that they appear less frequently in his own later work
(Bachi 1999)—Bachi’s contributions to core concerns of geographic and demo‐
graphic statistics, and their application in statistical cartography, continue to be
influential (Louder, Bisson, and La Rochelle 1974; Shea and McMaster 1989; Ed‐
ward J. and Carr, Daniel B. 1993).
In contrast to computers, which represented the triumph of, rather than a chal‐
lenge to, the theoretical foundations of Bachi’s work, the physical existence of Pal‐
estinians influenced the main directions of his theoretical research. In 1967, the
very presence of Palestinians on the newly‐occupied lands meant that the census
cartographers, including Bachi, had to rush to count and manage them. The policy
of omitting the Green Line, in the context of the existence of large numbers of Pales‐
tinians in the landscape, presented a challenge to Bachi’s attempt to construct a
cartographic image of the homogenous nation of Israel. In 1999, the ongoing con‐
flict, and the settler movement which was conceived of as a response to the contin‐
ued Palestinian presence, meant that the census now had to include disparate and
non‐contiguous settlements in tabulations of Jewish population. Consequently,
Bachi would move from developing ways of mapping which obviated the need for
borders, to finding ways to draw continuous boundaries around non‐contiguous
spaces.
In formulating the GRPs, Bachi thus shifted away from choropleths, which until
then had been the norm, and moved towards graduated circles, which he repre‐
sented with greater numerical accuracy at specific locations or points, using his

However, the fact that there were more borders did not mean that they became more open or less
guarded; quite the contrary.
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Figures 3.81 and 3.82. Figure 3.81 (left) shows hotels (points) inside the Tel Aviv‐Jaffa municipal bounda‐
ry (line). Figure 3.82 (right) shows a convex hull (line) around that same set of hotels (points) in Tel Aviv,
at a slightly finer scale. These figures demonstrate that point or circle maps obviate the need to show
political boundaries; none are given in the map at right. In addition, it illustrates how Bachi begins with
data and then constructs (statistical) boundaries—in this case, a convex hull consisting of the straight
lines connecting the most distant points.
Thus, the Palestinian city of Jaffa, which falls within the broader Tel Aviv‐Jaffa municipal boundary
as seen in the Southern area (at bottom) inside the boundary of the map on the left, is cut off from the
map at right. This is accomplished through the act of drawing the convex hull, thereby transferring the
background area of the hotels from the municipal (political) boundary, to the statistical (convex hull) one.
The resulting boundaries are entirely dependent on the accuracy of the statistical dataset that is used. In
addition, two outlier hotels (including one in Jaffa) appear to have been deleted before drawing the
convex hull. Bachi defines the convex hull as the ”gross [territorial] range”, yet here it serves precisely to
leave out the Palestinian residents (Bachi 1999, 91, 94; 1981, 1018).

GRP symbology. By increasingly omitting internal boundaries altogether, Bachi
could include Israeli data without making plain the fact that data for the Palestinian
Territories was either not being collected—or, in the case of the census, not being
indicated on the map. In his 1999 book, Bachi builds upon the shift from areas to
points, but in this case he is using points to reconstruct areas by drawing new sta‐
tistical borders using convex hulls. Both GRPs and convex hulls were useful in con‐
structing facts which would be useful in the context of the Demographic War. Ironi‐
cally, however, in order to reconstruct a total national area that includes the set‐
tlements, the 1995 census first had to extricate the settlements from their sur‐
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roundings—namely, the numerous Palestinian towns of the West Bank and Gaza
Strip.
Bachi’s research is thus both internationally scientific and thoroughly influ‐
enced by local landscapes. Despite his best efforts to position himself otherwise
(Bachi 1980), the landscape of Palestine and Israel shaped even the most abstract
levels of Bachi’s research. However, his choices were also circumscribed by the
hierarchies of international science—whereby his legitimacy depended on his abil‐
ity to present his work as objective and exact. Computers lent credence to this goal,
but nonetheless the tension between maintaining supposed empirical rigor—an
aim which ironically lead to the maps being practically useless due to the lack of
internal geographic detail—and adapting his methodology to the people and land‐
scapes at hand, so that they might further the practical goals of the Israeli govern‐
ment, is one that continued through the advent and spread of the GIS technology in
the region. These tensions played out in different ways in the nascent Palestinian
Authority, which is the subject of the next chapter.
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The Colonizer in the Computer:
International Influence in Palestinian
Authority Maps

The Steadfast Colonial Legacy
In this chapter, I investigate two international influences which have shaped the
Palestinian Authority’s efforts to establish a distinctly Palestinian form of empirical
knowledge in the West Bank. Drawing on the concept of sumud,62 or steadfastness,
I argue that the material legacies of colonialism, past and present, have served to
circumscribe cartographers’ attempts to develop stasis, which I define as the ability
to remain in place. In the late 1990s, Palestinian Authority (PA) cartographers de‐
veloped a highly sophisticated system for making maps using Geographic Infor‐
mation Science (GIS) cartographic software, with the goal of developing a Palestini‐
an national mapping program, thereby helping to build the nascent Palestinian
state in keeping with nationalist ideals (Tesli 2008). Yet their work took place in
the context of a continued international presence in the region over the course of
centuries. As such, it interacted in complex ways with the legacy of British imperial‐
ism and the ongoing Israeli Occupation of the West Bank and Gaza Strip.
In what follows, I analyze the implications of stasis for knowledge practices in
Palestinian regimes in an attempt to broaden and deepen both the mobility studies
literature and studies of technology in Palestine and Israel. I first focus on the stasis
of maps from the British Mandate period in order to demonstrate how the PA’s
extensive use of British colonial maps as sources of geographic information in turn

Sumud is pronounced with two long vowel sounds similar to the ‘oo’ in the English word food. It is
alternately transliterated as soumoud.
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affected the scale and resolution of early PA maps. I analyze maps made in the peri‐
od 1994‐2000, from the founding of the PA to the start of the Second Intifada or
uprising against the Occupation. In particular, I show how the use of British maps
led to broad depictions of the West Bank that were less useful for daily governance.
Second, I turn to the techniques that PA cartographers and institutions have used to
build stasis in the period 2000‐present. While the connections between maps and
nationalism are well known, and they have recently been explored in relation to
Palestine and Israel (Leuenberger 2012), there is a necessity to follow the specific
cartographic methodologies in their unique contexts. The PA also attempts to pro‐
duce knowledge as a way of countering the Israeli Occupation (Romani 2008;
Zureik 2001, 227). Despite the changes which followed the 2006 election of Hamas,
the Occupation continues to limit the scope and extent of places where the PA can
collect data, thereby leading to the continued erasure of rural areas from the map.
By focusing on the PA cartographers, rather than the people and areas being erased,
I indicate the difficulties of even privileged attempts to expand the purview of dom‐
inant forms of knowledge. This provides an interesting counterpoint to the obser‐
vation of Wouters et. al. (Wouters et al. 2013, 2) that there is a “cyclical feedback
loop” between new forms of knowledge and new infrastructure, for in the West
Bank the restrictions, and at times direct attacks, upon infrastructure have fur‐
thered the persistence of existing processes for the production of knowledge.
While British Mandate maps have been hailed as an empirical triumph (Gavish
2005), nonetheless the British colonial authorities’ emphasis on defining territories
with hard boundaries—from attempts to control private ownership by marking out
land parcels, to proposals to divide the region into two separate states—have been
criticized as contributing to the beginnings of conflict in the region (Fischbach
2011; Weizman 2007, 14–15). The legacy of hard boundaries is evident even in the
text of the 1994 peace treaty which allows for the establishment of “permanent,
secure, and recognized” borders between Israel and Jordan “without prejudice to
the status of any territories that came under Israeli military government control in
1967” (i.e. after the start of the Israeli Occupation of the West Bank and Gaza
Strip)—and this despite the allowances that were built into the treaty in order to
account for the fact that this particular border follows the ever‐ mutating course of
the Jordan river (Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan and State of Israel 1998). So there
is a certain irony in the fact, often noted by the cartographers during our conversa‐
tions, that this legacy of colonialism has led the PA to strive to end the Occupation
by making use of the very maps that may have helped to start it in the first place.
Building Stasis and Sumud
If PA cartography must be viewed in the contexts of British and Zionist colonialism,
then it also takes place in the context of efforts to build sumud, or steadfastness,
among Palestinians in the region. The concept and practice of sumud, which Lori
Allen refers to as a “nationalistically inﬂected form of stoicism” (Allen 2008, 156),
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have come to play a key role in anti‐Occupation struggles, not least because they
provide a ‘third way’ between hatred and acquiescence (Shehadeh 1982, viii). First
coined at the 1978 Arab League Summit in Baghdad, and intended primarily as a
means of raising funds to support Palestinian communities, in time sumud came to
draw attention to the frustration felt by many in the absence of political gains. It did
so by highlighting the work that is necessary for Palestinians to remain in place on
the land, both pragmatically and metaphorically. Following the writings of Rajah
Shehadeh (1982), sumud currently refers to a spectrum of activities that promote
steadfastness in the Palestinian Territories and beyond. Contemporary examples of
sumud range widely, from the ongoing act of persisting as a group in the face of
efforts to deport, assassinate, or otherwise remove the Palestinians, to active sup‐
port for the health, education, and related infrastructure that makes survival possi‐
ble (van Teeffelen, Toine and Giacaman, Fuad 2008), including through efforts such
as the Sumud Story House in Bethlehem.63
Building upon sumud, here I explore one very specific aspect of it: the sense of
staying put, of working to sustain a presence in a particular landscape. In order to
distinguish my concept from sumud’s more multifarious connotations, I call it stasis.
Stasis is in no way unique to the work of PA cartographers, but its specific expres‐
sion in the context of the Occupation has a marked currency that makes its produc‐
tion explicit in ways that might otherwise lie dormant. While mobilities scholars
have considered stillness and immobilities (Cresswell 2011; 1999; Sö derströ m et al.
2013), stasis is not simply equivalent to either stillness nor immobility, for often
those who are not granted the ability to move at will are also denied the opportuni‐
ty to remain—a logically impossible position which affects countless refugees.
Likewise, stasis is not simply equivalent to the absence of movement, but rather it
can result from the tension between equal but opposing forces. Thus, while Sheller
and Urry (Sheller and Urry 2006; cf. Sö derströ m et al. 2013, 10) have noted that
mobilities are predicated on “often highly embedded and immobile infrastructure”
and conceptualize them as “multiple fixities or moorings”, this can be further en‐
riched by the long tradition of urban geographical analyses of how infrastructures
are produced and institutionalized. In this vein, Van Heur has emphasized the in‐
teraction of obduracy and processual change, allowing that the city is always “be‐
coming but also being, movement as well as stasis, circulation as well as sedimenta‐
tion” (Van Heur 2010, 125).64
Attention to the city as a site of production also indicates the benefit of expand‐
ing mobilities studies to not only discuss the movements of particularized individu‐
als, but also to further include an analysis of the effect of particular geographic
landscapes and political regimes on both stasis and mobility. While mobility is often
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See https://twitter.com/SumudHouse.
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On urban obduracy, see Hommels (2005).
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presumed to occur on top of spaces which are presented as a neutral background to
movement,65 PA cartographers don’t simply travel in pre‐existing landscapes. Ra‐
ther, they move through spaces which themselves change, and are changed by, their
movements.66 Thus, stasis is not a reference to a Cartesian grid; rather it requires
ongoing work in changing circumstances. As Allen notes in reference to sumud, in
“conditions where the routine and assumptions of daily life are physically disrupted
[…] everyday life in Palestine—in its everydayness—is itself partly the result of
concerted, collective production” (2008, 156). Noting the connection between the
home and conceptions of homeland among Palestinians in Jerusalem, Amahl
Bishara (2003, 144), draws on the work of Arjun Appadurai to indicate the chal‐
lenges of dominant categorizations which “leave some people trapped, and others
placeless altogether.” Thus both mobility and fixity can lead to disempowerment,
which contrasts with the potential for stasis as a way of achieving empowerment
through the production of place. Rather than indicating an absence of movement,
then, stasis draws attention to the maintenance work that is required, including
everything from political negotiations to the literal upkeep of buildings, to remain
in place in social and material landscapes, all while helping to construct that place
as being the same, as existing continually over time.
The Shortest Distance between Ramallah and Oslo
Discussions about the role of sumud were reinvigorated after the 1994 Oslo Ac‐
cords provided an international legal mandate to found the Palestinian Authority
with a limited jurisdiction in the West Bank and the Gaza Strip. Although they led
directly to the establishment of an administrative body for the Palestinians, and
therefore represented a concrete step towards self‐government, the Oslo Accords
came to be viewed as at least a partial betrayal of the struggle for sumud, both in
terms of the concessions granted to the Israelis, and due to the jockeying among
different PLO factions at the expense of concrete gains (Parker 1999; Said 2001).67
Framed as interim agreements, the first Oslo accords in 1993 and the second
agreement in 1995 were intended to set the stage for full Palestinian sovereignty in
the occupied territories, with the final boundaries and possible land swaps to be set
by a final status agreement—one which has yet to materialize despite several

On Palestinian immobility and the Internet, see Aouragh (2011). For an analysis of the role of North‐
South hierarchies on the movement of technology and a critique of simplistic notions of technology
transfer, see Shamsavari (2007) and Edgerton (2007).
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This material feedback contrasts with Ian Hacking’s e notion that material objects do not react to the
categories attributed to them.
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For example, see Edward Said on Raja Shehadeh’s ultimate rejection of a PLO post due to dominance of
the Tunis faction (2001, 151–2).
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rounds of negotiations, including the failed Camp David and Taba talks of 2000 and
2001, respectively. Yet, after the election of the Islamist party, Hamas, in 2003, the
members of the more pro‐Western and economically liberal Fatah party, which was
in charge of the PA, refused to step down. This succession crisis resulted in a split
between Fatah and Hamas, evidenced most starkly in the PA’s closure of the par‐
liamentary body, the Palestinian Legislative Council. As a result, the PA continues to
rule by decree in the West Bank (UNOCHA 2010b), while Hamas maintains a paral‐
lel government in the Gaza Strip.
Despite the varied critiques of their impact, the Oslo Accords have also come to
be accepted as marking the founding of PA cartography, and this highlights both the
internationalism of the PA, as well as the fact that official Palestinian mapmaking
was founded in the service of a specific pragmatic goal: to influence political negoti‐
ations. Although the influence of Ottoman and Arab regimes have been down‐
played or even actively erased in Palestine (Tamari 2009), empirical mapmaking
efforts which involved Palestinians go back at least one hundred years, from the
Ottoman efforts of the 19th and 20th centuries (Foster 2013; Gavish and Ben‐
Porath 2003), to the Egyptian maps of the 1950s (Gavish 1996), to the Jordanian
program of land registration (Jordanian Department of Lands and Surveys 1966).
Maps were hand drawn in the service of the Palestinian national cause at least
as far back as the 1940s. The Palestinian Liberation Organization (PLO) in the
1980s (Gavish 1996) made similar efforts—which generally omitted reference to
Israel just as Israeli maps often failed to show the Palestinian Territories, as dis‐
cussed in Chapter 3—not to mention numerous attempts to document the locations
of demolished Palestinian villages and cultural geography (Hadawi 1970; W.
Khalidi 1992). However, it was not until the 1990s that the Negotiations Support
Unit (NSU) of the PLO for the first time began developing its own maps to counter
the Israeli maps then in joint use by the negotiating parties—maps which, not sur‐
prisingly, had been uniquely suited to defending the official Israeli position (Inter‐
view 6, former PPIB cartographer). Thus, the Oslo negotiations are routinely cited
as the first time that the Palestinian representatives brought their own maps to the
negotiating table (Interview 6, former PPIB cartographer). Palestinian contribu‐
tions to cartography multiplied in the ensuing years, and extended into digital
topographical modeling (Weizman 2011, 68).
After Oslo, many of the NSU cartographers would go on to work for the PA in
various mapmaking capacities (Tesli 2008), but their role in negotiations does not
mean that empirical efforts were not addressed in early NSU maps. Quite the con‐
trary, as the Israelis had long demonstrated, the way to gain political clout interna‐
tionally was by producing maps which attempted to represent objective truths.
Therefore, NSU cartographers attempted to demonstrate their legitimacy in the
eyes of international monitors, by advancing empirical evidence as to the nature
and location of particular Israeli claims to land (Sayegh 2000).
From the beginning, NSU cartography also aimed to be fully digital (Sayegh
2000; Tesli 2008; Interview 6, former PPIB cartographer), an ambitious goal that
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was in keeping with the simultaneous trend to computerization in the Israeli state.
This was in part due to the well‐known difficulties that arise from the use of paper
maps to determine boundaries (Interview 6, former PPIB cartographer). One ex‐
ample is the often‐retold story of the birth of the Green Line boundary of the West
Bank in 1949 during negotiations between Jordan and Israel. The border was
drawn by hand onto a paper map, and on that paper map it seemed thin and de‐
tailed, but when administrators later tried to mark the now‐militarized boundary
on the ground, they found that large areas of the landscape lay entirely inside the
line of the boundary, whose thickness on the ground at its most refined was equiva‐
lent to 250 meters, or the width of several buildings (Figure 4.1) (Cameron 2011;
Blake 1995; Brawer 1990); for this reason, more recent treaties often use lists of
coordinates instead of maps as the definitive indications of contested borders (e.g.
Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan and State of Israel 1998). This created a challenging
situation for villages that fell within the borders. Sami Hadawi has argued that the
area of such villages “could not be calculated accurately because the Arab military
authorities would not permit, for security reasons, either the government survey‐
ors or the villagers to approach within 500 yards” (Hadawi 1957, 25). During inter‐
views (Interview 6, former PPIB cartographer; Interview 1, Tufakji), this story was

Figure 4.1. A detail of a 1:250,000 scale British map of Jerusalem with hand‐drawn border overlay, said
to be the original map where the Green Line boundary of the West Bank was drawn in wax pencil during
ceasefire negotiations in 1949. This map well illustrates the perils of paper maps. Here the Green Line is
the thick black line which begins near the top left corner, then heads vertically through Jerusalem before
leaving the frame at the bottom left. The line varies considerably, crossing roads and villages at will, and
it covers the eastern side of Jerusalem almost completely (SOP 1937).
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used to indicate the inherent error, as it is argued, of paper maps. If viewers zoom
in on a paper map, or on a fixed image of one, the details quickly become blurry. In
contrast, digital maps like Google Maps redraw in greater detail with ever finer
zooming—although there is still an upper limit.
The inconsistencies found in paper maps did not disappear with the advent of
digital cartography; instead they were transformed in ways that, while arguably
more accurate, did not necessarily lead to greater power or control. After the Oslo
Accords, Palestinian cartography continued apace and the use of GIS mapmaking
began to spread through the higher echelons of the PA, as evidenced by the success
of the Palestinian Geographic Information Center (PALGRIC), the first major PA GIS
agency (Abdullah 2005). Following PALGRIC, there was one additional project
which lasted much longer than PALGRIC, however, and which was thereby essential
to the process of bringing GIS to the Palestinian State. This was the Physical Plan‐
ning and Institution Building (PPIB) project which was funded by the Norwegian
Agency for Development Cooperation (NORAD) with the aim of building long‐term
cartographic infrastructure, including servers, modems and digital storage, in the
West Bank (Tesli 2008). The PPIB project is central to the history of the PA’s efforts
in Palestine because it was later integrated with the Ministry of Planning (MOP),
and it thereby became one of the main mapmaking initiatives whose work is cur‐
rently in use in daily governance in the West Bank. Historically it is also significant
given that it lasted from 1995‐2008 (Tesli 2008), including the period immediately
following the Oslo Accords, on through the second Intifada and the split between
Fatah and Hamas; it thus provides a central site to analyze the stasis and mobility
throughout the early period of the PA.
The PPIB also provides a unique opportunity to study of the role of internation‐
al agencies in the PA’s daily functioning. Ironically, rather than simply representing
a failure of Western democracy, and thus a push away from the West, instead the
PA’s maneuvers to oust the democratically‐elected Hamas have brought it closer to
the European and American powers. The fact that PA cartography was made possi‐
ble by an international accord, and then sustained by the backers of that accord as
the PA overthrew the laws which brought it into existence, then, makes it all the
more urgent to investigate the ways that international landscapes influenced and
helped to maintain specific forms development and spatial knowledge. For, alt‐
hough international political and economic development in Palestine is sometimes
taken to work in opposition to the Israeli Occupation, this is not necessarily the
case. In the context of 20th century South Africa, Peris Sean Jones demonstrates that
apartheid advocates supported, rather than opposed, calls to (separately) economi‐
cally develop segregated Bantustans as a way of legitimizing the young states in
concert with, rather than in opposition to, the apartheid regime (Jones 2002). Thus,
any critique of either the PA or the Israeli Occupation must include a closer exami‐
nation of the role of variegated Western knowledge forms in helping to shape the
trajectory of authoritarian rule in the West Bank.
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The PPIB is also significant in light of debates in the history and sociology of
science. For the efforts to produce stasis in the PA, this can be seen as an inversion
of the historical process described by Shapin and Shaffer, whereby “the naturaliza‐
tion of experimental knowledge depended upon the institutionalization of experi‐
mental conventions” (Shapin 1985, 79). In the PA, in contrast, naturalized forms of
knowledge have supported efforts to establish particular conventions and institu‐
tions that become legitimized by referencing that knowledge. However, the power
of international interests should not be overstated, for even as academic theory can
be used to analyze social practices, PA cartographic practices also theoretically
could have the power to shift conceptions of technoscience internationally by how
they demonstrate the heterogeneous composition of even the most dominant and
supposedly monolithic conceptions of science.

Moving Mountains of Data: Mobilities Studies under Occupation
In the early stages of the project, the PPIB leaders struggled to implement their
goals during an era when historic restrictions on the movement of Palestinians in
the West Bank crystallized into an increasingly complex system of control. Whereas
in the decades between the 1967 war and the 1994 Oslo accords, Israeli forces fo‐
cused upon erasing the vestiges of the Green Line border from the land in order to
cement the government’s claim over the recently occupied territories (Brawer
1990), in the post‐Oslo period the focus turned towards regulation of Palestinian
population movements between the jumble of newly‐defined areas within the West
Bank that were given to Palestinian management (Figure 4.2).
In light of their fragmentary design, and because Israel retained control over
what became known as Area C—the majority of the West Bank, which fully sur‐
rounds Areas A and B, which respectively were placed under full and partial Pales‐
tinian control—the number of Israeli checkpoints mushroomed throughout the
West Bank and Gaza Strip. Trips which once had taken thirty minutes instead
stretched to hours and required Palestinians to pass through dozens of checkpoints
where they were routinely detained, often indefinitely and without charge (Amnes‐
ty International 2003; B’Tselem 2004; UNOCHA 2012b; 2009). In addition, as the
Second Intifada accelerated and attacks and counter‐attacks began anew, the Israeli
forces used Palestinian suicide bombings of Israeli civilians as a justification for
attacks on civilian Palestinian populations in combination with harsh closures of
the Occupied Territories as a unit.68 Workers from Eastern Africa and Southeast

For example, a recent report analyzes the severe impact that the near‐total closure of Gaza has had on
academia in the Gaza Strip (Gisha 2012; Nagra 2013). At times, the Israeli authorities also withhold
funds from the PA in reaction to political developments, such as their 2012 bid to become part of the UN,
which can lead to closures at West Bank universities (Guarnieri 2013).
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Asia were increasingly brought to Israel to substitute for the labor of Palestinians
from the territories, who previously had formed a central subset of labor in Israel,
particularly in construction, and Palestinians from the Territories were increasingly
prevented from entering Israel (Stamatopoulou‐Robbins 2011, 60).
For these reasons, in the Occupied Territories the recognition of mobility as an
aspect of social justice to some extent predates the recent turn in social theory to‐
wards the study of mobility. Nonetheless, mobility studies has subsequently proven
quite useful to researchers attempting to highlight the discriminatory and often
debilitating effects of the amorphous and itself somewhat mobile network of Israeli
checkpoints and surveillance upon the rhythms of everyday life (Hanafi 2009;
Zureik, Lyon, and Abu‐Laban 2011).69 Mobility studies not only questions the as‐
sumption that pre‐defined nations or societies should be the natural unit of analysis
for social inquiry (Cresswell 2011; Hannam, Sheller, and Urry 2006), but also high‐
lights the production of related immobilities and stillness (Cresswell 1999;
Sö derströ m et al. 2013; Urry 2002) and question whether a high degree of mobility
is always desirable (Vannini 2011). Mobilities researchers have opened up new
methodologies, such as mobile ethnographies (Urry 2002) and sites of inquiry,
focusing on mobile places and the cultures of circulation of both people and goods
(Lee and LiPuma 2002). Mobility studies scholars also critique static conceptions of
social theory in ways that parallel analyses of professional cartography, which is
arguably far better suited towards mapping static political territories than mobile
populations (Crampton 2010; 2001; Crampton and Krygier 2006). In addition, mo‐
bility studies also parallels STS literature, which increasingly has focused on the
movement, adaptation, and differing uses of technologies across space (Aouragh
2011; Todd 1995) in an effort to bridge the more specific case studies that to date
have characterized the discipline (Sismondo 2010).
Despite its advantages, the experiences of those involved in the PPIB project
highlight two issues concerning how an analysis of stasis can contribute to
mobilities and related literatures. First, if mobility is to be taken as the strategic
foundation for critical inquiry, then a central question arises as to how the produc‐
tion of stasis occurs. Stasis is not simply immobility or the opposite of mobility,
because the ability to stay in place—and the work thereby necessary to produce the
ongoing presence of people in particular places—is not always identical to the work
it takes to be accorded the ability to move. So mobility and stasis do not necessarily
form a dialectic. Likewise, stasis is not identical to stability or durability, given that
forms of mobility can also be stable or unstable, durable or mutable.
Second, the concept of stasis calls into question the production of particular
places, as well as people and objects, as static in the first place. With this in mind, I
envision stasis not as referring to a single point or area which is timeless and un‐
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On Palestinian Authority surveillance, see Parsons (2011).
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Figure 4.2. A UN map of the West Bank which indicates Areas A and B, which are under full or partial
Palestinian control, combined in light brown, and Israeli‐controlled Area C in dark brown (UNOCHA
2011a).

ending, but rather as one aspect of the production of landscape—namely, of the
entire complex of ideas and actions which are necessary to produce and maintain
particular places as being the same. This includes the production of geographical
areas or scales (including the national scale (Balibar 1990) as enduring entities
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(N. Smith 1992), and to attempts to maintain a recognized correspondence between
those areas and the people who inhabit them.70
Palestinian Authority Stasis: Anything But Fixed in Place and Time
The stasis of many Palestinians could thus be seen as something of an inversion of
dichotomous thinking, which imposes colonial fixity upon indigenous populations
while simultaneously viewing the postcolonial movement of labor in terms of free‐
dom (Clifford 2003, 57; 2001; Fabian 2002). This contrasts sharply with the more
positive connotations which are often implied in discussions of postcolonial
mobilities—and this despite the fact that during this same era many have been
required to move vast distances to find work. In contrast to other groups, many
Palestinians moved into diaspora believing they were but temporary refugees, and
yet have so far been denied the option of returning. So rather than being afforded a
right of movement to counter a past of colonial entrapment in place, Palestinians
have since the early 20th century been forced to move and been denied the ability
to return or remain.
In this context of enforced mobility, the attempts on the part of the Palestinian
Authority to build Palestinian cartography, and thereby to increase the stasis of
their institutions and data, requires them to reshape, and be shaped by, material
landscapes of science and international aid that have actively omitted Palestinians
in the past (R. Khalidi 2010; Kreimer 2007; Massad 2006). Yet such efforts have
occasionally been characterized as a misguided attempt to reproduce outmoded
forms of nationalism, as a result of what in Marxist terms would be called ‘false
consciousness’, or the unreflexive internalization of colonial norms (Fanon 2008).
While this critique is certainly relevant at times, at others such a response treats
modernity as a monolithic entity and therefore denies the complexity of attempts to
produce empirical claims. Despite their ongoing awareness of the paradoxes of
their position under current circumstances, PA cartographers do not always have
the luxury of openly questioning the paradigms which they are active within, when
their very legitimacy depends upon their ability to demonstrate an understanding
of those paradigmatic norms. Nonetheless this hardly means that their participa‐
tion in international knowledge arenas is somehow given or predetermined; in‐
stead, cartographers routinely find ways to modify and implicitly question prevail‐
ing paradigms, at times through their very insistence on stasis as professionals
participating in scientific practices and debates.

For example, stasis might refer to a small business owners’ ability to maintain a particular store or
stand—including the work of, for example, paying the rent or mortgage, obtaining permits, updating the
interior and exterior, ordering and inventorying goods, and perhaps defending the area from violent
attacks. But it could also refer to efforts to maintain a particular neighborhood or region in the face of
indiscriminate developers, industrial pollution, or military conflict.
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In the analysis which follows, I focus on the efforts of the PPIB staff prior to
2008, as well as the related work of the Ministry of Planning staff and supporting
non‐governmental organizations (NGOs) who inherited the PPIB project from 2008
onwards, to produce maps that would support daily governance efforts. While the
PA has been criticized for silencing dissent and a failure to meet its goals (e.g. Hass
2012), here I sidestep such debates in order to focus on the challenges that are
faced by even the most conscientious members of the West Bank elite. I therefore
refrain from outward judgment of PA cartographers as either brainwashed
adopters of Western values or, alternately, heroic reshapers of contemporary forms
of modernist cartography. Instead I follow Saba Mahmood (2005) by attempting to
move beyond a dialectic of accommodation and resistance.
However, to the literature on practices of self‐making (e.g. Hirschkind 2006) I con‐
tribute an analysis of the ways that landscapes shape knowledge practices beyond a
dialectical frame. In so doing, I attempt to take seriously the PA cartographers’ use
of contemporary technologies, without presuming either wholesale acceptance of
liberal scientific ideals or a purely instrumental manipulation of them for political
ends (Swedenburg 1995). Doing so moves away from oversimplified dichotomies to
draw attention to the ways that PA cartographers enact an awareness of the politics
of particular epistemes (e.g. Sayegh 2000). In addition, it highlights their theoretical
and material innovations in terms of building stasis, a process which of necessity
requires them to reshape professional landscapes that have, often quite physically,
excluded them.

All the Data that Remains: The Stasis of British Mandate Maps
“There are people who would have burned them.” This is how Aziz Shihadeh de‐
scribed his efforts, at the Israeli National Library, to preserve and catalog the books
of Palestinians which the Israelis had seized after the 1948 war that followed the
establishment of the state of Israel (Amit 2008 n. 19). Speaking to Israeli researcher
Gish Amit, Shihadeh goes on to relate how some 30,000 books were taken and dili‐
gently added to the newly‐founded National Library’s collections (Amit 2008;
Bekker 2013; Mermelstein 2011). Reading his words, I was struck by the ways that
the combined theft and preservation of the lost books highlights the selective na‐
ture of what was destroyed in 1948 and what was allowed to remain. Scores of
Palestinian villages were demolished in what were exceptionally tumultuous times.
Some were intentionally dynamited (W. Khalidi 1988; Morris 2004; Pappé 1992),
some were allowed to go to ruin (Figure 4.3), and still others were inhabited by
Jewish residents, with the result that original tile work can still be seen while walk‐
ing the streets of West Jerusalem. Throughout the landscape, village ruins poke out
of the landscape almost everywhere I looked, from terrace walls to pointed arches
to piles of pockmarked rubble overgrown with weeds (Benvenisti 2000). In this
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context, the laborious preservation of thousands of Palestinians’ books is at the
very least more charitable than some of the alternatives. However, it pales in com‐
parison with another act of preservation: the detailed conservation of British Man‐
date Maps.
The British relinquished their League of Nations Mandate in Palestine in
1948—a mandate which, seeing as how it was bestowed by the League of Nations,
the predecessor of the UN, represented both the coming to the fore of international
governing bodies as well as the ways that colonial dependencies were reshaped in
the name of world peace. As the British, and by extension the League of Nations,
gave up their control, the very same building that housed the Survey of Palestine
was rechristened the Survey of Israel, and it continues to be the seat of Israeli state
cartography (Gavish 2006; Gavish and Adler 1999). During my fieldwork in large
map collections like that of Tel Aviv University, British maps and documents spilled
over onto the floor. In every pocket of space above, below, and beside the library
shelves, I found overflowing boxes of books of colonial regulations with handwrit‐
ten annotations, file cabinets full of detailed village surveys, and portfolio folders of
British field maps with purple Arabic overlay, to name just a few examples. The
sources included the index of a list of regulations for riding the railroad, apparently

Figure 4.3. A picture of ruins in the former Palestinian town of Lifta, near Jerusalem. Photo by the author.
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also in use in Mandate Palestine, from the 1920s. It included guidelines for people
traveling with everything from barrel organs and bath chairs to automatic lung
testing machines. They also included rules for transporting large quantities of
ham—with no little irony in a region where many follow Halal and Kosher re‐
strictions on the consumption of pork (Government of the United Kingdom 1924).
Everywhere I stepped, it seemed, I had to avoid tripping over British documents.
So the villages were destroyed but the maps remain. This outcome was by no
means assured, given that both Palestinian and Jewish forces violently opposed the
British prior to 1948.71 Even after 1948, reams of British papers were sold in bulk
for scrap (Amit 2008), and as late as the 1980s some documents may have been
incinerated due to a lack of space, a common concern in archival collections the
world over (Interview 13, Israeli geography professor). Yet in the end thousands
upon thousands of maps were kept and catalogued, and they have turned out to
exhibit greater stasis than the very territory they map.72 Many Palestinian villages,
on the other hand, were destroyed or left unpreserved, partly because those who
had the knowledge to maintain them were not allowed to inhabit them (Benvenisti
2000; SOP 1945, 4).
However, in addition to the fact that British colonial maps have greater stasis
than Palestinian villages and knowledge forms on the whole, they also exhibit
greater mobility. British maps of historic Palestine, including the bulk of what are
now Israel and the Palestinian Territories, are widely available both through online
retailers and antique dealers internationally. Throughout the interviews I conduct‐
ed with academics, cartographers, and Palestinian Authority officials, they uniform‐
ly explained that the easiest part of the process was actually buying originals or
detailed copies of British Mandate maps. As one PA official put it, in terms of infor‐
mation, "If you have the means, if you can pay, then by the end of the day you can
get it” (Interview 6, former PPIB cartographer). The Survey of Israel (SOI) itself

Jewish opposition extended to the theft of British maps. Before the 1948 war, the British vainly at‐
tempted to divide the existing maps, field notebooks, and related documents along UN partition lines.
They hoped to give Arab leaders in the city of Ramla the maps of areas that were slated to fall under
their control; they likewise planned to do the same for the Jewish leaders in Tel Aviv. One British report
from 1948 recalled the failed efforts to deliver the maps in this manner: “As soon as the removal began
the office was twice raided by Jewish extremists who took away a large quantity of printed maps, office
machines, instruments, etc. The Army was therefore called in to remove immediately the Arab records
under escort. Subsequently there were further thefts.” The report also notes that “Arab raiders” stole
documents and maps from the Ramla station—likely without realizing that they were slated to fall into
their hands—as well as from offices in Haifa and Nazareth. The same report points out that cartographic
fieldwork “was less seriously affected as most of the surveyors were Arabs and working in Arab areas”—
although the survey efforts were eventually abandoned due to the onset of war (A. P. Mitchell 1948).
Ramla, including the maps intended for the Arab administrators, was eventually taken over by the Jew‐
ish forces and today lies in central Israel.
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Similarly, Latour and Hermant note (1998) a 1930s engraved panorama in the Samaritaine depart‐
ment store in Paris.
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sells copies of British maps online, and it has offered a number of historical maps
through mail order for many years. Numerous libraries, including Israeli libraries,
work to maintain public access to SOI maps, at least for those who are allowed to
visit Israel. One Palestinian professor who had worked with the PPIB project noted
that the cartographers who could enter Israel would work on maps housed in the
Hebrew University, while others would travel to libraries in Jordan and Istanbul in
order to obtain and digitize British maps (Interview 5, Palestinian geography pro‐
fessor). Copyright law also would have made it more practical to use British maps.
In contrast to recent SOI maps, many of which remain confidential, the British maps
are not only declassified, but they are effectively in the public domain, given that
they were originally copyrighted by the Mandate government (SOP 1945, 4), which
no longer exists.73 While the colonial maps are available, the amount of work need‐
ed to acquire maps should not be overlooked; nonetheless, for those with money
and ingenuity they can reach the Palestinian Territories and around the world.
In recent years, the preservation and circulation of British maps have come to
have a concerted effect on attempts to make maps for the nascent Palestinian state.
The PA would draw time and again on British sources, in part simply because they
were there, and relatively easily available. To some extent, then, the value of the
maps’ scientific and technological knowledge is assured through a self‐fulfilling
prophecy: knowledge forms are preserved, because they are assumed to be valua‐
ble, and then they become valuable precisely because they were preserved. It is
therefore essential to better understand how the colonial legacies materialized
through such acts of preservation continue to impact the production of
knowledge.74
A Digitized Mandate
To begin to see the impact of British Mandate maps, however, it is necessary to
examine the specific digital methods that were used to incorporate them into re‐
cent cartography. From the beginning, the PPIB project was intended to be fully
digital (Tesli 2008; Sayegh 2000), and one of the first tasks the cartographers un‐
dertook was to scan the British maps into digital image files. However, scanning

To my knowledge there has been no effort by any party to enforce a copyright on British maps in
Palestine and Israel, and they are widely available for purchase on the internet. However, in Britain
access to such maps is often filtered through the restrictions of the holding institution, such as the Brit‐
ish Library or the Palestine Exploration Fund archives.
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Speaking of the development of digital cartography, Laura Kurgan (2013, 17–18) has noted a similar
process of the increasing “’coordination’ of physical space with digital space” which parallels to some
extent the self‐fulfilling prophecy described here. However while Kurgan emphasizes the newness of
digital technology and builds her argument by opposing “digital and physical globes” which subsequent‐
ly interact, as she demonstrates, in complex ways, here I am concerned with the ways historical legacies
continue to shape the ways that digital and physical landscapes are fully imbricated.
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was not sufficient to produce digital maps. First the PA employees needed to digitize them, a technique that involved using the mouse to trace over the relevant por‐
tions of the scanned image so that the ArcGIS program could record the length,
position, and direction of every small curve or area that was traced (Figure 4.4). A
cartographer might open an image of a road map, for example, and then laboriously
trace the lines that indicate roads one by one, drawing on top of the scanned map
and thereby incorporating its information into the computer. Digitization was a
time consuming and labor intensive process. One cartographer who had worked
with the PA noted that “We started from zero [….] We had two employees spending
eight months working 24 hours a day to digitize the contour lines of the British
1936 maps” (Interview 6, former PPIB cartographer). Thus the PA’s high‐tech map‐
ping industry began with professionally trained cartographers laboriously tracing
colonial maps. While it is not unusual for cartographers to draw on existing maps
using digitization, the extent of the use of British maps was far greater due to the
restrictions imposed by the Israeli Occupation. This contrasts with the development

Figure 4.4. A picture of a professional NGO cartographer who is explaining the process of digitizing an
aerial photograph. The green shaded area is the digitized layer which has been traced over the image.
Photo by the author.
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of GIS in Israel in the mid‐1980s and early 1990s, when data from existing maps
were routinely verified by field surveys using handheld GPS, a privilege afforded to
Israeli cartographers even within the Palestinian Territories at the time that was
likewise in the context of the Occupation (Peled 1996, 492). Furthermore, in addi‐
tion to being time consuming, digitization also selectively shaped the digital files
that were produced—not least because the user decided which parts of each map to
include and which to omit. However it is not possible to digitize layers which are
not present on the original map. So the type of map that was used also conditioned
the data that resulted. In the case of the PPIB, colonial maps shaped the digitized
data in part through the specific set of geographic scales that were originally used
by the British to make their maps.
Geographic scales are integral to the resolution, or amount of detail, that is
contained in a particular map. A finer scale map shows a higher level of detail over
a small area, such as a neighborhood, while a broader scale map would show little
detail but could depict a much larger area, such as an entire continent. However, a
scale is not incidental. Map data are collected at a particular resolution or level of
detail, and as such, every data file has a particular geographic scale built into it. In
digital maps, like Google Maps, it is possible to change between scales—literally
zooming in and out, from one scale to another.75 In contrast, for a paper map, the
scale at which the map was originally made represents the highest level of detail of
the data it contains, so that boundaries and features become chunky and blurry
when zoomed in much closer than that range.
Because they were tracing paper maps made at fixed scales, the PA maps were
restricted to the same fixed scales that those paper maps used. Digitization did not
preclude the PPIB from using other types of historical maps as sources. Indeed, as
the project progressed they would have particularly made use of Israeli maps;
however these also drew on British maps as data sources, particularly in the West
Bank where much of the Israeli data was classified, so the use of Israeli maps would
only have helped to cement the British influence.76 So through digitization alone,

However, computers can only make the transition appear seamless when in fact, to achieve the zoom‐
ing effect, it is necessary to cobble together a patchwork of different maps and data sets that are often
collected at different scales, different times, and under different conditions.
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Other types of maps that could have been used were US, French, German, Russian, and Ottoman maps,
to name a few, as well as aerial photographs. However, in addition to generally being more expensive, in
some cases more likely to be under copyright, and harder to find, such maps alternately focused in only
on Jerusalem, or depicted the entire territory of historic Palestine at the broadest scale possible. They
thus were made at even more restricted sets of scales than the British maps, in addition to themselves
drawing on British data. Even many of the extant aerial photographs—at least those that were declassi‐
fied by the late 1990s—were in fact taken by British military recognizance missions during World War I,
conducted in conjunction with the British mapping surveys, and which themselves would have served as
sources for the British maps (Gavish 2006; 2005; 1996; Srebro, Adler, and Gavish 2009). For examples of
both historic and more contemporary aerial photographs of the region, see Kedar (1999).
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the PA cartographers could not improve on the scale of the British data; they
couldn’t make more detailed features appear if they weren’t there in the original
paper map. Instead they could simply try to trace the British maps as accurately as
possible (Figures 4.51 and 4.52).
The British controlled a territory much larger than the PA does, so only the
finest of the common British scales was detailed enough to show the West Bank in
any detail. Thus the PA’s extensive use of British data meant that it would be quite
difficult for PA cartographers to make maps at any scale that was finer than the
entire West Bank. Indeed, early PA maps replicated precisely the finest British scale
and no finer (MOPIC 1998; 1996). As a result, their early maps were useful for sym‐
bolic political purposes, but were less helpful in terms of daily governance. The
persistence of the British scales, even in digital form, contrasts sharply with the
irregular levels of stasis for PA institutions, as I explain in the following section.

Figures 4.51 and 4.52. Two British maps of Jerusalem at different scales. Zooming in on Figure 4.51 (left)
might enlarge the shaded area, but it cannot increase the level of detail (SOP 1945). In contrast, Figure
4.52 (right) is taken from a much finer scale British map; however, such detailed maps were never
completed for the area that would become the West Bank (SOP 1937).

Staying Put in Palestine: Palestinian Authority Stasis
At 11:30pm on the night of December 5, 2001, the office of Dr. Hassan Abu‐Libdeh
released a statement which began as follows: “The Israeli military forces have just
occupied the premises of the Palestinian Central Bureau of Statistics (PCBS). Scores
of heavily armed soldiers have entered the building by force” (Abu‐Libdeh 2001a).
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The raid lasted for six hours. Local security personnel and others in the building
were interrogated (Abu‐Libdeh 2001d; Claudet 2001). Such disruptions appeared
to be secondary to the main goal of the raid, which was to gather knowledge. Abu‐
Libdeh, then the head of the PCBS, the PA department which produces the Palestin‐
ian census, noted that “What I fear most is the magnitude of the data that were sto‐
len.” He worried that Israel would continue raiding offices to gain access to the
geographic and population data the PA collects while, at the same time, destroying
their means of storing it, preserving it, and turning it into maps (Abu‐Libdeh 2001a;
2001b; 2001c; Claudet 2001). By preventing them from fulfilling their mandate, the
raid could thus be seen as an attempt to disrupt the stasis of the PCBS not only dur‐
ing the raid itself, but also in the future.77
Israeli seizure of Palestinian knowledge centers was not a new phenomenon at
the time. Since 1967, Palestinian knowledge repositories have repeatedly been
subject to challenges to their institutional stasis. The Palestine Research Center,
affiliated with the PLO, had been seized and subject to forced closure as far back as
1982 (Jiryis and Qallab 1985; Orient House 2001a). Zureik (2001, 212) notes that
after the Israeli invasion of Lebanon in 1982, the documentary records of the PLO
were transported wholesale to Israel, although some of it was later returned, pre‐
sumably after the Israelis had made copies of it. However in 2001 raids began in
earnest, in the context of the attacks on civilians during the second Intifada. In May
2001, the Israeli Defense Forces (IDF) had taken over the Orient House, which had
long served as the de facto PLO headquarters and which, in this capacity, had been
producing maps without GIS since the 1980s (Interview 1, Tufakji; Orient House
2005; Tufakji n.d.). The staff claimed that their entire archival collection was im‐
pounded, as were dozens of computers (Orient House 2001a; 2001b; 2001c; 2001d;
2001e).78
The PPIB was also affected, although they managed to preserve much of their
geographic data, and thus further the stasis of their project, by decentralizing their
collections and moving them to undisclosed locations. As with the PCBS and the
Orient House, the MOP, which would come to house the products of the PPIB pro‐
ject, was also raided by the military (Interview 6, former PPIB cartogra‐
pher).However, a PPIB employee noted that they had altered their method of data
storage after the PCBS raid, and the military found little to no data in the MOP offic‐
es. “When the attacks [on PA ministries] started, we took all of the data, all of the
data, and we disappeared.” In this context, former participants and associates of the
PPIB project routinely mentioned fears that their amassing of data might be in vain

Hassan Abu‐Libdeh has since been brought up on corruption charges—charges, however, which ap‐
pear to be unrelated to his time as the director of the PCBS, and which he claims are politically motivated
(“Palestinian Economy Minister Charged with Embezzlement, Insider Trading” 2011).
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The 25,000 volumes of the Palestine Research Center were returned two years later, whereupon it
moved to Cyprus (Jiryis and Qallab 1985). At the time of writing, the Orient House remains closed.
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(Interview 1, Tufakji; Interview 6, former PPIB cartographer), and this fear appears
to have encouraged decentralization, instead encouraging individual PA offices to
manage their own servers—a decision which, by increasing the power of local and
regional PA branches, would in theory have the potential to ultimately affect the
stasis of the PA central offices.
Since 2008, the raids on institutions (e.g. Matar 2012; Nusseibeh 2012) and
attacks on data infrastructure (Tawil‐Souri 2011c) have continued; thus the physi‐
cal integrity of Palestinian knowledge centers, and their ability to increase their
level of stasis, is far from assured. This complicates earlier debates over the rele‐
vance of local scientific practices to broader institutional systems (e.g. Lynch 1993,
112), as the institutional practices are also localized—in this case in relation to
their repeated destruction. Their stasis is not only shaped by direct incursions, but
it is also affected by the very constitution of knowledge landscapes. In the absence
of a fully‐recognized state, local and international businesses (Bouillon 2004) and,
more central to knowledge production networks, NGOs have come to the fore, and
they continue to perform many of the functions that would be expected of a nation‐
al government, including the production and preservation of maps (Ibrahim 2011;
Jensen, Abed, and Tellefsen 1997). Yet NGOs are often highly transitory, subject to
outside control, and their future depends upon fleeting international aid cycles and
grants (Hanafi and Tabar 2003). This creates difficulties conducting research, as
Zureik, Lyon, and Abu‐Laban note in their recent study on information society in
Palestine: “It is an understatement to admit that researching an emergent country
like Palestine is not an easy task, particularly when the data […] are hard to come
by” (2011, 1).79 At the inception of the PPIB, the effects of Israeli military control
combined with the prevalence of NGOs at least partly as a result of the Occupation,
to ensure that the PA had no local map archive at its disposal.80 Referring to the
“almost total lack of basic data”—in no small part because such data were “consid‐
ered to be military secrets by the Israelis”—one consultant notes simply, “There
were no maps” (Tesli 2008, 23).81
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Also see Daoud (2000) on the impact of political events on development funding in Palestine.

The difficulties of maintaining archives in colonial and postcolonial contexts has led Buckely and
Wasiuta to advocate privatizing archives (2013), although as I show here, the particularization and
dispersal of sources, while they might solve some problems, simultaneously introduce an entirely new
set of concerns. There have been some efforts to institutionalize research in the absence of a recognized
state, including the creation of the Palestine Academy for Science and Technology. However, this is not to
paint too rosy a picture of the strength of institutions in Europe. For example, Bijker, Bal and Hendriks
(2009) have referred to the “paradox” of the trend in the Netherlands towards increasing authority of
scientific advice at the same time as institutions of science are being eroded. With thanks to Elena
Glasberg for bringing Buckley and Wasiuta’s work to my attention.
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The withholding of data on the part of the Israeli authorities, as well as the classification of many maps
and related documents, also led to the creation of the PA mapmaking projects for reasons dealing both
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Immobile Elites: NGOs on the Move
This enforced transitory character of Palestinian institutions interacts in complex
ways with the stasis and mobility of the cartographers who have built and rebuilt
those same institutions over time. This in turn impacts their ability to conduct sur‐
veys or otherwise collect data on the ground. It thereby serves to restrict the extent
of the new data that they can produce, with the end result that, on PA maps, some
areas are depicted in much greater detail than others. By analyzing the stasis and
mobility of PA cartographers and institutions in relation to their cartographic ef‐
forts in the context of the Israeli Occupation, it is possible to see the varied effects
on the resulting extent of their data.
While discussions of Palestinian mobility tend to focus on local or regional
movement (e.g. B’Tselem 2004), the mobility and stasis of PA cartographers and
institutions must be viewed across geographic scales, including at the international
scale. The fact that many NGOs and PA ministries receive international aid with the
precise aim of building stable state institutions, led the noted Israeli journalist
Amira Hass (Hass 2001) to point out the fact that, in its raid on the PCBS, the Israeli
military was effectively destroying millions of Euros of taxpayer money. Was the
IDF, in citing security and intelligence concerns as the reason behind the raid, Hass
asks, accusing Norway, Switzerland, and Germany of terrorism?82
Hass’s question points to the ironies of PA internationalism, which can also be
seen in the generally high international mobilities of Palestinian elites. Many of
those I worked with had studied for advanced degrees internationally, including in
Canada, the Netherlands, Russia, and the United States, to name only a small sam‐
ple. However, the process of travel was often fraught with uncertainties. In addition
to the discrimination commonly found at checkpoints and airports—as well as the
ongoing prohibition against Palestinians operating their own planes without Israeli
approval (which is rarely forthcoming) (PLO and State of Israel 1995), and attempts
to build an Israeli settlement on the existing airport at Atarot (Houk 2008)—many
Palestinians have no ability to obtain a passport from any nation. Unlike passports,
permits and visas can easily be revoked, as in the case of Palestinian Fulbright fel‐
lows who were given research grants but were never granted visas which would

with the content and availability of data. Classification creates high levels of uncertainty, although some‐
times the differing levels of security across multiple collections (for example, in Israeli versus British
collections, or libraries versus online retailers) allow for a more complete picture of the maps produced.
Raja Shehadeh (2013) has suggested that PA authorities and academics may also become discouraged
due to the high personal and economic costs of attempting to do research.
The funding provided by supranational organizations, like the EU, and donor countries also signifi‐
cantly shaped the PA cartography in ways that, while perhaps not as crucial as the British and Israeli
influence, are certainly deserving of further study. For example, NORAD provided high levels of funding
to the PPIB, but the sometimes minute monitoring of those funds could also be seen as a form of imperial
control.
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have allowed them to go to the US to receive the awards (Bronner 2008).83 Stu‐
dents and academics, among others, are systematically prevented from traveling
from Gaza to the West Bank (Hass 2011b). Furthermore, travel is not always a
privilege, given that many Palestinians must go abroad to find work or visit family
who themselves cannot enter the Territories. Thus extensive international mobility
can be a symptom of, rather than a remedy to, challenges to Palestinian stasis with‐
in the West Bank.84
The relatively higher international mobility, for those Palestinians who can
afford it, stands in contrast to the well‐known difficulties that Palestinians can ex‐
perience when traveling within the West Bank.85 While the Gaza Strip has been
virtually closed off to international as well as local visitors since the rise of Hamas,
the West Bank experiences periods of relative quiet where internal travel re‐
strictions are eased somewhat. At other times, extensive mobile checkpoints may
be set up without warning, curfews imposed, and Israeli incursions, such as those in
2003 to give just one example, and attacks or infighting may halt mobility almost
entirely. The common practice of detaining Palestinians, including academics and
technicians, further affects their mobility. Many who I spoke with noted that they
regularly used their detailed knowledge of local streets and neighborhoods to help
them find alternative routes in the case of road closures.86 Yet the very need for
such knowledge points to the difficulties imposed by the Occupation forces.
Such challenges can be seen further in the shifting locations of cartographic
offices in the Jerusalem area and its resulting impact on their ability to update Brit‐
ish data. The location of PA offices primarily in Ramallah, as an implicit future capi‐
tal of a Palestinian state, is symbolic of the broader move to force Palestinians out
of Jerusalem. Over the past decade, a variety of factors, including the ongoing raids,
have combined to push Palestinian organizations ever further from the city. Several

Although not a Fulbright fellow, one student from Gaza did make it to Oxford, her education paid for in
part by fellow students at the university by building up a fund through numerous small donations of
about 4.50 Euros each (“Student’s Journey from Gaza to Oxford” 2013).
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The Israeli administration also imposes movement restrictions that target specific cartographers. For
example, see the international travel ban on noted cartographer Khalil Tufakji (MIFTAH 2010; Interview
1, Tufakji).
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It also contrasts with efforts to expand the already high mobility of Israeli elites. Locally, these include
both the construction of transportation infrastructure to service settlements in the West Bank (“Israel
Unveils Controversial Plan for West Bank Rail Network” 2013). Internationally there are efforts such as
the attempts on the part of US senators to lobby the US government for a visa waiver exemption for
Israelis who travel to the US even though, contrary to standard policy, the Israeli government is not
prepared to offer parallel waivers to US citizens traveling to Israel (Coogan 2013).
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In a similar vein, at the first TEDx Ramallah, Laila Atshan, a counselor based in Ramallah, noted her
admiration for Palestinian taxi drivers to spontaneous and raucous applause (2011, 1:40).
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of the NGOs I worked with were originally located there, but following the outbreak
of the Second Intifada, Jerusalem was increasingly closed to Palestinians from the
West Bank, and many cartographic NGOs moved east into the outskirts of the city
so that all of their employees could continue their work. Once construction on the
Separation Wall began, with the aim of separating the majority of the West Bank
from Israel, the NGOs moved again from the immediate vicinity of the wall, which
became the site of checkpoints and abandoned shop fronts, towards prominent
cities like Ramallah and Bethlehem.
Yet the move to the West Bank side of the Wall would also impact their ability
to collect information concerning those who remained on the Jerusalem side. Khalil
Tufakji, the former director of the Orient House Maps and Survey Department, had
begun painstakingly rebuilding a collection after the maps were confiscated, alt‐
hough he no longer advertised his location (Interview 1, Tufakji; Orient House
2001a). Given that each move would require a tremendous effort and outlay of
funds, even those organizations that persisted under the Occupation were made
mobile in ways that, rather than acting as a privilege, came to diminish their institu‐
tional stasis. The impacts of their specific forms of stasis and mobility experienced
by the PA cartographers, both in institutional and operational terms, thereby serve
to restrict the extent of the data which were produced, yet as I discuss below, the
scope and geography of precisely how their data are restricted are themselves quite
varied.
In the Field, Stuck in the Car
The fact that their offices were ever on the move would serve to affect how geo‐
graphic data was collected in the field, even after the 2008 handover of the PPIB to
the relatively more stable PA Ministry of Planning. Cartographic field surveys are
one major way that it might be possible to update British map data, and they in‐
volve using tools such as handheld Global Positioning System (GPS) units—
extended versions of the mapping applications available on many mobile phones—
to record precise locations for sometimes dozens or hundreds of buildings, roads,
crops, and other features. Mobility is central to surveying, and while it was one
obvious factor that affected their ability to collect data, the cartographers I spoke
with repeatedly mentioned that, in many cases the challenge was not simply access‐
ing different areas. At one time or another, it was possible to reach many parts of
the West Bank, with the obvious exception of the settlements and closed military
zones (Ingham 2013; Interview 7, PA transport cartographer; Interview 8, PA
transport engineer). However, they faced tremendous difficulties in the field when
attempting to stay in one place reliably without the intervention of settlers or the
military. It takes time to observe and record data, and field surveys can require
dozens of technicians, sometimes with heavy equipment. So in order to survey an
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area in the way it is most commonly carried out, cartographers had not only to
travel there, but also to remain.87
Yet reliable stasis still is not often achieved, especially given that the West Bank
is divided into a complex quilt of Areas A, B, and C. Particularly in Areas B and C,
those under partial or full Israeli control, cartographers spoke of beginning to draw
attention to themselves, of the Israeli military appearing spontaneously at times if
they spent too much time in one location. Hanging around in the possession of ex‐
pensive‐looking instruments often aroused suspicion. One cartographer noted, “We
can move in Area C, but if we have equipment, it is very dangerous for us. If we have
cameras or GPS, and if the soldiers stop us, they can arrest us. Two years ago, they
arrested me and [my colleague] because they caught us in Area C [....taking] photos
of demolished houses and GPS points” (Interview 9, Palestinian NGO cartographer).
Many of those I worked with had been arrested at one time or another simply
for carrying out their (officially legal) work. Another pair of cartographers men‐
tioned that although their survey was restricted to Areas A and B, the fact that these
areas are non‐contiguous and surrounded by Area C meant that while traveling
they were often detained at Israeli checkpoints and would need to hide their GPS
units and cameras to avoid confiscation. The advent of small GPS units made their
jobs easier, one engineer noted, because they ‘look like mobile phones’, although
sometimes phones were also confiscated (Interview 7, PA transport cartographer;
Interview 8, PA transport engineer).
For these reasons, in recent years PA and NGO cartographers have begun to
develop the technique of mobile surveying, using handheld GPS units and conduct‐
ed fully within a car or taxi. One mentioned that although his groups work in Area
C, “We are very careful. Like when we use GPS, we [take it] in the car and drive the
car without anyone seeing anything” (Interview 9, Palestinian NGO cartographer;
Interview 12, Palestinian civil engineer). Rather than visiting a single location one
time to take a detailed reading, the use of cars allowed them to visit several times,
for short periods, to take quick readings of different aspects of the landscape that
could then be combined. So, just as their computer labs were gutted from within by
the IDF, PA cartographers in the field were confined to their cars, which became
circulating cartographic laboratories (Lee and LiPuma 2002). Thus their stasis and
their mobility were intertwined in ways that broke down divisions between the lab
and the field, and they achieved stasis not by rendering themselves immobile, but
by being constantly on the move.

To a lesser extent, such challenges have also been faced by Israelis seeking to carry out alternative
cartographic fieldwork in the West Bank, even before the increased restrictions on travel outside of
settlements. In the 1980s, Meron Benvenisti and Shlomo Khayat could assert, in the introduction to the
West Bank and Gaza Atlas (1988, n.p.), that “we have done the best we could, given our very limited
resources and less than satisfactory cooperation rendered by the [Israeli] authorities.”
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There is a complex relationship between the extent of the area where data
could be collected and the extent where cartographers were able to move and re‐
main. For example, even in a car, PA cartographers cannot conduct surveys
throughout Area C, but this does not mean that they never enter it, given that the
boundaries between Areas A, B, and C are often not visible on the ground; settle‐
ments and settler roads, by contrast, are well‐marked. Indeed, the Israeli authori‐
ties only provide boundary information for the broadest scale maps of the West
Bank, so they are difficult for even most cartographic agencies to determine at finer
scales, and cartographers themselves might travel to Area C without realizing it
(Interview 5, Palestinian geography professor; Interview 9, Palestinian NGO cartog‐
rapher).88 Under such ambiguous circumstances, and given that the method of
doing surveys by cars is especially perilous in zones that are formally under full
Israeli control, those I spoke with generally limit the extent of their data collection
to Areas A and B alone, as much as that can be determined.
Measuring the Extent of the Occupation
Despite such limits on their mobility and stasis, PA cartographers are still expected
to provide updated maps of the ‘full’ West Bank, including places like Israeli settle‐
ments, which they cannot visit in person (Interview 10, PA urban planner). This
results in a situation where the partial stasis of PA cartographers in the field serves
to reinforce the changeable stasis of Palestinian towns and villages. The cycle can
be seen by examining the grid that is often visible in the background of maps (e.g.
Figures 4.1 and 4.52). In addition to aiding navigation, each square of the map is
assumed to be depicted at the same level of detail as every other square. This cre‐
ates tension in PA maps, however, given that Areas A, B, and C cut across different
squares of the grid, and are surveyed in different levels of detail, but must be dis‐
played together on a single map. The seamless transition between the data for each
of the three areas obscures the lack of detail for Israeli‐controlled Area C, whose
blank areas appear to the viewer not as an omission on the map, but as empty space
on the ground. This thereby serves to erase dozens of rural towns and innumerable
features which would be apparent with a consistent survey. Such erasures can be
self‐perpetuating, because it is easier for Israeli authorities to justify moving or
demolishing communities if they are quite literally left off of even Palestinian maps.
The relegation of Areas B and C to the negative white space of PPIB maps is
compounded by the fact that the limited extent of British cadastral maps (see Fig‐

During my participant‐observation, at least one call per day would come in from landowners who
wished to know whether their homes fell within area A, B, C, or some combination of these. Even if a
home was on the border with only one a backyard in an Israeli‐controlled district, this was considered
grounds for demolition by the Israeli authorities (ARIJ 2006a; Interview 9, Palestinian NGO cartogra‐
pher).
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ures 4.61 and 4.62) may have contributed to the ultimate omission of Area C from
the PA’s jurisdiction. By using British maps, the PA cartographers were not only
influenced by the rigid system of relatively broad (in comparison to the West Bank)
scales in use by the Mandate forces, as noted above. They also were affected by the
fact that, to the extent that the British did map higher resolution data for land own‐
ership, this almost never occurred in the area that would become the West Bank.

Figures 4.61 and 4.62. Two maps showing the extent of the completion of British maps of historic Pales‐
tine as of 1945. Figure 4.61 (left) shows areas (orange overlay) where the British had completed broad
and mid‐scale topographical mapping. The topography in the north is entirely mapped, in detail. In
contrast, Figure 4.62 (right) indicates those areas (orange) where the British had completed the much
finer scale cadastral mapping. With the exception of a small selection of larger towns, the West Bank area
was not cadastrally mapped (SOP 1948).

For, even as the data favored a broader scale, this was compounded by the fact
that they also concentrated almost entirely on more populated areas that, at the
time the British were in power, lay mainly along the coast. During their tenure, the
British cartographers produced two main types of maps: topo‐graphical, with a
focus on indicating elevation and land contours at a broader scale, and cadastral,
maps at much finer scales which primarily indicate the boundaries of individual
land parcels. The topographical maps were completed for the full British Mandate
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area, including the West Bank, by the time of the handover of power in 1948, and
their influence can clearly be seen in the maps produced by the PPIB as it still rep‐
resents some of the highest resolution data available (for example, see the contour
lines in Figure 4.7).89 Yet the cadastral mapping was not completed for the hilly
region which would become the West Bank, likely partly because the lands were
not regularly the subject of disputes since the Jewish population in the area was
minimal compared with their presence in population centers along the coast, like as
Tel Aviv (Gavish 2005).
The limitations of the British maps are self‐reinforcing in the context of lack of
PA stasis due to the Occupation. Given that detailed land ownership in the West
Bank was not mapped by the British, the populations of its rural regions went large‐
ly unrecognized. It would have been simple for the Israeli negotiators to claim that
Area C in particular was entirely unpopulated, thereby making those regions more
fully available to Israeli control. So the British choice to avoid mapping land owner‐
ship in the West Bank meant that its lesser‐populated areas (Area C) dropped off
the cadastral maps entirely; subsequently, the fact that these areas were blank on
the cadastral maps meant that the PA were less likely to be given jurisdiction over
them; and then the lack of Palestinian sovereignty there continues to limit their
ability to fill in those same negative spaces. In this way, the constricted extent of the
British cadastral maps resulted in administrative boundaries (Area C) which them‐
selves contribute to the functional omission of Area C from future maps (see Fig‐
ures 4.8, 4.91, and 4.92). Thus the locations of boundaries on broad‐scale maps,
influenced by British data, serve to restrict the extent of cartographers’ surveys,
and this in turn substantiates the apparent fixity of those same boundaries by ena‐
bling the demolition of villages in areas that appear blank on the map.

Preservation in Pieces: The Dispersal of Palestinian Data
Despite the vast differences between the British and Israeli colonial regimes, both
have combined to circumscribe the possibilities for the scale and extent of PA maps,

The coast was also long the focus of Palestinian memories of loss after 1948, as Scham notes (2003,
75). Despite their broad scale, the British topographical maps still are invaluable repositories of infor‐
mation on the number and location of Palestinian villages before 1948. They continue to be referred to
as factual sources—for example, in a recent Facebook post by the anti‐Occupation group, Ta’ayush. The
author of the post uses images of pre‐1948 British maps to argue that the Israeli military “cannot be
persuaded with the facts”. In this case, the facts are taken to be the existence of villages in an area where
the authorities seek to make a military firing Zone, which requires forcibly emptying it of (Palestinian)
civilians: https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10151551881596986&set=a.196756516985.
138990.170738066985&type=1&relevant_count=1&ref=nf.
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Figure 4.7. A PA map of Nablus from 1997 (MOPIC 1998, 55–6). The curved contour lines that form the
background of this map would have been digitized directly from the contour lines in the 1937 1:50,000
series of British colonial maps—precisely the same series as the map in Figure 4.52. At the time this
represented the finest level of detail available to the PA. (Interview 6, former PPIB cartographer)

thereby resulting in broader, largely symbolic, maps. The effects were felt particu‐
larly strongly during the early 1995‐2008 period, although the process has contin‐
ued in a modified fashion after 2008. The enduring stasis of British data when com‐
pared to that of PA cartographers not only shaped the PA staff’s work to build stasis
for Palestinian institutions and forms of knowledge, they also affected the stasis
and mobility of PA maps themselves.
On the one hand, the PPIB maps were incorporated into a series of reports
which were published, often in color, in multiple languages to assist in their circula‐
tion (MOPIC 1998; 1996). On the other hand, however, the fact that they were ex‐
pected to plan for anticipated political realities—which, in the aftermath of Oslo,
were expected to include the handover of Area C by 2005 (MOPIC 1998, 13)—
meant that the durable, confident proclamations the reports contained were often
obsolete due to political considerations before the reports themselves were even
printed. This made the reports less useful, and less likely to be preserved in the
long term. The complete absence of a national Palestinian library, commonly part of
an established state, means that there is not yet any institution to collect these pub‐
lications for longer preservation to ensure their long‐term stasis, nor to send them
overseas to ensure that they are represented among international libraries’ collec‐
tions. Rather, documents are carefully preserved in PA offices such as the MOP and
the local ministry in Hebron, NGO offices such as the Applied Research Institute
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Jerusalem (ARIJ) and the Arab Studies Society, and personal files of academics at
universities such as Birzeit, Al‐Quds, and An‐Najah. Their very dispersal among a
variety of largely local offices both means that one particular confiscation, whether
of an office or a home, is less likely to wipe out all of the PA publications, but it also
means that their stasis is partial as it is often determined at an individual or organi‐
zational level.
The commodification of data certainly plays a role as well in limiting the stasis
of PA maps. Given the large amount of time and expertise which are required to
produce datasets, even those adapted more or less directly from British maps, geo‐
graphic data is incredibly expensive. And in an area where the economy, the mobili‐
ty of goods and labor are highly restricted by the Occupation authorities, valuable
commodities are well‐guarded. Palestinian industry and private corporations large‐
ly began to develop in earnest only after the initial development of the PA (Spinner
2012), and they did so in the context of a large influx of foreign aid, which was input
largely into NGOs and state‐building projects like the PPIB.
Although foreign aid helped to set up the foundations for capitalist investment,
for better or worse, the higher salaries and operational budgets of the NGOs have
raised the salary structure for professionals overall, making things more difficult
for new companies, and therefore creating an economic landscape which favors the
(often, but certainly not always, international) NGOs. The dampened private econ‐
omy, therefore, results in a situation where NGOs and state endeavors are among
the few producers or ‘factories’ of economic value, often in the form of data or other
knowledge products. This combined with the at times uneven flow of international
aid, due to political factors, means that data is safely guarded against future uncer‐
tainty—uncertainty which is in part an intended result of Occupation policies
(Handel 2011).90 But the hording of data reduces the number of maps that are
made, and makes the data more vulnerable to being misplaced, unused, or deleted,
while also limiting the number of users. This also lowers the level of stasis for car‐
tographic data in Palestine overall.
The reliance on British Mandate data, combined with the stasis and mobility of
PPIB cartographers, also has affected the PPIB maps’ mobility. One of the recurring
issues which came up in interviews was the absence of reliable data sharing be‐
tween PA ministries and Palestinian NGOs. While certain memorandums of under‐

For a fuller account of the impact of uncertainty upon specific visualizations and digital models, see
Moody, Kouw, and Bekkers (2013, 89).
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Figure 4.8. A PA map of major roads in the full West Bank from 1997(MOPIC 1998, 85–7). Although this
map is based largely on data that originally came from British colonial maps, the information has been
updated. However, the updates only appear for major cities in Area A, whereas inhabited areas in Areas B
and C are not indicated, a result of the difficulties in conducting ground surveys due to the Occupation.
(Interview 6, former PPIB cartographer)
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Figures 4.91 and 4.92. Figure 4.91 (left, top and bottom) consists of two details of Nablus from a 1940
British Road Map made by the Survey of Palestine (SOP 1941)
Figure 4.92 (right, top and bottom) provides two details of Nablus from the 1998 PA Road Map in
Figure 4.8. The lines indicating roads follow nearly identical courses in the PA map details as they do in
the corresponding British map details. Because Nablus is a major city, parts of the 1998 map that depict
Area A have been updated (top right), including the orange shaded region indicating the extent of the built
up area. In addition, several major roads constructed by the Israelis for settler use have been added.
Otherwise the Palestinian and British data are nearly identical.
In rural areas in Area C, such as those east of Tubas which lies just outside Nablus (bottom right),
these early PA maps contain only the most minor updates from British data, despite the PA cartographers’
best efforts. In contrast to the areas that became Israel, many of the smaller towns in the West Bank,
which are indicated on the British maps at left, do still exist and indeed have grown considerably. Alt‐
hough the towns do not happen to be indicated in these particular images, they do appear on other PA
maps. In contrast, the map of Nablus in Google Maps (not shown) shows an entirely different set of roads.

standing had been written and some data was widely shared for specific purposes,
at least among PA ministries, the absence of a clearly defined hierarchy as well as
competition among the PA and NGOs, in combination with data’s status as a valua‐
ble commodity, all served to restrict the unpaid exchange of data among different
organizations. The PPIB itself was intended to collect geographic data from NGOs
rather than to create it themselves, I was told (Interview 6, former PPIB cartogra‐
pher), but the unwillingness of others to share the data that had already been pro‐
duced was one of the inspirations that lead them to embark on such an extensive
digitization process (Interview 6, former PPIB cartographer; Tesli 2008). This is not
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solely to criticize the cartographers who are concerned primarily with the stasis of
their own institutions in extreme circumstances where their stability is regularly in
question; rather, it is to delineate the ways that the Occupation, in part through the
its control over ever‐changing regimes of mobility and stasis which so affect cartog‐
raphers daily lives, feeds into restrictions on data sharing more broadly.
Passages of Palestinian Authority Data
PPIB cartography was formed in landscapes which already had defined passages—
stable but “never fixed” pathways of least resistance (Peters, Kloppenburg, and
Wyatt 2010, 354–55)—for both the stasis and mobility of data. British maps were
preserved, and thus digitizing them represented the easiest or most obvious pas‐
sage for the PPIB cartographers to follow. In order to build a national cartographic
infrastructure, the PPIB cartographers, both Palestinian and international, had to
redirect existing passages in order to build new forms of mobility and stasis for
Palestinian cartographers with the aim of increasing their control over their own
maps. The need to which redirecting existing pathways serve to influence the out‐
come of geographic knowledge production is acknowledged in the summary report
of the PPIB, where the author (Tesli 2008) acknowledged the difficulties of produc‐
ing new or alternative forms of data when the very fact of a Palestinian governing
body making its own maps, in the late 1990s, was unique. Their ability to produce
reliable maps despite the uncertainties, especially during the Second Intifada, when
political conditions repeatedly were invoked to account for lost time (Tesli 2008), is
in part a testament to the extent to which PA cartographers have been able to col‐
lect and piece together British data, finding ways to preserve their collections de‐
spite repeated raids. As such it demonstrates the theoretical innovation, with re‐
spect to passages of mobility and stasis, that is involved in the material reconfigura‐
tions that are necessary to make their maps. This innovation requires taking seri‐
ously their motives as well as the produced material realities in which they work.
To some extent, then, the PA was successful in developing new passages for
knowledge in the West Bank. However, the very limits on Palestinian cartogra‐
phers’ mobility and stasis which lead them to rely heavily on colonial maps none‐
theless have also restricted their ability to control the very scale and extent of the
maps which they have produced. The effects of the Occupation, such that even PA
government officials must be careful when collecting data in the field, served to
reinforce the presence of British Mandate maps, and the apparent seamlessness of
PPIB maps (such as Figures 4.7, 4.8, 4.91, and 4.92) belie the very complexity of the
area under their jurisdictions in which they are produced. This was partly the out‐
come of the difficult period of the second intifada, and the methods for surveillance
and control that emerged in the context of the Israeli Occupation. However it is still
in effect in recent periods, which are at times—though not always—more stable on
the ground.
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Currently the differences between Areas A, B, and C are more pronounced than
ever in terms of the geographic knowledges which are produced. The very certainty
of pinpointing exact locations was founded on practical expertise developed to‐
wards increasing the PA’s institutional stasis, by working through political uncer‐
tainties, military attacks, checkpoints, and confiscations. If nothing else, by
springboarding off of the stasis of the British data, PPIB cartographers have pushed
the landscape one step further towards accommodating passages which allow for
greater Palestinian control over knowledge production in ways that are more onto‐
logically and epistemologically diverse. However, even as these passages are
formed, their course is influenced by the very prevalence of the colonial
knowledges that they seek to overcome.
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Validating Segregated Observers:
Mapping West Bank Settlements from
without and within

On the Appropriation of Empirical Facts
In October 2006, the Israeli organization Peace Now published a report entitled
Breaking the Law: One Violation Leads to Another. The report consisted of an exami‐
nation of Israeli settlements in the occupied West Bank. Through maps of land
ownership, Dror Etkes and Hagit Ofran aimed to demonstrate that upwards of 30%
of the settlements were held on land that would be considered stolen—even ac‐
cording to the regulations of the Israeli government. The report thus was incrimi‐
nating for the settlement project, as it appeared to counter assertions that the Israe‐
li West Bank settlements had been built in areas that were either unoccupied or
owned by the state.
Although the Israeli press were chastised (Benziman 2006) for downplaying
the implications of the findings—allegedly in the hopes of burying them—the in‐
ternet lit up with commentators who alternately praised and lambasted the report.
The intensity of the response only increased once an updated report was issued in
March 2007. “Peace Now’s Blunder: Erred on Ma’ale Adumim Land by 15,900 Per‐
cent” was the headline of one critical reply (Safian 2007), made in response to
changes in the Peace Now data between the two versions.91 Yet, rather than indi‐
cating a retraction of their previous claims, the changes that Peace Now made in the

Such assertions of error were widely reported on pro‐settlement websites and even filtered, without
citation, into a handbook for the Israel lobby in the US (International Business Publications 2011, 1:32).
Also, this doesn’t even begin to include those who argue solely using Biblical sources for land ownership,
e.g. (“Who’s [sic] Land Is It Anyway?” n.d.).
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updated report instead reflected newly available information. The data for the 2006
report came from a source inside the government, who anonymously leaked it to
Peace Now (Chadwick 2006). However, a few months after publication, the Israeli
government released an official dataset to Peace Now, in response to their numer‐
ous Freedom of Information Act requests. That revised official data was the source
for the new March 2007 report.92 For their part, the Israeli government issued no
explanation as to why the new data differed from the previous set.
The changes between the two versions of the reports provide a cogent illustra‐
tion of the unique position of Israeli non‐governmental organizations (NGOs) in the
landscapes of Palestine and Israel. Overall, Peace Now is privileged in terms of be‐
ing able to enter Israeli government offices to submit formal requests for govern‐
ment data, like that contained in the report, which would otherwise remain classi‐
fied. However, their use of the official sources also means that Peace Now is vulner‐
able to the government’s ability to control and change that data.
Peace Now’s position contrasts sharply with that of a related Palestinian organ‐
ization, the Applied Research Institute, Jerusalem (ARIJ). While Peace Now was
critiqued in the context of its access to official data, ARIJ has been criticized precise‐
ly for conducting observations in Palestinian areas, where Jewish Israelis are not
legally allowed to go. Such a critique is evident in the response to an online ARIJ
report entitled Ecocide in [Taqu'a] Town, which built upon an earlier ARIJ report
(2004a; 2004b).93 The updated report states that “the Israeli Army randomly dis‐
pensed flyers on the farmers' lands informing [them] of the Army's intention to
clear all trees (mostly olive) existing along the Israeli bypass roads.” In one re‐
sponse, Zev Wolfson of NGO Monitor (2005) claims to disprove the ARIJ report
using methods of direct observation. Wolfson notes: “a visit to the area demon‐
strates that no trees have been uprooted from the area around Taqu’a.”
In making this assertion, however, Wolfson neglects the differing access that
the (Israeli and international) NGO Monitor reporters would have when compared
with ARIJ’s (primarily Palestinian) observers.94 NGO Monitor’s efforts to view the
area from the Israeli road, which would be partially or fully restricted to Palestini‐
ans, would differ from the view of ARIJ’s workers from Palestinian farmers’ fields

Mathematically, 86.4% and 0.54% are already percentages, so it would be common to simply use the
error rather than the percent error. To find the error, one would simply subtract: 86.4% ‐ 0.54% =
85.86% (error). Instead, the author determines the percent error: (86.4% – 0.54%)/0.54% * 100 =
15,900% (percent error). Although both are technically correct, in comparison with 85.86%, the figure
15,900% has a far more dramatic rhetorical effect.
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In Arabic, Taqu’a is written ﺗﻘﻮع. Tekoa, a nearby Israeli settlement, is the Hebrew version of the same
name, and is written תקוע. When transliterated, the name may be spelled several different ways, includ‐
ing Tequ’ and Tuqua, among others.
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Wolfson also omits to mention one key detail of the ARIJ report: the report asserts that the military
said it would begin clearing the trees, not that it had already done so.
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(Figure 5.21). Thus, Wolfson would find it particularly challenging to address ARIJ’s
claim, elsewhere in the same report (2004a), that fields were burned and farmers
chased away in areas—out of sight of the road—which might be largely inaccessi‐
ble to Israeli settlers and their supporters.95 Furthermore, even if the NGO Monitor
staff were able to visit all of the areas mentioned in the ARIJ report, it is quite pos‐
sible that they might see different things based on the varying forms of information
at their disposal. ARIJ maintains extensive contacts locally, and would be able to
draw on eyewitness accounts unavailable to NGO Monitor staff in the context of the
Israeli Occupation.
Where Are the Settlements Now?
The Peace Now and ARIJ reports are examples of the multifaceted ways that land‐
scapes can affect the very constitution of knowledge. In order to further investigate
how differing geographic positions might shape the production of facts, this chapter
compares and contrasts the maps of Israeli settlement expansion that are produced
by these two organizations. Israeli settlement expansion is a timely issue where
empirical facts are hotly contested. Israeli towns in the West Bank are considered
illegal under international law. They have been constructed precisely to cement the
hold of the Israeli government on areas that are believed to be destined for a future
Palestinian state. However, to date there is little agreement as to the extent and
location of these settlements. Rather than using facts to support political argu‐
ments, actors often argue over the intrinsic composition of the facts themselves.96
Yet calls to confirm facts through observation rarely lead to consensus.
The challenges of validating observations in the context of the Occupation stem
not only from open disagreements, but also from the ways that facts are firmly, and
often oppositionally, rooted in social worlds borne out of experience (Radder
2006). The advancement of the settler movements, and the resistance which re‐
sults, has led the Occupation administration to impose extreme forms of segrega‐

Equally interesting, the moment when NGO monitor strayed from such allegedly impartial empirical
criticisms was the precise moment when they broke Israeli libel laws. In 2007, after claiming that ARIJ
‘emphasize external issues including the justification of violence’, ARIJ and several partner NGOs sued
NGO Monitor for libel in Israeli courts and won, forcing Professor Gerald Steinberg, the executive direc‐
tor of NGO Monitor, to issue an apology (Silverstein 2010).
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The debates over facts spill over into social media in ways that can be surprisingly self‐referential.
This can be seen in the following quote from the Wikipedia page for NGO Monitor (“NGO Monitor”
2013): “According to Ha’aretz, Arnie Draiman, a social‐media employee of NGO Monitor, edited under
the username Soosim, Wikipedia articles related to the Israeli–Palestinian conflict and was subsequently
topic‐banned for a conflict of interest. The editor in question is reported to have promoted the compa‐
ny's agenda in his editing, particularly with regard to NGO monitor's Wikipedia page.” These assertions
were present only in the English version of the site. They were entirely absent from the Hebrew version
of the same page.
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tion in the West Bank. Jewish Israelis are formally allowed only within the settle‐
ments, whereas most Palestinians with West Bank visas can only travel within Pal‐
estinian areas that lie outside the settlement fences and walls. Such segregation
fosters diverging sets of experiences among Palestinians, Israelis, and internation‐
als. It can result in sometimes widely differing observations of places and events,
even when they occupy spaces that are allegedly the same.97 Segregation therefore
has complex consequences in terms of shaping empirical knowledge of the Occupa‐
tion, consequences which I explore in this chapter.
A View of Har Homa, The View from Har Homa
ARIJ and Peace Now’s positions within the landscapes of the West Bank reflect
power imbalances between Palestinians and Israelis internationally. In contrast to
the wider reception of Israeli accounts, until recently, Palestinian perspectives were
not widely represented in Europe and North America. Even on the occasions when
Palestinian intellectuals and activists discussed the conflict with a (non‐Arabic‐
speaking) international audience, their experiences were often downplayed in part
because they didn’t fit the dominant conception of what a voice would need to be in
order to be considered credible (Spivak 1999; 1988).
Lori Allen has noted that “the problem of how to make themselves audible and
visible has been a central stumbling block” for Palestinians, citing how, in the mid‐
dle 20th century, “Palestinians were without any territory or institutional platform
to express their national aspirations” (2013, 35).98 This political and geographical
context made “establishing the credibility of the testimony takers just as important
as that of the testimony” (Allen 2013, 50). This has additional implications in terms
of eyewitness accounts of the Occupation. Because the Occupation by definition
affects ‘only’ Palestinians, those who relate experiences of Occupation internation‐
ally must risk speaking a private language (Wittgenstein 2001). As a result, Pales‐
tinian advocates must not only produce facts, but they also must develop a commu‐
nity of Palestinian observers, whose accounts are verifiable within the community,
as part of a legitimizing process to help convince international observers.
The power imbalances between Palestinians and Israelis more broadly also
conditions the reception of scholarly research, both locally and internationally. For
example, Moshe Brawer, one of the founders of geography as a discipline in Israel,
draws on Orientalist stereotypes of inconsistent, irrational Palestinians (Elia 2005;
2004) in his review of the edited atlas by Walid Khalidi (1992), an equally esteemed

For an example of a Palestinian journey which would be manifestly different for non‐Palestinian
Israelis or internationals, see Yousef (2011). On the effects of segregation among Palestinians from
different areas, see for example, Ghussein and Robbins (2013).
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See also Jordan (2002) on the difficulties of advocating a positive image for Palestinians international‐
ly, particularly in the US.
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Palestinian geographer working in the UK.99 Brawer (1994) criticizes Khalidi’s
fieldwork methods in particular, noting that it: “leaves so much to be desired—in
systematic and consistent description of geographical features, in accuracy, and in
scholarly observations” (1994, 337–38).100 What Brawer does not mention when
questioning the scholarly character of Khalidi’s work, however, is how Khalidi’s
position as a Palestinian academic might lead to challenges in his access to sources
and field sites—and thus to potential difficulties conducting the types of extensive,
standardized observations that Brawer expects.101
Such portrayals also affect research completed in government or NGO capaci‐
ties. Reacting to negative characterizations of their work, one cartographer in a
Palestinian NGO related that:
The first thing when you go to conferences is, what’s your sources? [….] In the
early days, it was all about emotions [….] but soon enough they ask you, ‘What’s
your source?’ [….] In the early days, we’d say, ‘What source? I’m telling you,’
and they would go, ‘It’s your word against theirs. What facts do you have?’ (In‐
terview 11, Palestinian NGO cartographer)
His words point to a two‐fold labor on the part of Palestinian organizations and
academics. On the one hand, it is necessary to be recognized as a credible observer,
in a political game which depends upon such recognition (Markell 2003). On the
other, it is necessary to formulate claims precisely in a way that will be heard—to
produce a community capable of putting forward the allegedly objective facts which
serve as a metaphorical entrance fee to the debates.102

See Davis (2011) on Palestinian village histories, which are often accompanied by village atlases such
as Abu Raya (2010) and Abu Sitta (2007). For an example of an online interactive map of destroyed
villages, see ACA (n.d.). Contemporary Palestinian atlases include ARIJ (2009a) and PalMap (2011), and
Israeli atlases include Carta (2005) and SOI (2009).
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In the same review, Brawer also criticizes Hadawi and Khalidi in tandem, as does Karsh (2000, 12,
n.6). Brawer himself has investigated the negative impacts of border segregation on Palestinians (Braw‐
er 1990), albeit in a context where the Israeli Occupation was alleged to preventing the segregation that
might be introduced as a result of Palestinian self‐rule. In practice, however, the Occupation has resulted
in far more extreme segregation than might be necessary between two sovereign nations.
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Israeli scientists have been relatively more successful in terms of presenting themselves as credible
observers—partly as a result of the legitimacy afforded by the state of Israel (see Chapter 3). However,
anti‐Semitism continues to affect the broader reception of work by Jewish researchers.
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Discursive power inequalities are inflected throughout legal, economic, (etc.) imbalances. The legal
imbalances are especially apparent: Even though all West Bank inhabitants are officially under military
law, in practice this only affects Palestinians. Instead, the more lenient civilian law is routinely applied
to Jewish residents (MCW 2013).
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Throughout its history, ARIJ103 has worked to establish just such a community.
Initially started as an environmental group to further sustainable development
methods for Palestinian agriculture, in time, ARIJ has become a major producer of
civil maps of the Territories both for local use and to participate in international
debates. Founded in Jerusalem in 1990, ARIJ predates the founding of the PA, and
so it was one of the first organizations in the Territories to begin making digital
maps using Geographic Information Science (GIS) software.
ARIJ has been headed since its inception by Jad Isaac, a Bethlehem native who
holds a Ph.D. in Agriculture from East Anglia University. Currently, ARIJ includes
over 50 employees, with the Geo‐Informatics Department (the primary GIS unit),
and the Urbanization Monitoring Departments (which includes settlement monitor‐
ing) together employing 10‐12 of those staff. Funded in part by international do‐
nors, including the European Union, ARIJ nonetheless primarily employs Palestini‐
an cartographers from a variety of backgrounds, mostly from the West Bank, but
also East Jerusalem, as well as a revolving group of international fieldworkers, like
myself.104
As an organization which combines nonviolent nationalism and empirical
methods, Peace Now functions as an Israeli counterpart to ARIJ. A pro‐peace Zionist
organization. Peace Now emerged as a mass movement in 1982, when Israel invad‐
ed Lebanon with the aim of expelling the Palestinian Liberation Organization (PLO),
which was then stationed there. After the largely nonviolent First Intifada began in
1987, Peace Now came out in favor of negotiations, and they were active support‐
ers of the 1993 Oslo Accords. Their support was challenged during the Second Inti‐
fada, when violence escalated, yet they continue to support an end to the Occupa‐
tion as a strategy both to enable a viable Palestinian state while, in their view,
strengthening Israel.
Currently, headquartered in West Jerusalem with about twelve employees,
Peace Now is one of the largest and most well‐known Israeli peace organizations.
Together with its US sister organization, Americans for Peace Now, Peace Now’s
advocates have undertaken one of the longest lasting and most expansive settle‐
ment mapping projects. Their work builds upon earlier geographic surveys of the
West Bank by Israeli NGOs, such as that conducted by Meron Benvenisti in the
1980s (Benvenisti and Khayat 1988). Begun in 2002 by Dror Etkes, since 2007 the
Settlement Watch division, the main cartographic arm of the organization, has been
taken over by Hagit Ofran. It was with Ofran that I first entered a West Bank settle‐

ARIJ’s Arabic name is Ma’ahad al-Abhath al-Tatbiqiyat al-Quds (Areej). Peace Now’s Hebrew name is
Shalom Achshav. For both organizations, the English names are direct translations.
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This chapter is the result of five months of participant‐observation in the GIS Unit at ARIJ in the
spring of 2011, as well as extensive interviews and participant‐observation, during that same period, at
Peace Now. Please see Chapter 1 for a more extensive elaboration of my methodology.
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ment, and I was dumbstruck by the sheer suburban banality of what, to that point, I
had only seen from the other side of the electrified fences and desiccated fields.
The Power of Observation
Latour has described how digital cartographic technology breaks down the as‐
sumed divide between the material world and the map, by bringing the map out‐
side on devices and through GPS while simultaneously bringing data traces into the
lab (November, Camacho‐Hübner, and Latour 2010, 585–87). In this chapter, I build
upon this insight to analyze how produced material dichotomies, such as the divi‐
sion between Palestinian and Israeli areas in the West Bank, can nonetheless be
built back into the map.105 In what follows, I first explore feminist Standpoint The‐
ory, through the concept of triangulation, whereby a particular observation is made
three times, from differing positions in the landscape, as a means of finding one
‘true’ value. Second, I turn to the settlements, to analyze how ARIJ’s position without, and Peace Now’s within, Israeli areas in the West Bank, in turn affect each
NGO’s resulting maps. Hagit Ofran travels regularly on fact‐finding trips within the
settlements, and this, combined with her increased access to data within Israel,
affects the maps which she produces for Peace Now. However, this positioning also
has nuanced effects, particularly in terms of the display of Israeli military bases,
and related changes in settlement boundaries, which I explore through four maps of
the settlement industrial area Mishor Adumim.
Third, I turn to an analysis of Palestinian communities in the West Bank, in
order to investigate how ARIJ’s position within, and Peace Now’s position without,
Palestinian areas differently impacts the cartographic methods that they use. In
order to get at the complexity of the power imbalances between the two organiza‐
tions, I analyze ARIJ’s Land Use/Land Cover (LULC) cartography, which seeks to
rectify the blank Palestinian areas on many maps of the West Bank. I demonstrate
how ARIJ cartographers’ ability to adapt international LULC classification systems
to fit the areas around them in fact depends upon their everyday experiences in
Palestinian landscapes. Furthermore, through a network of Palestinian observers in
both the West Bank and Gaza Strip, ARIJ has early knowledge of the military orders
for land confiscation which are distributed to Palestinian farmers. In contrast,
Peace Now fieldworkers’ maps of Palestinian areas are far less detailed than those
at ARIJ, and their position viewing Palestinian areas from without in fact divorces

Even when power imbalances are less significant, different methods of observation can lead to vary‐
ing results, as seen in the controversy over whether Mount McKinley, in Alaska, had shrunk—a dispute
which stemmed in part from differences in average height measurements taken by plane, and point
measurements attained by scaling McKinley’s highest peak (Vergano 2013). However, differences in
measurement methods cannot be separated from the broader contexts in which those methods are used.
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them from communities of cartographers, like those at ARIJ, that might otherwise
be potentially supportive of Peace Now’s work.

Triangulating Standpoints: Paradigms are Made in Landscapes
Observations of landscapes are themselves made in landscapes. This point is not
lost on applied cartographic surveyors. So it is with some irony that triangulation,
once the dominant scientific method for surveying and mapping landscapes, has
since been claimed by feminist epistemologies of science in a way that omits much
of its geographic influence. In cartography, triangulation was traditionally the
method of choice for finding the location and elevation for a specific point on the
landscape. In short, triangulation is a way of viewing other points in the landscape
specifically in order to gain a better understanding of one’s own position. To trian‐
gulate a point whose exact coordinates are unknown, a surveyor stands on that
point and looks through a leveling instrument, similar to a small telescope affixed to
a tripod, and which can measure angles, to find other known points in the land‐
scape. At each point, the instrument gives a reading in the form of angles between
the current unknown point and the known point being viewed through the instru‐
ment. Once two known points have been sighted in turn through the instrument,
the surveyor can combine the readings from each point with their known coordi‐
nates in order to calculate the coordinates of that unknown point where she or he is
standing.106
Triangulation also has colonial roots, and its use by the British in historic Pales‐
tine is one of the main reasons why British colonial maps of the region are consid‐
ered so effective (Gavish 2005). Timothy Mitchell’s observation regarding 19th‐
century British triangulation efforts in Egypt—that the production of the nation
was predicated on a forced separation between the land and the map—would
equally apply to their work in Palestine (see Figures 5.11 and 5.12). Mitchell notes:
The survey began by establishing coordinates not within the village but across
the entire country […] The nation was emerging as this space, this materi‐
al/structural extension, within which villages, persons, liabilities and exchanges
could be organized and contained [….] The connections, linkages, commands,
and flows of information that made up this political order […] appeared to arise
in the space of separation between the land and the map. (2002, 90)

GPS devices also find their own location through a form of triangulation. The GPS searches for four
satellites whose ‘absolute’ coordinates in space are known because they have regular orbits. The GPS
then calculates the observed angle between the satellite and their known location, which, in combination
with the satellite’s known position, allows the device to automatically ‘find’ its current coordinates.
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So in the early and middle 20th century, first the British and then the Israelis at‐
tempted to make a nation out of Israel and Palestine by imposing a separation be‐
tween the land and the map. This contrasts with the post‐1967 Israeli settlement
project, which has demonstrated that land and map are fully entangled, now more
than ever. So it is perhaps not surprising that the notion of triangulation, which
seeks to abstract a particular view within a landscape to an abstract network, has
been adopted by social scientists writing on Palestine and Israel who seek to
demonstrate the intimate connections between abstraction and material position‐
ing. For example, Michael Fischer draws on these implications of triangulation
when he argues for “two‐eyed” narratives which draw equally on Palestinian and
Israeli accounts; he also thereby draws a structural parallel between symmetry, as
discussed in Chapter 2, and observation (2006).

Figures 5.11 and 5.12. Figure 5.11 (left) is a map of the British triangulation network in historic Pales‐
tine in the late 1940s (SOP 1948). Figure 5.12 (right) is a map of the Israeli triangulation network as of
2009 (Srebro 2009, 4).
Every point where the orange lines intersect is a point in the network and would be temporarily
marked on the ground using flags, beacons, stone towers, or simply by having someone stand in that
location. An observer would visit each point in turn, using a surveying instrument to view and measure
the markers at 2‐3 of the other nearby points in the network. Calculations, based on the measurements
from those observations, allowed them to pinpoint the location of every point in terms of latitude and
longitude, and therefore to connect the dots to plot and map the overall territory.
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The metaphorical aspects of triangulation have not escaped social theory more
broadly, where it has become used in quite a different sense. In feminist studies of
science, and contemporary social sciences more generally, triangulation refers,
alternately, to the practice of combining several methods of observing, usually qual‐
itative and quantitative approaches, in ways that complement each other (L. Harvey
and MacDonald 1993; Webb et al. 1966), and to combining different data types and
sources (Denzin 1977; 1970). Scholars such as Harding (2008; 1998) have worked
to triangulate different perspectives on science, thereby combining several points
of view, particularly from traditionally marginalized groups. Greg Smith has ex‐
plored (2006) how the sociologist Erving Goffman, for example, advocated a com‐
bination of “naturalistic observation” and interviewing. Goffman claimed that, in
conducting fieldwork, he tried “to triangulate what people are saying with events”
that he observed (cf. G. W. H. Smith 2006, 115).
Triangulation also reintroduces perspectival geographic concerns to concep‐
tions of the local to cases where they have perhaps been prematurely expunged.
Thus, Mike Lynch defines the local as a term that “has little to do with subjectivity,
perspectival viewpoints, particular interests, or small acts in restricted place. In‐
stead, it refers to the heterogeneous grammars of activity through which familiar
social objects are constituted” (Lynch 1993, 125). However, the identification of the
local with particularized knowledge, which Lynch aptly notes, cannot be disavowed
so easily. In contrast to a conception of the local, which eschews its association with
particularism, critical geographers assert that, like science, the local scale is also
produced (Marston 2000; N. Smith 1992) through practices which are spatial as
well as social. So ethnographic studies of “small acts” and “perspectival viewpoints”
such as triangulation—and particularly, of how they come to constitute the local—
are also an important element of the study of scientific practice.
Triangulating Standpoint Theories
While perspectives such as those of Goffman and Lynch are certainly useful in spe‐
cific cases, they could benefit from more concerted attention to research which
draws attention to the links between observation and control, and specifically in
terms of masculine “mastery” over feminized land (G. Rose 1992). To better under‐
stand how such links persist, triangulation would better be conceived of as an ongo‐
ing, performative, and relational act—namely, one characterized by how relation‐
ships between observers at different places in a landscape serve to reconfigure the
very act of observation and the inscriptions of observation which result (Latour
1986). This has been dealt with most extensively in standpoint theory, a body of
research which attempts to rework the values of Western science such that it takes
greater account of the way that a scientist’s social history and identity inform the
way that she or he practices science (Harding 1998). Standpoint theory has been
quite controversial since its inception, attacked on the one hand during the ‘science
wars’ for being too radical in its reconfiguration, and on the other for being too
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Western, too essentialist, for backhandedly upholding dominant scientific method‐
ology (Harding 2006, 92–93; 2004a).
Nonetheless, two contributions of standpoint theory have been too easily dis‐
missed or overlooked. First, it provides a pragmatic method for democratizing sci‐
ence for those concerned with incorporating textured conceptions of identity, in
relation to structural inequality, into the heart of scientific practice. Second, and
most relevant here, standpoint theorists rightly focus upon the role of subject for‐
mation in the study of scientific practice—namely, they actively reconceptualize the
link between the points of view among different social groups at a variety of scales
and of scientists as individuals, as scientific subjects, themselves. They therefore
draw attention to the interactions, including triangulations, among arenas of
knowledge production across multiple scales. Standpoint theory thereby cultivates
a healthy respect for the, at times unpredictable and unexpected, ways that alterity
contributes to the practice of science.
This chapter, however, while it borrows from the work of Sandra Harding
(2008; 2006; 2004b; 1998), as well as from Donna Haraway’s conception of situat‐
ed knowledge (1988), is nonetheless something of an inversion of the main goals of
standpoint theory. For where standpoint theorists seek to involve individuals from
social standpoints across power imbalances into the production of science, here I
aim to investigate how a particular standpoint is produced through the practice of
science, and therefore how this standpoint is co‐constitutive with scientific prac‐
tice. Furthermore, while Harding ends by reaffirming strong objectivity, or an ob‐
jectivity which incorporates social and political values into the heart of its practice,
in contrast, I delineate objectivity as a practice with a unique historical and geo‐
graphic position of its own (Daston and Galison 2007). By comparing and con‐
trasting ARIJ and Peace Now, I also thereby intrinsically triangulate into the analy‐
sis my own positioning as an international observer able to collect both sets of data,
and whose own presence serves as an intervention (though not necessarily a posi‐
tive one) in the landscape. This chapter as a whole consists of a form of triangula‐
tion, albeit one whose three perspectives neither consistently overlap nor diverge,
and these differences are precisely the subject of the analysis. Through the use of
triangulation, I therefore move away from the notion of position as a fixed point or
set of coordinates, or a reduction of location to position, and move instead towards
an understanding of how any single location or subjectivity stands in relation to a
variety of landscapes.107 With this in mind, I now turn to an analysis of the Israeli

As van Doorn, Wyatt, and van Zoonen (2008) have pointed out, even if digital technologies do not
sever the link between identity and embodiment, nonetheless the relationship between the body and the
text, between experience and embodiment, are not always so pre‐determined, thereby making them a
fruitful subject for analysis in their own right. In its relational understanding of triangulation, my argu‐
ment therefore can be seen as part of Yuval‐Davis’s call (2012, 49) to better understand “the transitions
from positionings to practices, practices to standpoints.” Triangulation also parallels shifts in digital
cartography from overhead surveys to data collection which indicates perspective. This can be seen in
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settlements as sites of geographic research. I specifically analyze how Peace Now’s
ability to work within the settlements, and ARIJ’s position viewing them form without, affect the settlement maps produced by both groups.

Mapping Israeli Settlements: An Atlas of Dirt
“You see them?” Ofran asks. “Yeah. The dirt mounds?” “I didn’t see them before, but
now I notice” (Interview 15, Ofran) As she speaks, she accelerates the white SUV
we’re riding in up the Israeli road outside the Israeli settlement of Tekoa, which lies
mid‐way between Hebron and Jerusalem in the West Bank, and strategically close
to the Palestinian village of Taqu’a discussed at the beginning of this chapter. Ofran
had been kind enough to let me tag along as she took an international couple on a
field tour into the West Bank. However, it was not only a field tour, for occasionally
she stops the car, emerging to take photographs or ask questions.
As we wind our way in and out of the settlement networks, dodging the occa‐
sional excavator or dump truck parked alongside the road, Ofran points out the
different types and ages of the mounds which the construction equipment have
dredged up from the earth. There are a staggering variety, from waste mounds
which will be gone in a few days, to dirt piles topped with grass that have likely
been there for months or years, to the plateaued hills which are the future sites of
settlement apartment blocks, grocery stores, synagogues, and swimming pools.
Israeli settlements in the West Bank are built and expanded in developed chunks,
multi‐story blocks which are imposed upon the land, and thus require excessive
reshaping of the terrain before they can be built. Dirt is piled up in some areas, and
valleys are carved out in others. Concrete retaining walls are sunk in‐between the
artificial valleys and plateaus, while roads, like the ones we drove, encircle the new‐
ly reshaped hilltops.108
The types of ongoing changes which are typical of settlement expansion are too
nuanced and rapid to be readable from contemporary aerial photographs without
great expense. Updated photographs are too expensive for many NGOs to purchase
at a time span that is shorter than several months, if not years, at the scale of the
West Bank—a scale which is necessary because the settlements are purposefully

Figures 3.91 and 3.92, which show the transition from the systematic (overhead) progression of the
spread of GIS in Israel in the 1990s, towards services such as Google Street View, which allow internet
users to view images the landscape at ground level, although the areas covered are also partial, as in the
near future Street View is only being made available for the Israeli settlements, and not the Palestinian
West Bank.
Figure 5.23, a typical photo taken by Peace Now’s Settlement Watch on one of Hagit Ofran’s regular
tours of the West Bank, illustrates the size and extent of the digging into one such hill to the far east of
Jerusalem.
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scattered throughout the region. In addition, even in cases where high resolution
aerial photos are available, not all features are clearly visible from above. There are
numerous ways that particular changes might be interpreted, and for this reason,
fieldwork is often regularly included in the process of making a map, even in cases
where aerial photos are the primary source for a specific map.
Nonetheless, with the exception of photographs they take from distant hills
with high resolution cameras (Interview 9, Palestinian NGO cartographer), Palestin‐
ian cartographers must rely on satellite imagery for many of their maps. In 2003,
Majed Abu Kubi, who was then working at ARIJ, noted (2003, 71) that he turned
towards analysis of satellite imagery owing to “the fact that we don’t have access to
all parts of the West Bank to obtain ground truth points and restrictions on obtain‐
ing aerial photos […] due to security reasons.” Such restrictions were particularly
evident in the first years of the 21st century, yet they are still very much in effect.
Indeed, one cartographer for B’Tselem, an Israeli human rights organization, men‐
tioned the benefit of having a fieldworker suggest updates to his maps, because he
works primarily from a computer. Paraphrasing the fieldworker’s corrections, he
said, “It’s not like this. This is here, and this is here, and this is here.” Describing the
types of updates she wanted him to make, he noted, “She’d say: ‘This checkpoint
doesn’t exist. The wall here is built, but you say it is only planned, and there is a
road here that I’ve driven many times, but it’s not on your map.” (Interview 21,
Freelance Israeli NGO cartographer). Fieldwork within settlements is viewed as an
essential component of digital cartography in Israeli organizations that make set‐
tlement maps (Interview 20, Israeli NGO researcher). Thus, Ofran’s travel in the
settlements affords a unique opportunity to collect data for Peace Now, which is
denied to the researchers at ARIJ.
Through photographs such as Figure 5.23, Ofran has developed an extensive
photographic record of settlement construction, and with it a method for distin‐
guishing between the different dirt piles. She travels the settlements often enough
to be able to tell which piles are new, which are bigger than before and, occasional‐
ly, which have been abandoned. The ability to go to such areas and photograph such
views from within is essential to the work of Hagit Ofran and Peace Now more
broadly. For when swathes of land are confiscated by the military, both for military
purposes and settlement building, once a perimeter goes up, cartographers like
Ofran become the only ones who may be able to approach the trailers and construc‐
tion sites within the new fence.
Settlements from within: Maps without Military Bases
As an Israeli citizen, Ofran’s ability to enter the settlements is part and parcel of her
ability to enter Israel. Yet her status as a Jewish citizen of Israel also conveys multi‐
ple additional benefits upon her cartographic efforts. The fact that Ofran can travel
within Israel is also significant, as it gives her resources which allow Peace Now and
other Israeli NGOs to petition the Israeli government for official sources of geo‐
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Figures 5.21, 5.22, and 5.23. Figure 5.21 (top) is a photograph taken by an ARIJ field worker which
shows an Israeli military roadblock, as seen from within the Palestinian town of Taqu’a (ARIJ 2004a).
Figure 5.22 (middle) was taken by the author from the window of the ARIJ offices, and it shows the
Israeli settlement of Har Homa (top) from without. Figure 5.23 (bottom) was taken by the Peace Now
Settlement Watch, and it shows the E‐1 settlement area from within, recording the stages of infrastruc‐
ture construction (Friedman 2012).
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graphic data, like that used in the reports discussed at the beginning of this chap‐
ter—a process which can take years (Interview 14, Ofran; Interview 19, Israeli NGO
urban planner). Mobility within Israel also allows Peace Now greater access to un‐
official aerial photographs than ARIJ has. Several times per year, Peace Now is able
to charter small planes to take aerial photographs of their own—which although
expensive, is still cheaper than buying commercial photographs, whether from
planes or satellites, with the added benefits that the photographs are not under
copyright. Trips from the air often involve Ofran sitting at the window of a small
plane with her digital camera (Interview 14, Ofran).109 This is not to say that Ofran
has unrestricted access, however—far from it. Sometimes her reputation precedes
her and she may be repeatedly refused entry although by law she should be able to
visit the settlements as an Israeli citizen (For example, see Klibanoff 2009).110
Nonetheless, her ability to travel within both Israel and the Israeli West Bank set‐
tlements thoroughly shapes her maps.
The information Ofran gathers within the settlements allows for a much finer
level of detail and knowledge as to changes within particular settlements, and in the
locations and size of specific buildings than would otherwise be possible (Figure
5.32).111 This can be seen in Figures 5.31 and 5.32. Figure 5.31 is a map by ARIJ
(top), which depicts a large area marked “E1 Plan”. These are the areas marked for
settlement expansion which is already underway. Yet without direct access to those
areas themselves, ARIJ cartographers must rely on official maps that are publicly
released online, whose contours are very broad, possibly combined with some
modest updates made from perimeter roads. In contrast, Figure 5.32 is the Peace
Now map (bottom) of the same area, and it is far more detailed. The map depicts
multiple specific areas which together make up the total E1 Plan region. These are
displayed at a level that only a position within the settlements can afford, both in
terms of fieldwork and access to data.

Aerial photography, whether purchased or self‐made is not a substitution for fieldwork on the
ground. Then the choice of which settlements to fly over, and which sites to focus on, was informed by
her regular journeys within the settlements. Furthermore, when purchasing images, it is rare to obtain
an image of the entire West Bank, as the resolution would be too coarse for cartographic work. Instead,
organizations regularly buy specific images of a few selected sights at high resolution, and the choice of
which updates are necessary would also be based on fieldwork (Interview 14, Ofran).
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Although less frequent than arrests of Palestinian fieldworkers, in recent years Israeli activists have
also been arrested, for documenting settlement expansion (Zonszein 2013a).
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In some ways, both Figures 5.21 and 5.22 exceed even the access of international cartographers like
those at the UN, who must travel in official vehicles, and some of whom are not posted in one particular
region for more than a few years and so lack the kind of background knowledge, as well as fluency in
Hebrew and Arabic, which many at ARIJ and Peace Now bring to their work (Interview 17, UN cartogra‐
pher). There are notable exceptions, such as Stefan Ziegler, the project manager of the Barrier Monitor‐
ing Unit (BMU) of the United Nations Relief and Works Agency (UNRWA) in the Palestinian Territories
(Interview 16, Ziegler).
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Figures 5.31 and 5.32 consist of an ARIJ map (top) and a Peace Now map (bottom) of the E1 settlement
expansion plan and the Israeli settlement of Ma’ale Adumim, located roughly 6 kilometers east of Jerusa‐
lem, within the West Bank. While ARIJ’s (2013a) presentation of Palestinian areas is very detailed, its
depiction of the E1 plan comes from official data and so indicates only one large area of planned settle‐
ment construction. In contrast, the Peace Now map (2012) show several different stages of the plan in
greater detail, but their representation of Palestinian areas is much broader than in the ARIJ map.

However, Peace Now’s position also affects the very constitution of the data
that she makes and uses. This can be seen in Peace Now’s treatment of one crucial
area type which proliferates throughout the West Bank: Israeli military bases. Sen‐
sitive sites are routinely censored by law from aerial images released by private
Israeli firms. Cartographers have numerous examples of images where a particular
detail—for example, a sandy hill or a tuft of scrub brush—had been copied and
pasted over another area in the same image, to hide a military installation. So one
image might contain two identical dirt hills, but one of these would cover a series
military buildings and roads (See Figure 5.4)—often prominent features which,
beyond the map, might be quite visible through the car window, including from the
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segregated (and at times more distant) roads for Palestinians (Interview 1, Tufakji;
Interview 11, Palestinian NGO cartographer).112
Aerial images are censored for Israeli and Palestinian organizations alike, and
they hide what are often well‐known installations. Yet they have a peculiar effect
owing to the segregation imposed by the Occupation: Palestinian NGO maps often
indicate Israeli military bases, while many Israeli NGO maps do not. Zionist Israeli
NGOs must conform to Israeli civilian law in the hopes of deepening their support
from the Israeli public, and for this reason they often continue to use the censored
aerial images (Figure 5.51).113 However, under the Occupation, Palestinian NGOs
have little to lose in terms of their relations with the Israeli authorities. So, while
they are dependent on Israeli private companies to purchase the images, they are
able to combine the Israeli images with lower resolution information from interna‐
tional sources, such as the UN (Figures 5.4 and 5.54).114 They do so in an attempt
to accurately depict the locations of the numerous military bases and closed zones,
which encircle ever greater areas of the West Bank.
The alternating hide and reveal of the military bases also affects the locations
and boundaries of the settlements themselves. This can be seen by comparing the
detail of Mishor Adumim in Peace Now’s map in Figure 5.51, and ARIJ’s in Figure
5.52. In Figure 5.51, the smaller circled area near the top of the image is not indi‐
cated as being part of the Israeli industrial complex of Mishor Adumim, which lies
just east of the settlement of Ma’ale Adumim. In contrast, the ARIJ map in Figure
5.52 shows the nearby military base (large circled area), indicates that the corre‐
sponding smaller circled area in fact lies within the boundary of Mishor Adumim.
There are several reasons why this could be the case, all of which relate to the cor‐
responding within/without positions of Peace Now and ARIJ with respect to the
Israeli settlements.

Similarly, Google Earth does not depict certain major military installations for reasons of security, and
its apparently all‐encompassing globe can therefore only provide a partial picture of some regions
(Mogel, Paglen, and Bhagat 2008; Paglen 2009).
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Not all Israeli NGOs omit reference to Israeli military bases, as evident from the map by more interna‐
tionally‐oriented group B’Tselem in Figure 5.53. Nonetheless, such a practice would be viewed skeptical‐
ly within Israel, which poses a particular challenge to Peace Now, as one of its main goals is to change the
perceptions of the Israeli public.
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The launch of the GoTurk satellite is planned for 2015, and it could have a major impact in terms of
serving as a source for alternative forms of satellite imagery. Sponsored by a Turkish company, GoTurk
has the potential to affect the Israeli monopoly on public high‐resolution satellite images of Palestine
and Israel, a monopoly which is also enforced by US law upon companies located within the US (Aleaziz
2011; Arianespace 2013; Reuters 2011).
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Figure 5.4. An aerial image of Mishor Adumim which shows buildings and roads at the reported site of an
Israeli military base. Mishor Adumim is at the right hand edge of the image. The larger circle clearly
indicates buildings and related infrastructure in a region that, on ARIJ maps, is marked as a military area.
The corresponding spot is shown as an empty plain on Peace Now maps (e.g. Figure 5.51). This image is a
detail from a UNOCHA (2007, 27) map of Ma’ale Adumim. The background photograph was provided to
the UN by the EU, and so it is uncensored. The smaller circle indicates related infrastructure near the base
(see Figures 5.51‐5.54). Surprisingly, as of September 2013, both of the circled areas are also clearly
visible in the satellite layer in Google Maps, which generally uses Israeli images. Circle annotations added
by the author.
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Figures 5.51, 5.52, 5.53, and 5.54. Four maps of Mishor Adumim industrial park. The larger circles indi‐
cate an area that is labeled as an Israeli military base on all of the maps except the one at top left, where it
is unlabeled. The smaller circles indicate related infrastructure near the base, which is labeled in various
ways.
In Figures 5.51, 5.52, and 5.53, Mishor Adumim is the large area that fills the bottom right half of
each map. Figure 5.51 (top left) is a detail of the Peace Now map in Figure 5.32. No military base is
shown, and the smaller circle is likewise unmarked. Figure 5.52 (top right) is a detail from the ARIJ map
in Figure 5.31. A military base is clearly indicated, and the smaller circled area is included within the
boundary of Mishor Adumim. Figure 5.53 (bottom left) is a detail from a settlement map produced jointly
by B’Tselem and Eyal Weizman (2002). The military base is marked, and the smaller area is included as a
separate Israeli settlement. Figure 5.54 (bottom right) is a detail from a 2005 UNOCHA settlement map
(2007, 79). The military base is indicated. However, the bottom right hand area of the map is blank: the
majority of Mishor Adumim is not shown.
In the full map from which this detail is taken, the smaller circled area is labeled (not shown) as the
whole of Mishor Adumim. Note that the size and details in the locations of boundaries for individual
areas, such as Mishor Adumim, also vary considerably across the four maps. Circle annotations added by
the author.
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In Peace Now’s case, during their fieldwork they would be able to approach this
circled region, or to ask a local resident, and discover that it in fact forms part of the
adjacent military base. Then, because Peace Now does not generally show Israeli
military bases on their maps, then they would have excluded the smaller circled
area from the boundary of Mishor Adumim.115 In contrast, ARIJ cartographers
would not be able to approach Mishor Adumim to verify whether this particular
area in fact belonged to Mishor Adumim or to the nearby base. Thus, they likely
would have adopted a cautious stance, choosing to indicate the circled area as being
part of Mishor Adumim rather than the military base. The shifting boundaries of
Mishor Adumim are not just a case of inclusion and exclusion, however. They also
extend to boundary determinations at finer scales, evidence of which can be seen
by looking closely at small changes in the boundary of Mishor Adumim in Figures
5.51, 5.52, 5.53, and 5.54. For every centimeter of boundary, cartographers must
make determinations for whether an individual tree, road, field, or pile of stones
belongs to the settlement, base, or neither. Their judgement as to whether a settle‐
ment or base was actually present would of course affect such determinations.
The location of the boundaries is intricately related to those organizations’
geographic positioning with respect to the Israeli settlements. In this case, although
Peace Now’s ability to work within the settlements affords them the opportunity for
detailed fieldwork, nonetheless that same privilege prevents them from showing
the bases, or indicating the status of the circled area anywhere on their maps. This
thereby illustrates the complexity of the within/without dynamic, with respect to
the settlements, and its effects on cartographic methods and the empirical content
of settlement maps. In the next section, I explore the related but varying implica‐
tions of ARIJ’s position within, and Peace Now’s position without, Palestinian com‐
munities.

Mapping Palestinian Communities: Inside-Out in Palestine
“We’re going back to that Old Testament story, of Samson and Delilah. You know
the story?” (Interview 11, Palestinian NGO cartographer). As I sat down to analyze
settlement mapmaking practices, I kept coming back to this exchange I participated
in with a cartographer at ARIJ. “Samson and Delilah” is the account where Samson
is betrayed by his lover, Delilah, and imprisoned in his enemies’ temple; he then
pulls down the roof of the temple, destroying it and murdering all of his enemies,
but also killing himself in the process. The use of a Biblical story to illustrate con‐
temporary politics is nothing new in many places, including the US as well as Pales‐
tine and Israel. Furthermore, the adaptation of this tale to claim that the conflict

Even if the Peace Now researchers were simply unable to enter the area, this too would suggest that it
in fact belongs to the base and not the industrial park.
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threatens to destroy the very territory which is the goal of the fighting, certainly
seemed apt. However, neither of these aspects were what attracted me to it. In‐
stead, it was this very self‐evident quality of the story which pulled me back. The
storyteller didn’t claim that the story is identical to the present day, but later in the
interview, he would assert that, referring to the relationship between violent con‐
flict and self‐annihilation, “Today, it’s practically the same thing [emphasis added].”
This claim that the past is emphatically not identical, but nonetheless commen‐
surable with the present, was mentioned numerous times during my fieldwork, and
it made me wonder to what extent the present had been deliberately made to be
commensurable with an imagined past. To that end, it drew to mind several more
geographical questions: To what extent had the landscape been made to be com‐
mensurable or incommensurable with places elsewhere, and in earlier time peri‐
ods? To what extent is the process of co‐production of the landscape, vacillating
between social construction and material obduracy, itself a self‐fulfilling prophecy,
whereby material and discursive goals coalesce step by step? Or, more concretely,
why don’t ARIJ cartographers also map Vietnam, for example, or other nations
around the world, as Israeli cartographers often do?
The very obviousness of the answer points to an additional sense of saying that
ARIJ is mapping the settlements without. In addition to the literal sense of being
outside the settlement fences, there is also the metaphorical sense—that is, of going
without the types of infrastructure, institutions, and freedom from interference
which would be one of the aims of the movement to end the Israeli Occupation. Of
course, one could argue, ARIJ cartographers don’t focus on mapping Vietnam or
elsewhere, because—not to mention the politics of the resources at their disposal—
in the struggle for statehood, they too readily have to deal with the realities of the
Occupation. Although it is relatively quiet at times, the Occupation never retreats
far from view. The settlement of Har Homa looms over the Bethlehem skyline (Fig‐
ure 5.22). Road closures and checkpoints interfere with their work, with more or
less regularity depending upon the current political situation. This sense of doing
without goes hand in hand with ARIJ’s position viewing the settlements from without—that of looking upon the settlements from outside the fence, across the segre‐
gated bypass road, that of not being able to enter established settlements and out‐
posts at all in most cases, and not casually in any case.
Yet this doing without has its relation to their privileged position within other
areas of the West Bank. The ARIJ cartographers’ very exclusion from the settle‐
ments—and for most of them, Israel as a whole—is due to, and reinforces, the car‐
tographers’ positions within the Palestinian communities of the West Bank, and
thus their immediate experiences of the effects of the expansion of the Israeli set‐
tlement project. Calls come in every day reporting another attack on a farmer, the
uprooting of trees, or the impending demolition of blocks of homes. Without docu‐
mentation, once a particular feature is demolished, it leaves open the possibility
that the military could argue that it was never there. In this context, how could ARIJ
not map the West Bank and the impacts of Occupation? How could they not attempt
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Figures 5.61 and 5.62. Figure 5.61 is a detail of a Palestinian LULC map which indicates Israeli settle‐
ments (ARIJ 2008). Crops are shown in shades of green, orange is used for arable land, yellow indicates
urbanized Palestinian areas, and blue is for Israeli settlements. The light tan areas are regions with little
vegetation. Figure 5.62 is a detail of a recent Israeli map of Israeli settlements in the West Bank (Peace
Now 2011). The map combines data from the Palestinian Central Bureau of Statistics (PCBS) and the
Israeli Central Bureau of Statistics (CBS). The PCBS data shows Palestinian population and appears in
brown. the CBS data shows Israeli settlement population and appears in blue.
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to put Palestine—not just in terms of broad political borders, according to this or
that international agreement, but the nuts‐and‐bolts streets, buildings, houses, and
fields—on the map? The way they have done so, by making LULC maps116 (Figure
5.61), is affected by their position as observers viewing the settlements from without (as in Figure 5.22), albeit in ways that rely on their ability to participate in the
Palestinian West Bank from within, relying on both the cartographers’ own experi‐
ences in the landscape, as well as a community of local observers that stretches far
beyond ARIJ. In what follows, I will explore these two forms of being within, turning
first to how cartographic judgments are grounded in personal and group ences in
the Palestinian West Bank, and second to how ARIJ’s ability to collect consistent
data goes hand‐in‐hand with the development of a network of observers who, like
those at ARIJ, have learned to mobilize their collective position of being forced to go
without.
Palestinian Communities from within: Visualizing a Politics of Cultivation
As the name implies, land use maps indicate how people are using space—including
for example, farmland and urban residential areas—as well as the types of features
which cover the land—including forests, bodies of water, and streets. LULC maps
are generally used for planning and management so that, for example, a county
developer might know what percentage of low‐income housing lies within a short
distance to a river, and thus is at risk of flooding. Although a distinction is made
between land use, or the ways in which resources are managed, and to what pur‐
pose, and land cover, or what physically is covering the land, in practice they are
often intertwined (Fisher, Comber, and Wadsworth 2005), and at times cartogra‐
phers can conflate them purposefully in order to disempower those living in the
lands that are being mapped (Hoeschele 2000). An area of olive trees, for example,
is both being used for agriculture and covered in rows of trees. For this reason, land
use and land cover are often mapped together. This does not mean they are identi‐
cal, however, given that use does not determine cover, or vice versa. An area of
rocky outcrops covered in shrubs, for example, might be abandoned—or it alter‐
nately could be used for foraging essential wild plants; the two different types of
use (abandonment or foraging) nonetheless result in the same apparent land cover
(rocks and shrubs), and the difference couldn’t be seen from an aerial photo. In‐
stead, it would require knowledge of the landscape and local agricultural practices.
Land use maps have a special use at ARIJ, for they add a level of detail to areas
which remained blank on maps for years (See Chapter 3). Furthermore, if there is a
detailed account of what is present on the land, then there is a direct line of argu‐
ment for indicating what and how much has been destroyed. Far from being com‐
plementary, or secondary to quantitative facts, however, land use maps are in fact

116

For simplicity, I refer to LULC maps interchangeably as “land use maps”.
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the very foundation for many aerial statistics. The statistics are made using the
maps. In the West Bank, for example, statistics for the extent of croplands burned or
the percentage of the land taken over by settlements come directly from land use
maps, or by comparison of two such maps over time. To find the percentage of land
covered by settlements, for example, it is necessary to draw borders around indi‐
vidual settlements, find the area within these borders, and then add them to find
the area covered by settlements in the West Bank on the whole. Thus the drawing
of borders on a land use map leads directly to the numerical figures, and LULC car‐
tography is thus fundamental to monitoring the effects of the Occupation. Although
land use maps are not suitable for navigation, the practical impacts are legion, given
that one of the most ready justifications for the confiscation of West Bank land by
the Israeli authorities is that the land itself is not in use (Shalev 2012).
Land use maps can be made in a variety of ways. While automated processes
are being developed with increasing levels of accuracy and detail to turn aerial
photos into LULC maps, and some of these were in use at ARIJ for selected areas,
the most detailed and consistent way to make a land use map is to do it by hand—
by tracing an aerial photo, or another set of satellite or remotely sensed data, with a
mouse. The procedure is to load an aerial photo, such as one would see in the ‘satel‐
lite’ layer of Google Earth, then trace over the image by hand, piece by piece, tracing
buildings, areas of crops, and other noticeable features, thereby digitizing key as‐
pects of the photograph (See Chapter 4). While tracing, the computer converts the
traced lines into digital map data files, recording the location of every detail or
change in course of the lines that are being drawn. As with digitizing maps (See
Chapter 4), it is painstaking and arduous work, but unlike digitizing maps, the goal
is not to faithfully reproduce all or most of the aspects in an original map, but in‐
stead to ‘convert’ the original satellite photograph into predetermined categories
such as ‘Forest’ and ‘Permanent Crops’. As much as it involves observing and trac‐
ing features on the ground, the process of making LULC maps is also necessarily
interpretive.
Palestinian Communities from within: Judging the Land, from Inside an Office
At ARIJ, the decision to update the maps by hand, instead of using available auto‐
mated methods, was made precisely because the most recent land use maps needed
to be consistent with the previous years’ maps, which had been made by hand be‐
fore reliable automated methods had been developed (Interview 9, Palestinian NGO
cartographer).117 For this same reason, the Corine Land cover classification, devel‐
oped to standardize LULC maps in the EU and beyond, was used, as it had initially

The announcement that a team of 4‐6 cartographers would spend months painstakingly making LULC
maps using updated aerial photos was greeted lightly, but with dark sarcasm, to gentle laughter: “Why
do the Palestinians always have to suffer the most?”
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been chosen to make the maps commensurable with European LULC maps (Büttner
et al. 2002; Bossard, Feranec, and Otahel 2000). To produce the LULC maps, each
cartographer was given a particular district to complete. Once the districts had
been assigned, all of us in the GIS group sat in one room, at individual computer
consoles in the GIS unit, and began tracing photos for eight hours per day. The
choice to use the Corine classification added a further dimension, due to the need to
adapt and add levels of detail to the categories of a classification developed in Eu‐
rope so that they would allow cartographers to visualize differentiation in the land
in the West Bank.
The application of the Corine classification was by no means a straightforward
process, and for this reason, it could not be a solitary one. No categories existed, for
example, to differentiate between Palestinian and Israeli urban areas. These were
classified together as ’Urban Fabric’, a standard category, but then sub‐categories
were created to differentiate them as ‘Israeli settlements’ and ‘Palestinian Built‐Up
Areas’, respectively. The Wall received a new category all its own, classified (con‐
sistent with ARIJ’s terminology overall) as the ‘Segregation Wall’, with the sub‐
category ‘Wall Zone’. However, it was not always clear where the boundaries of a
specific feature might lie. Also, in some cases it was clear that the aerial photos,
which had to be purchased from Israeli firms due to the prohibition on Palestinians
flying planes without prior approval (See Chapter 3), had been censored to hide the
locations of military bases (Interview 9, Palestinian NGO cartographer; Interview 1,
Tufakji). At other times, individual areas of a photo might shift due to technicalities
of the angle at which it was taken, and how it was projected from an essentially
three‐dimensional image (an arc of the surface of the Earth) onto a two‐
dimensional screen. Often, two categories were relevant within a single area, which
might include, for example, vegetable fields (arable land) interspersed with olive
groves (permanent crops), or urban development (built‐up area) intermixed with
olive groves (permanent crops). How is it possible to consistently decide which was
more important or prominent in each case?
To adapt the Corine classification so that its use was both commensurable with
international standards and relevant to the West Bank, the ARIJ cartographers
drew on their collective experiences within the physical landscape. The process
was often an intersubjective one, an instance of trained judgment (Daston and
Galison 2007) to be sure, but one where both the training, and the eventual judg‐
ment, were decided by coming to a consensus as to how particular elements of sat‐
ellite images, viewed in the office, corresponded to what the cartographers had
observed during their daily lives. This process of discussing and validating each
other’s observations was essential, because the maps needed to be comparable
across the different districts. So the cartographers had to coordinate their decision‐
making with respect to the individual categories. Although at times, cartographers
worked in silence for hours, often the office was a lively place, with several people
standing around one computer, admonishing each other, or making suggestions.
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This form of materialized reason was collective on several levels. While the
director of the GIS unit was the ultimate arbiter, the emphasis was on the reasoning
behind any particular decision—and this was achieved through discussion, given
that it was essential for us to coordinate our efforts in order to form a cohesive
map. It wasn’t unusual for one worker to call across to another, asking a question
about a specific category. One afternoon, the other cartographers and I were called
in to a discussion in the hallway in reference to two versions of the same settlement
map, which were taped next to each other on the wall. Which colors were more
objective, the brighter colors or the more muted ones? Which map had the clearest
message? The decision, to choose the more muted, arguably more scientific colors,
was made again through an extended discussion involving the entire unit. Although
the usual power plays and competitions among different technicians came into play
in the context of office politics where there might be particular friendships or small
rivalries among particular individuals, no single individual was the arbiter of what
constituted the most objective decision. The experience of training on the job was a
fully intersubjective one, through which skills and the ability to judge were culti‐
vated among the group.
In addition to being continually adjusted within the group, the mapmaking was
thoroughly based upon knowledge of the landscape and its forms; in one instance,
when I was unsure whether a pile of stones was a quarry or the stones of an old
farmstead, I was told that it was a farmstead, which was well known to the col‐
league I was speaking with, because they are everywhere—the implication being
that he saw them all the time in the landscape himself—and on the walk home from
the office, another colleague pointed out several on a nearby hill, asking me to com‐
pare it to what we saw earlier in the aerial photo. In another instance, on a field trip
to the Tulkarem district with a Master’s degree course in water management at
Birzeit University, a colleague from ARIJ poked fun at me by pointing out of the
window of the van. “Look, permanent crops!” she said, referring to the rows upon
rows of olive groves that hugged the contours of the hillside, and which I would
later classify as ‘permanent crops’ on the LULC maps. Back at the office, the olive
groves themselves were the subject of much discussion, because some were clearly
planted in rows from above, while others were more of a jumble; should they all be
considered crops, given that, after thousands of years of cultivation, they were al‐
most certainly planted by humans, or should only those in rows, theoretically new‐
er or more carefully tended, be classified as crops?
In the end, they chose the more frugal option: only the trees in rows became
‘crops’, based in part on assumptions, fully grounded in the experiences in the land‐
scape, that farmers would be systematic by placing trees with enough room to grow
and walk among the rows. Such a decision can be viewed as an attempt to conform
to previous criticisms that Palestinian cartographers used too broad a definition of
cultivable lands. For example, Moshe Brawer argued against including “lower
grades” of land in the definition of cultivable lands because the lower grades “have
only small scattered patches of arable land, or carry few widely dispersed […] fruit
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trees” (1994, 341). Yet this ignores the fact that all but the wealthiest Palestinian
farmers were required precisely to engage in “the cultivation of small patches of
soil between the rocks sometimes by means of a pick‐axe, or in terracing still small‐
er pockets and placing olive tree shoots in them [….] Many village families were
able to subsist, though miserably, on such land which, according to Government
standards, was classified as ‘non‐cultivable’” (Hadawi 1957, 17). So attempts were
made to cultivate every miniscule area using heterogeneous methods, rather than
attempting to impose homogenous fields upon the landscape.118 In this context,
ARIJ cartographers worked to demonstrate why their definitions of crops, for ex‐
ample, were more rigorous than previous characterizations of the entire region as
“empty” or “uncultivated”.119
The West Bank from within: Validating a Network of Observers
If this was the experience in the office, then the Urbanization Monitoring Depart‐
ment took such practices to the scale of the West Bank and East Jerusalem. In con‐
trast to the GIS Unit, which produced the land use maps that themselves were fo‐
cused largely on agriculture and Palestinian urban areas, the Urbanization Monitor‐
ing Department was charged with monitoring settlement expansion, and they were
the ones that would input detail into the settlements. This was achieved largely
through a combination of aerial photography, remote sensing, and fieldwork.120 To
some extent, the fieldwork included sightings from nearby hillsides with high‐
resolution cameras, distant views of settlement architecture from afar which, in
addition to the often year‐old representation of settlement buildings on aerial pho‐
tographs at their disposal, were the cartographers’ main methods of observing
settlements from without, through observations conducted beyond the perimeter
fence (Interview 9, Palestinian NGO cartographer). However, this was not the pri‐
mary source of their knowledge of the expanding geographic reach of the settle‐
ments. This knowledge came from their ability to act within the Palestinian com‐
munities who were directly displaced by settlement expansion. ARIJ cartographers
regularly met and phoned with a dispersed network of contacts (Interview 11, Pal‐

In ways that resonate with the writings of David Amiran—whose negative characterization of Pales‐
tinian agriculture is discussed in Chapter 2—Hadawi refers to such methods as “still primitive” (1957,
17). See El‐Eini (2006) on British attempts to impose standardized cultivation in Palestine and Israel
before 1948.
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See also Walid Khalidi’s reply (1993) to Benny Morris’s review (1992) of Khalidi’s Before Their Diaspora (2004).
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For an example case study of remote sensing efforts carried by scholars from Birzeit University, see
Sharakes et. al. (2007). Since roughly 2005, remote sensing are increasingly gaining traction in the West
Bank as an alternative to field surveys, although the methods and effects on land management are de‐
serving of further study, although they are beyond the bounds of this book.
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estinian NGO cartographer; Interview 9, Palestinian NGO cartographer). Often the
meetings were for the purpose of collecting military orders issued by the IDF an‐
nouncing the confiscation of Palestinian land. This has led to the most extensive
freely‐available database (of which I am aware) of military orders in the West Bank,
although the grainy resolution of the sources included there directly reflects the
rough quality of the maps the IDF provides to the Palestinians (ARIJ 2006a).121
The most expedient manner to obtain the orders, one cartographer explained in
an interview, was to literally get them from the field: “When they have a military
order, they throw the maps in the fields, and the people collect these maps and
bring them to us.” When asked if it was possible to collect all of the military orders
in this way, he answered that, while over 1,400 orders have been collected, this
only represents a tiny part of the total number. When asked why this is the case, he
answered, “Sometimes it was raining.” (Interview 11, Palestinian NGO cartogra‐
pher). In the case where settlement construction efforts took place beyond estab‐
lished fences—that is, generally within areas used daily by Palestinians—the Israeli
military was required, both legally and practically, to announce further construc‐
tion efforts to the Palestinians.
Throwing grainy photocopies of the military orders directly into the fields was
the most expedient—and ephemeral—method for them to do so. So by coordinat‐
ing their efforts and involving communities throughout the West Bank in an effort
to preserve a record of the expulsions, ARIJ worked to produce facts and to counter
the Occupation using methods that were only possible due to their positioning
within Palestinian areas. The practice of taking leaflets announcing the confiscation
of particular lands, and dropping them on those lands themselves, indicates a dou‐
ble function of ARIJ’s wider contacts: the people call them to tell the ARIJ employees
that orders have been dropped, at which point the employees drive to the spot to
collect samples of the orders; they then often proceed by interviewing those pre‐
sent, both verifying the observation made and turning the locals’ accounts into facts
by taking videos and photographs. This material assists them when they return to
the office to map the changes through a combination of observations on the ground
and from above, of sightings by one and by many. In this way, the locals and the
cartographers train each other by coordinating their efforts to become trained ob‐
servers. I was told that the Military can ‘play games’ with the numbers, claiming in
their statistics that they confiscate much less land than that which is indicated on
the map; in order to verify this, it is necessary to digitize the maps from the military
orders, which are usually released only to the Palestinian farmers who are directly
affected, after which the ArcGIS mapmaking software can determine the area of the
resulting file (Interview 9, Palestinian NGO cartographer). In turn, these maps also
are used to inform LULC maps.
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Also see ARIJ’s interactive settlement outpost map (n.d.) and their village profile map (2009b).
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As in the office, monitoring land confiscations involves extensive knowledge of
the landscape—including how to get to sensitive areas without getting arrested—
that is brought into fact by the resulting map. The choice to make LULC maps to
highlight the variety of Palestinian land use, the observations that constitute the
maps, and the contents of the maps themselves, are intrinsically shaped both by the
status of ARIJ without the settlements and the privileges they receive from the Is‐
raeli state, and within the Palestinian communities directly affected by settlement
expansion. The position of ARIJ cartographers in the landscapes are thus inflected
throughout their LULC maps. In the next section, I examine how Peace Now settle‐
ment maps are differently shaped by the very different within/without position of
Israeli cartographers in the West Bank.
Palestinian Communities from without: The Borders between Datasets
“The Applied Research Institute ‐ Jerusalem (ARIJ) deplores and condemns the
death threats against Hagit Ofran, the Settlement Watch Director […] of the Israeli
Peace Now movement. ARIJ considers that such threats are against international
human rights norms…” (ARIJ n.d.). Six months after I first traveled to Ofran’s home
in an apartment block in West Jerusalem, she stepped out of her door one morning
to find graffiti scrawled along the walls of the stairwell, including “Peace Now, the
end is near!!!” Two months later, there was new graffiti outside her door, including
the ominous, “Rabin is waiting for you,” referring to prime minister Yitzhak Rabin’s
assassination in 1995 by a right‐wing Israeli who was upset about Rabin’s signing
of the Oslo Accords. As I sat down to write this chapter, still more graffiti had been
found at Ofran’s home, including “Hagit, you’re dead.” The Peace Now offices have
been subject to similar graffiti, bomb threats have been called in at intervals, and
the members of the group have received death threats by email, all allegedly from
far right Israeli groups.122
Such threats indicate the unique position of Peace Now, and Ofran in particular,
for while they benefit from their incorporation into Israeli and international land‐
scapes, and are able to move within Israel and internationally with less obstruction
than many of those at ARIJ, nonetheless their position within also has its own vul‐
nerabilities. Yet they must look to Israeli and international society as a means of
coping with these, as their ability to map the settlements from within, means that,
with respect to the Palestinian communities, Peace Now must work largely from
without. In order to better understand how Ofran’s within/without position in the

In 2011, a law was even put to the Knesset, and ultimately passed in a weaker form, with the goal of
monitoring the funding of NGOs, thereby increasing surveillance practices under the suspicion that
peace organizations are merely puppets or double‐agents for international governments, in a move that
not only sparked a series of mass protests, but also which was widely viewed to be aimed at Peace Now
(Oster 2011; Paraszczuk 2011; Rosenberg 2012; US Department of State 2010).
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landscape affects the maps she makes for Peace Now, I first turn to an analysis of
the ways her cartographic data is enriched by her work within the settlements,
before discussing the challenges of mapping West Bank areas while viewing Pales‐
tinian towns from without.
Although it is not easily visible in Figure 5.31, the ARIJ map includes a wealth of
detail for the Palestinian area of al‐Izariyah (bottom left on both images), is far
greater than those same areas in the Peace Now image. In both Palestinian and
Israeli areas, these differences extend not just to the level of detail, but also to the
borders and extent of specific regions. This indicates that, despite the benefits for
mapping settlement expansion, Ofran’s position as one who is able to access the
settlements from within has nonetheless forced her to deal with mapping Palestini‐
an communities largely from without. In this way, the borders of the settlements
have created metaphorical borders within their respective offices, even within the
different datasets of population, for example, that are used to make a single map.
For in cases where Ofran wants to map Palestinian areas, she must use Palestinian
data, because her ability to collect data in Palestinian areas is somewhat limited.123
Yet she cannot always obtain data directly from Palestinian organizations like ARIJ,
because they too are located within Palestinian areas of the West Bank, combined
with a climate of suspicion due to the Occupation. Thus, she must find sources that
are publicly available online, such as that of the PA’s Central Bureau of statistics
(PCBS), the census conducted by the PA. The results of this reproduction of borders
in a single map can be seen in the 2011 Peace Now Settlement map (Figure 5.62),
where Peace Now combines Israeli government data with PA data. On the map, the
data for the West Bank Palestinian population is taken directly from the PCBS. In so
doing, the map seems to acknowledge Palestinian sovereignty in the collection of
knowledge of their own populations. So despite the availability of aerial photo and
international UN datasets, the actual degree of focus, scale, and detail of data mim‐
ics the sphere of mobility of the cartographers themselves, and the ‘holes’ in their
landscapes are filled by the knowledge of groups which are defined in part by that
very segregation.
Thus the boundaries on the ground are reproduced by boundaries in the data.
Segregation is recursively reinforced, with geographical borders both influencing
map data and, through the combination of segregated datasets, as in Figure 5.62,
incorporated into maps. The very separation of groups, by divorcing their bodies of
experience on a geographical level, affects their position in the landscape, and thus
their data collection and display. This can further differentiate the goals and
strengths of the data collected by each group, which means that the maps of one

This is not to say that Israeli and Palestinian organizations can never work together, as it is possible
at times. Likewise, Israeli NGO workers are sometimes able to maintain contacts within Palestinian
communities. However, these are the exceptions, and it is necessary to draw attention to the multiple
levels on which produced landscapes in the region serve to discourage such efforts.
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group might be interesting or useful for the other, thereby encouraging cross‐
border work, even as it makes it practically impossible (Interview 18, Palestinian
NGO researcher). Yet this doesn’t mean that implicit alignment, a form of produc‐
tive non‐cooperation, is impossible. For example, an ARIJ report on the expansion
of the settlement block of Modi’in includes a table whose sources are listed in com‐
bination as the “ARIJ database” and a “Peace Now Settlement Watch report” (2000;
also see 2006b). While such public shows of support on the part of each organiza‐
tion can be difficult, it is not unusual for staff members or related academics and
activists , as independent citizens, to appear across sides on panels (e.g. Ofran et al.
2011), news outlets (e.g. Eviction in East Jerusalem 2009), or to be published in the
same journals and edited books (e.g. Maʻoz and Nusseibeh 2000). Such noncooperation resembles an agreement of non‐interference, a working conception of
alterity and the limits of one’s own knowledge.

Conclusion: Validating the View from the Top of the Wall
In this chapter I have triangulated the work of ARIJ and Peace Now, with my own
position as an international researcher with access, albeit limited, to both organiza‐
tions. I have done so in order to investigate the effects of such physical and social
segregation on maps of Israeli settlements in the West Bank. ARIJ and Peace Now
are differently positioned in the landscapes of the West Bank, and thus draw on
unique sets of experiences which result from their divergent and unequal positions.
ARIJ is without/within in terms of, respectively, Israeli settlements and Palestinian
communities, whereas Peace Now is within/without these same spaces. Their expe‐
riential backgrounds in these positions in turn shape the kinds of observations their
cartographers are able to make, with the result that the geographic borders that the
cartographers seek to map, themselves intrinsically filter in to the kinds of maps
that they are able to make. For their part, ARIJ cartographers must make do with
being without in terms of the settlements. Yet in mapping settlement expansion
beyond existing fences, ARIJ cartographers have access to their own experiences in
the land and a network of observers throughout the territory—both of which are
only possible due to ARIJ’s recognition as an organization that operates within Pal‐
estinian communities.124 In contrast, Peace Now cartographers benefit from a
privileged position in both Israeli and international landscapes, and the access to
the settlements from within that this affords them. However, they simultaneously
must make do with mapping Palestinian areas from without. By analyzing how the
being within/without differently affects the work of ARIJ and Peace Now cartogra‐

ARIJ cartographers told me that they also spoke regularly with academics and observers in Gaza,
although due to the closure and permit restrictions this took place via Skype and phone conversations,
rather than the more extensive in‐person meetings they would have preferred.
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phers, I have sought to demonstrate how power imbalances between the two NGOs
are more complex than any one dichotomy might allow.
ARIJ’s position without/within, and Peace Now’s position within/without with
respect to the settlements and Palestinian areas, are part of a larger context of sus‐
picion. Words that have benign meanings elsewhere have particularly dismal con‐
notations in the context of an occupation. Normalization, which elsewhere might
imply a sort of settling down, a return to the rhythms and regularities of life, in‐
stead implies the acceptance of the status quo, any act which encourages a view
that the Israeli Occupation is normal, which naturalizes its seeming inevitability.
Even the word peace, after years of rounds and rounds of negotiations, has come to
mean stagnation and false promises; it is easy to experience its pyrrhic silence
while walking abandoned roads of shuttered shops which line the separation Wall.
This is the upside‐down (Galeano 2000) world in which Palestinian organiza‐
tions and Israeli organizations might seek to work together. This is acknowledged
by Ofran herself, in an interview with Al Jazeera English, where in response to a
question about voluntary relocation for Palestinians evicted due to settlement con‐
struction, she notes, “That is up to the Palestinians who live there to decide. I can‐
not decide for them” (Eviction in East Jerusalem 2009). In this light, Ofran’s recogni‐
tion of Palestinian organizations suggests that respect be paid to their right to self‐
definition, and as a result, segregation becomes a productive condition. In the con‐

Figure 5.7. A photograph said to be of Palestinian teenagers climbing the Wall to go to Friday prayers in
the Old City of Jerusalem during Ramadan in 2013. To do so, they risk arrest and indefinite detention,
among other consequences.
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text of standpoint theory and triangulation, such labor is in effect an attempt to
produce new subjectivities, which include alternative ways of inhabiting and ob‐
serving the landscape.
This does not mean that the Wall and the entire apparatus of the Occupation
are not having damaging effects—across the board they are criticized for the severe
impact they have on daily life. Nor does it indicate that the segregation is absolute,
for there are numerous areas that fall within or in‐between borders. These include
slips of space between particular settlements and Palestinian towns where activists
are sometimes able to meet discreetly, as well as temporary activist spaces, such as
the Palestinian settlement of Bab el‐Shams which was set up on private Palestinian
land to draw attention to the double‐standard of settlement policy, and subsequent‐
ly demolished within 48 hours by Israeli authorities (Nasser 2013). This is not to
mention out‐of‐the‐way sections of the wall which can be climbed—albeit with a
fair amount of physical danger—for a small fee by means of a ladder and rope (Fig‐
ure 5.7). Yet even the danger of accessing such areas, due in part to visa regimes,
and the ability to make productive use of the development of technologies like tele‐
phones, Skype and Google Hangout which might allow cartographers to speak
across borders, differs based on cartographers’ social and material positioning
within the geographic landscape.
Such asymmetrical material conditions indicate that free movement is not al‐
ways ideal.125 As a response, ARIJ and Peace Now cartographers must negotiate the
challenges of repositioning themselves in ways that serve to question the notion of
position itself. As part of such work, they have also come to acknowledge that alt‐
hough heightened mobility can be to the benefit of all, nonetheless ‘free’ mobility is
at best an illusionary goal, and in certain circumstances may even be detrimental.
For example, the ongoing reproduction of distinctly Palestinian spaces has the po‐
tential to further solidarity and visibility more broadly.
Similarly, authors have pointed to how, in particular refugee camps and desti‐
nation cities, Palestinian refugees internally self‐segregated themselves according
to village or region as a means of reproducing familiar geographical orders, with
varying effects (al‐Araj 2008, 25). In recent activist contexts, where young Israeli
protesters routinely find ways around imposed segregation and thereby build up
alternative networks of their own with Palestinians in towns like Nabi Saleh and

Ofran’s hesitancy to speak for the Palestinians, which is partly the result of her inability to maintain
extensive contacts due to the segregation imposed by the Occupation, is also related to the longstanding
debate over what is known as the one-state (as in, one state of Palestine/Israel) versus the ‘two‐state’
(two separate states, one Palestinian and one Israeli) solution. However, arguments over one state
versus two have begun to seem increasingly hollow, as both sides benefit from an either/or conception
of space, as if the question of one versus two states mattered more than the conditions on the ground.
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Bil’in,126 Elisha Baskin and Donna Nevel, two Jewish anti‐Occupation activists, have
nonetheless argued for self‐segregated spaces on the part of Jewish activists who
are privileged in the context of joint Palestinian‐Israeli solidarity work, thereby
avoiding turning “Palestine solidarity spaces into support groups for Jewish activ‐
ists” (Baskin and Nevel 2013). While the politics and practices of maintaining such
spaces can be incredibly difficult (A. Smith 2013), they deserve to further illustrate
my critique of the triangulation literature—namely, they force scholars and activ‐
ists to take into account how attempts to alter positions and mobilities in the land‐
scape can also transform one’s own personal and group subjectivity, and thus the
practice of observation. In the conclusion, I will consider the possibilities and con‐
straints among such attempts at differently producing landscapes and subjectivi‐
ties.

In terms of textual volumes available internationally, alternative representations of space come
through perhaps most effectively in graphic novels such as Ashery and Sansour (2009), Sacco (2009;
2001), Modan (2008), Keret and Hanuka (2005), as well as several graphic novels on Jerusalem, includ‐
ing Deslile (2012) as well as Yakin and Bertozzi (2013).
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The Geographic Production of
Knowledge

“[To a semi‐Orientalist] Let’s say things are the way you think they are—
that I am stupid, stupid, stupid
and that I cannot play golf
or understand high technology
nor can fly a plane!
Is that why you have ransomed my life to create yours?”
(Mahmoud Darwish, Halat Hasar [State of Siege] (2002), English translation by
Ramsis Amun (n.d.))

Mapping This Book’s Hidden, Ubiquitous International
Landscapes
In the poem which opens this chapter, Mahmoud Darwish, perhaps the most fa‐
mous Palestinian poet of the 20th century, references the connection between Ori‐
entalism, a regime built upon discrimination based in geography, and a belief that,
as a Palestinian, he might lack fluency in technology. In his work, Darwish also re‐
turned time and again to the themes of maps and borders. “Our country / has the
map of absence” he claims in one poem, lamenting his estrangement from the re‐
shaped landscape of Palestine and Israel after 1948, noting that “I become distant
from my epoch / When I approach the place’s topography” (2004; English transla‐
tion from Antoon 2008, 224). In response, he poses the questions—is a lack of an
ability, or a different method for using technology, worth ransoming his life? In this
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book I have sought to better understand how power imbalances—like those which
result in part from Orientalist legacies (see Chapter 1)—are materialized in such
reshaped landscapes, and the effect that this has on the ability to produce
knowledge based on experience and observations in the field. Whereas the geo‐
graphical specificities of technoscientific knowledge are often hidden in debates
about the role of maps in Palestine and Israel, I have shown that technological
knowledge is geographically produced as well as socially constructed, in geographic
landscapes.127
Cartography in the occupied Palestinian territories is sometimes significantly
different from that in the annexed areas of Israel, yet the two are joined in an une‐
qual relationship through the Israeli Occupation of the West Bank and Gaza Strip.
Palestinian and Israeli societies are often studied separately—and with good rea‐
son given their cultural, historical, linguistic, and power differences. However, this
book, by including Palestinian and Israeli cartography together as part of a single
analysis while delineating the internationalization of both, analyzes the relations
between them without reducing the analysis to an all‐or‐nothing argument, which
would assert that they are either wholly commensurable or wholly incommensura‐
ble. It therefore allows me to analyze the at times mutual constitution of distinct
practices. It also provides an opportunity to demonstrate the role that international
researchers (at times despite our best efforts) and constructed hierarchies of
knowledge play in perpetuating power imbalances in the region.
In each chapter I have examined how material landscapes affect cartographers
at multiple scales, particularly international ones, in ways which serve in part to
reformulate those scales (N. Smith 1992). Like other forms of knowledge, scientific
and technological knowledge are embedded in particular geographical landscapes,
and the implications of this reverberate across space and time. To investigate the
impact of landscapes on the production of knowledge, and thus the content of sci‐
ence and technology, I analyzed three representative case studies of digital cartog‐
raphy in the region: Israeli population maps 1967‐1995, Palestinian Authority (PA)
governance maps 1995‐2011, and a comparison of Palestinian and Israeli non‐
governmental organization (NGO) settlement maps. I selected these cases in order
to highlight imbalances of power which disproportionally affect Palestinian cartog‐

Darwish’s poetry is replete with geographic themes, and he is widely popular in a region where poets
are as generally well‐known and venerated as musicians are elsewhere. One of his most well‐known
poems is entitled “Passport”, and in the poem “Earth Presses Against Us” he asks, “Where should we go
after the last border?” (Translation from 2003, 9). He has also famously written on the accusations of
Palestinian nonexistence in the poem “I Am There” and the longer work, Ara Ma Urid [I See What I Want]
(1993), which includes repeated lines such as “I am from here. And here I am.” and “I am here, and here I
am.” See also the appropriately titled collection, Victims of a Map (Darwish, al‐Qasim, and Adonis 1995;
cf. Wood 2010). Geographic motifs also abound in related literature and music. For example, see the
description of drawing maps on the ground from memory in Elias Khoury’s Bab al-Shams [Gate of the
Sun] (2005, 192) and the song “At the Border” from the French‐Lebanese musician Marcel Khalife’s
album (1980) of the same name.
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raphers, particularly those in alternative NGOs. Thus, I began with a case from the
Israeli state (population), proceeded to one from the emerging Palestinian state
(governance), and ended with a comparison of one Palestinian with one Israeli NGO
(settlements).
In chapter 2, I laid out my theoretical claims regarding how cartography has
been analyzed with respect to conceptions of landscape, materiality, and the pro‐
duction of knowledge. In chapter 3 (population), I argued that the presence of Pal‐
estinians in the territories that Israel occupied after the 1967 war shaped the statis‐
tical methods that Israeli cartographer Roberto Bachi used to count and map Jewish
Israeli populations. Even the very abstract statistical methods which Bachi used,
methods which both prefigured and contributed to the later spread of Geographic
Information Science (GIS), and which were designed to omit reference to Palestini‐
ans, nonetheless were affected by the presence of large Palestinian populations. In
chapter 4 (governance), I turned from the Israeli state to the newly‐founded Pales‐
tinian Authority (PA), analyzing how the high stasis—the ability to persist in
place—of British colonial maps of Palestine combined with the fragmentary stasis
of the PA in ways that served to restrict the content of maps that the PA produced,
particularly in the years before and during the Second Intifada. Like the Israeli cen‐
sus maps, PA cartographers were continuously affected by the fact that their carto‐
graphic work was undertaken in the landscapes of Palestine and Israel. However,
unlike the Israeli cartographers who experienced extensive mobility and stasis, the
PA’s attempts to further sumud, or steadfastness, through their institutions and
digital infrastructure were countered alike by contemporary colonialism, in the
form of the ongoing Israeli Occupation, and historical colonialism, through the lega‐
cy of the British regime which was in power prior to 1948.
In chapter 5 (settlements), I analyzed contemporary digital cartography in Je‐
rusalem and the West Bank. Israeli settlements are urban developments which
have been built in the occupied West Bank with the express purpose of wreaking a
form of “infrastructural violence” (Ferguson 2012; Rodgers and O’Neill 2012) by
complicating attempts to separate the area into two distinct states, one Palestinian
and one Israeli, thereby adversely affecting Palestinian urban development
(Abdelhamid 2006) while pragmatically reinforcing the current situation where
many Palestinians have neither formal Israeli citizenship, nor any internationally‐
recognized state of their own. The settlement maps made by both groups should
ostensibly be the same, given that all of the maps have the goal of displaying empir‐
ical facts about settlement expansion, yet this is not the case. Settlement‐building
also has the effect of complicating the ways that the geography of the West Bank is
known and thus that maps of settlement expansion are made. I teased out some of
this complexity by analyzing how the content of the maps are affected by differ‐
ences in access, with Palestinian cartographers at ARIJ mapping the settlements
from without, while working from within Palestinian areas, whereas Israeli cartog‐
raphers at Peace Now, and Hagit Ofran in particular, work within the settlements,
but must largely do without the help of Palestinian communities. In their Land Use
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maps, ARIJ cartographers focus on adding details of Palestinian land use, using a
network of observers in Palestinian communities, to areas which long have re‐
mained blank on the map. Yet the cartographers themselves operate in areas where
Palestinian viewpoints have historically been discounted. Peace Now, in contrast,
benefits from access to the settlements to map the details of construction efforts
there, but they are unable to work extensively within Palestinian areas, which lim‐
its the detail for those regions on their maps, although they can moderate this to
some extent using the limited Palestinian data that is available on the internet. Yet
this within/without dynamic has complex results, as was outlined in the description
of how the display or omission of an Israeli military base affected the mapping of
the boundaries of settlement areas outside Jerusalem. Such changes are significant,
because the segregated landscapes of the Israeli Occupation do not simply serve to
divide political areas, but they also allow forms of scientific observation to develop
in distinct ways and through distinct sets of experiences, which thereby makes the
observations on the other side—which is now produced as distinct and separate
from one’s own—appear to lack scientific rigor to even sympathetic observers.
The three cases in this book also combine to allow for an analysis of how elite
Palestinian cartographers’ work is discounted on multiple levels due to the material
imbalances engendered by the production of geographic landscapes. First, their
right to produce knowledge, to be acknowledged in terms of their very existence
and ability to call themselves Palestinians, is continually challenged. This was seen
in Chapter 3, in the efforts of Israeli population cartographers like Roberto Bachi to
avoid drawing the boundaries of the West Bank. However, the presence of Palestin‐
ians in the landscape reasserted itself, leading to the alternate exclusion and inclu‐
sion of the West Bank boundary from Israeli population maps. Second, Palestinian
cartographers’ practical ability to build the institutions and infrastructures that
undergird the production of knowledge, is repeatedly subverted in ways that, in
concert with colonial legacies, continues to shape the content of even the simplest
governance maps of district boundaries and national borders, as I analyzed in
Chapter 4. Third, as argued in Chapter 5, even when Palestinians are relatively well‐
funded and frame their assertions in ways which fit dominant conceptions of
knowledge, in the case of ARIJ, by producing empirical facts about Israeli settle‐
ments, the content of that knowledge is considered unverifiable, and thus invalid in
scientific conceptions, because it reflects the relatively unique experiences of Pales‐
tinians in the field. Nonetheless, although Israeli academics are often privileged
over Palestinian scholars, they are not all‐powerful and at times they too have been
discriminated against as a result of anti‐Semitism.
In either case, the analysis here is not meant to excuse the broader complicity
between universities around the world in developing tools of military domination.
Nor, where relevant, is it intended to pardon academics whose methods contribute
to the escalation of the Occupation. The pairing between the military and academia
in particular has increased in intensity over the course of the 20th and 21st centuries
(Bowler and Morus 2005, 483), and universities have had a role in the ongoing
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military cooperation between the Israeli and US governments (Graham 2011).
However, greater attention to the complexities of the relationship between scien‐
tific knowledge and power directs focus away from unilateral condemnation on the
basis of identity, and towards the necessity of studying just such broader interna‐
tional regimes of complicity.

The Significance of Cartographic Maps
My analysis of how landscapes affect the practice of digital cartography is theoreti‐
cally significant for critical social theory and, specifically, for studies of scientific
and technical knowledge. Historically, scientific practice was built in part upon a
belief that observations are repeatable and therefore verifiable across different
observers (Daston and Galison 2007). This could be seen as an attempt to standard‐
ize scientific knowledge—to make it always and everywhere the same. Nonetheless,
the influence of this idealized characterization of science has attenuated in recent
years. The cartographers that I worked with were all too aware of the specific need
to make their practices relevant to the contexts of Palestine and Israel. At the same
time, many of them continually emphasized that they were producing objective
knowledge which could travel beyond a particular context, even if this ability to
travel and become part of international scientific practice was itself historically and
culturally contingent (Radder 1996, 101–03).
Rather than simple lip‐service to vague ideals, this belief was borne out not just
by the type of knowledge which they aimed to produce, but throughout their prac‐
tices at every level. In Chapter 5, settlement cartographers struggled daily to under‐
take data collection in ways that only ever afforded them a partial view of the Israe‐
li settlements they sought to map, yet they did so precisely because they believed
that the kinds of facts that they produced could travel beyond their specific chal‐
lenges and be understood by those who had never set foot in the West Bank. Such
similarities and differences within particular practices across time and space need
to be studied in terms of how they are shaped at multiple geographic scales, as well
as by the work it takes to maintain and enforce particular scales as being especially
salient.
However, such research cannot be conceived solely in terms of the free circula‐
tion of individuals or groups against a blank geographic backdrop. For the material‐
ity of the landscapes in which such practices play out is also one significant influ‐
ence upon the varied kinds of practices which are in place. For example, in Chapter
3, I argued that Roberto Bachi could not simply choose at will the geographical
scale or frame at which he conducted his observations (N. Smith 1992). Instead, his
choice was a relational one, made in concert both with political considerations, his
ability to collect data in the field, and his own imaginings of what he would find at
particular scales. In Bachi’s case, his role in establishing the Department of Geogra‐
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phy at the Hebrew University of Jerusalem, his almost constant travel to interna‐
tional conferences, and most importantly, the presence of Palestinians in those
landscapes, all would come to shape the kinds of statistics he produced.
Throughout this book, I have argued that knowledge and landscapes are fully
imbricated. For the Israeli census, the PA, and NGOs who map the settlements,
methodological decisions are made in concert with knowledge of the kinds of infra‐
structures which might help or hinder cartographers’ travel both locally and
abroad. Likewise, the research choices of STS scholars are also embedded in such
material and geographic landscapes. They are also relational choices, if they are to
be at all effective. For these reasons, geography cannot be separated from the study
of knowledge, neither in terms of mapping variations in paradigms at multiple
scales, nor in terms of how scientific and technological practices in particular are
embedded in material landscapes which too often are framed out of the analysis.
Thus isolated case studies are neither entirely local nor fully generalizeable, but
require a better understanding of the relations between specific practices and their
framings at variegated landscapes and scales. With this in mind, I intend the geo‐
graphic production of knowledge as a call to attentiveness both to the geographic
boundaries, and related exclusions, inherent in the practices studied by STS schol‐
ars and others, as well as to our selection and framing of our own research. Particu‐
larly in cases where conflict, and the networks which are part of them, exceed the
boundaries of any one state (Bank and Van Heur 2007), this requires a more de‐
tailed and pragmatic middle‐range theory which incorporates multiple senses of
the word middle (Wyatt and Balmer 2007).
International Knowledges
A study of the impact of geographic landscapes on knowledge production also al‐
lows for a greater attention to the role of internationalism in the use of technology.
While the international influence in Palestine and Israel is well‐known and a con‐
tinual subject of the history and political theory of the region, the role of interna‐
tionals is often hidden in the background of studies of science and technology. Over
the course of this book, I have investigated the role of international researchers and
produced hierarchies, not in terms of explicit ideology, but instead based on how
diffuse yet concrete practices have been central to cartography in the region. Forms
of international control, which are often implicit in terms of setting the standards
for the allegedly right way to practice science, continue to exert significant influ‐
ence over how areas are mapped, both literally and metaphorically, and as such,
scientific and technological practice is neither ever fully localized nor fully global.
Thus forms of internationalism and their related ideologies and practices, both of
which have greatly influenced Palestinian and Israeli cartographers even as they
contribute to international networks more broadly, require further study that is
attuned to the geographic production of knowledge across discrete spaces.
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This points to the need for internationally‐influenced actors and organizations
to deal more concertedly with the epistemological power of science and technology,
as is evident across the case studies in this book. Bachi often looked to the interna‐
tional scientific networks of which he was a part in order to legitimize his statistical
claims. Yet he was often constrained in terms of how much he could vary from ide‐
alized notions of science—that is, from science as it was practiced in Europe and
North America—that were sometimes ill‐suited for studying the practical geogra‐
phies of Israel after the onset of the 1967 Occupation. Like the settlement mapping
NGOs in Chapter 5, the PA agencies in Chapter 4 were consistently subject to the
judgments of international bodies in terms of whether or not they are seen as being
fit for self‐rule. Such judgments had decisive impacts on political negotiations and
the possibilities for the future funding of the PA. Yet the legacy of British colonial‐
ism, in combination with the ongoing Israeli Occupation, restricted their access to
data infrastructures and landscapes for data collection in ways that have apparent‐
ly gone unrecognized by those actors who judge their output. Instead, responsibil‐
ity was often shifted onto the PA, by way of informal accusations that they were not
capable or willing to practice ‘real’ science—in this case empirical mapping of local
political boundaries—in the ‘right’ (read: international) way. Thus science and
technology are inextricably bound up in international landscapes, and their com‐
plex overlapping hierarchies, in varied ways. These deserve further acknowledge‐
ment in order to enable international actors, and supranational governing bodies
like the UN, to take fuller responsibility for their role in the region.
Material Academic Hierarchies
In addition to the geographic production of knowledge and internationalism, the
material imbalances that influence knowledge production are also more broadly
significant. For while innovative studies have been completed on the interrelation‐
ship of science and industry (Mackenzie 1990; J. C. Scott 1998), I have aimed to
show here that the content of knowledge is shaped by political and economic im‐
balances within systems of research—which, in turn are also imbricated within
geographic landscapes of science and technology. This emerged most starkly in the
analysis of mobility and stasis in Chapter 4, through the description of the raids on
Palestinian Authority offices and theft of digital equipment, but it also affects
knowledge production more broadly, as do regional and international restrictions
on travel which disproportionately affect Palestinians.128

In this context, neither are internationals all‐powerful. For the security measures carried out by the
Israeli authorities also impact the ability of academics who don’t hold local passports or residence per‐
mits to carry out work there. At any checkpoint, entrance might be rejected, and it has been reported
that Israeli airport authorities regularly ask to search private email and social media accounts in an
attempt to gain access to information on others working to end the Israeli occupation (e.g. Friedman
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The economic impacts of such policies are no less significant, particularly for
Palestinians. Palestine and Israel are areas which have seen a continuous influx of
international funding, albeit funds which are unequally distributed, with varying
degrees of control over how they are used, and which have achieved mixed results.
This is partly for reasons analyzed in this book, and which have also been discussed
elsewhere, including studies which demonstrate that aid at times may be used
simply to shore up the status quo in an effort to stave off the kind of complete hu‐
manitarian crisis which could challenge existing regimes (Bouillon 2004; Essex
2008; Hanafi 2005; Hanafi and Tabar 2003; Incite! 2007; Qarmout and Beland
2012; Redfield 2012; Rogers and Ben‐David 2008; Tawil‐Souri 2006).129 Every visa
delay or restriction is expensive, even if it only costs time, and this in addition to
the travel required mean that those whose families cannot direct their human and
economic resources towards education are simply framed out of the picture.
In addition, even in the privileged cases where funding abounds, the costs of
operating under the Occupation are vast. In the documents of PA funders which I
consulted for Chapter 4, the delays in mapping due to political developments are
constantly underestimated. Furthermore, routine tasks like keeping electricity run‐
ning and maintaining their buildings were ongoing challenges for all of the NGOs
where I worked. This was above and beyond the usually high commitment that is
necessary elsewhere. The material and economic hierarchies which result influence
research in complex ways and at multiple levels, begging further study of material
exclusion in knowledge production, as well as the construction of academic hierar‐
chies both within and beyond the nation state, of the kind pursued in this book.130

2012; see also Hass 2011a). The policies of refusal of entry are supported by visa regimes which limit
most international researchers to temporary stays of not more than three months.
Activists in particular are beginning to use crowdsourced funds via social media. In small discrete
cases, virtual mobility may in fact increase corporeal mobility. For example, Ezra Nawi successfully
applied to Indiegogo, a crowd‐funding website, to obtain financing for a new pickup truck, which enables
him to help shuttle activists back and forth to protests and otherwise support anti‐Occupation efforts:
http://www.indiegogo.com/projects/ezra‐nawi‐truck‐campaign?c=home.
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This is reminiscent of Audre Lorde’s famous remark that “the master’s tools will never dismantle the
master’s house” (2007, 110). Since Lorde first spoke, conception of the master’s tools has been used
widely in critical theory. In diverse texts, it is taken to mean any method which comes from and supports
existing systems of power, particularly by perpetuating dominant forms of discourse and knowledge . In
this light, GIS also might be considered a master’s tool. However, Lorde herself used the phrase in a more
restricted sense, referring to the paltry efforts to reach out to Black academics among the organizers of
the conference at which she was speaking when she first made the remarks. So Lorde intended the
master’s tools to refer not only to concepts, or practices, but also to how the movement, networks, and
the concentration of resources among academics themselves can affect the constitution of knowledge.
Also see the discussion at: http://userpages.umbc.edu/~korenman/wmst/masterstools.html.
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Next Steps: Permanent Visas for Traveling Cartographers
With geographic production, internationalism, and the economic power imbalances
among scholars in mind, it is my hope that this book convincingly illustrates the
need to take seriously the material imbalances of the production of knowledge. For
one, doing so makes it possible to address significant gaps in current research. In
Palestine and Israel, the subject of contemporary cartography is tremendously rich,
lending itself to a related analysis of multiple topics in digital mapmaking in the
region. These include the contemporary atlases of the Palestinian villages that were
destroyed after 1948, many of whose ruins are still visible in the landscape (see
Chapter 4), as well as maps of the intricacies of mapping natural water resources
such as lakes and watersheds. Such features do not conform to political boundaries
even though the data that are used to study them often do. Just to name a few, fur‐
ther possibilities for research in digital cartography in the region could include a
detailed analysis of the history of aerial photography and access to air space for the
purposes of mapping, the politics of mapping the coastline which the Gaza Strip
shares with Israel, and attempts to map animal migration in the region across bor‐
ders in comparison with controls on the movement of scientists.
Also fascinating are the politics of creating maps of infrastructure, including for
information technology, electricity, and transportation, specifically those which
cross boundaries yet are managed differently within particular sovereign spaces. In
addition, there is an immense collection of historical material from the decades
following 1948, particularly on the role of Israeli state institutions in cartography,
concerning for example the Israeli Central Bureau of Statistics (CBS) or the Survey
of Israel (SOI), as well as on central Palestinian and international figures like Sami
Hadawi—whose papers are in the UN archive in New York (Fischbach 2003), and
much of it is only just beginning to become publicly available, although unfortu‐
nately the vast majority is likely still classified by the Israeli government. The role
of transnational institutions, such as the United Nations, in cartographic pursuits
also begs further exploration, particularly at sites abroad where Palestinian cartog‐
raphers are regularly trained in‐depth in GIS, albeit for short periods ranging from
several days to several years. This would lead to a more detailed exploration of the
broader ramifications of funding and types of training abroad, as well as the geo‐
graphic connections across regions.
The concept of the geographical production of science and technology is also
broadly applicable to cases around the world. As I argue in Chapter 3, too often
geographic landscapes are assumed to be flat backgrounds for the study of the pro‐
duction of knowledge. To adapt the phrase Wisdom Sits in Places, the title of the
well‐known book (1996) by the recently‐deceased anthropologist Keith Basso, who
worked among the Western Apache in the United States, here I have demonstrated
that knowledge is produced in landscapes. As I have shown, there is a series of di‐
verse relationships which hold between landscapes and knowledge, and which
might be applied as an analytic wherever technology is used to produce and man‐
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age information. To give a few of many examples, such work might include the im‐
pact of political boundaries on the management and use of mobile devices as sur‐
veillance mechanisms, as well as their constitution in terms of software and hard‐
ware, or the role of international treaties in shaping scientific data collection in the
deep ocean. In addition, researchers could investigate how the positioning and
ownership of satellites shape the collection and visualization of astronomical data,
as well as the circulation and subjectivities of the scientists themselves. Such stud‐
ies would allow for research which both include and exceed conceptions like trans‐
nationalism and diaspora, while contributing further to conceptions of the diverse
geographies of scientific and technological knowledge.
These types of research touch upon themes that reverberate beyond any single
discipline or mode of writing. For example, in addition to the poem cited at the
beginning of this chapter, Mahmoud Darwish also wrote of how land and ideas can
reinforce one another through maps: “We have a land without borders, like our idea
/ of the unknown, narrow and wide. A land … / when we walk in its map it becomes
narrow with us” (2007, 205, translated by Fady Joudah). Darwish thus recasts the
struggle for Palestinian nationhood in a positive light, as having created a border‐
less land that is both narrow and wide. He contrasts this with more dominant
views, because walking, not in the land but its map, is what narrows it. Yet ideas of
land which eschew dominant conceptions of sovereignty, territory, and nation,
might also help to produce alternative forms of the land, and these in turn can help
to generate ever more varied maps and epistemologies through the alternative
passages that they create. Despite the difficulties evident in the cases here, then it is
not completely impossible that dominant knowledge forms might yet themselves be
dismantled, with a little creativity and a fuller understanding of the material chal‐
lenges to alternative knowledges. Their parts then might be ingeniously recom‐
bined, in ways that bear little resemblance to the original. Restrictive legacies might
yet be remade, piece by piece, into methodologies and dispositions that are helpful
for wholly new purposes, the likes of which have yet to be fully imagined or
understood.
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Appendix A: List of Interviews and Fieldwork

Numbered List of Interviews Cited131
1

Palestinian cartographer Khalil Tufakji, former director of the Orient House
Maps and Survey Department, Jerusalem, 2 July 2010

2

Palestinian cartographer in private geoinformatics firm, Bethlehem,
12 July 2010

3

Israeli geography professor, Tel Aviv, 27 July 2010

4

Israeli geographer Moshe Brawer, Tel Aviv, 2 August 2010

5

Palestinian geography professor, Birzeit, 18 January 2011

6

Former PPIB cartographer, Ramallah, 18 January 2011

7

PA transport cartographer, Bethlehem, 27 January 2011

8

PA transport engineer, Bethlehem, 27 January 2011

9

Palestinian NGO cartographer, Bethlehem, 27 January 2011

10 PA Ministry of Planning urban planner, Ramallah, 2 February 2011
11 Palestinian NGO cartographer, Bethlehem, 3 February 2011
12 PA civil engineer, Beit Sahour, 3 March 2011
13 Israeli geography professor, Jerusalem, 7 March 2011
14 Hagit Ofran, Director of the Peace Now Settlement Watch, Jerusalem, 8 March
2011
15 Hagit Ofran (small group tour), West Bank, 15 March 2011
16 UNRWA BMU project manager Stefan Ziegler, Jerusalem 12 April 2011
17 UN cartographer, Jerusalem, 14 April 2011
18 Palestinian NGO researcher, Jerusalem, 16 May 2011
19 Israeli NGO urban planner, Jerusalem, 19 May 2011

This list only includes interviews which are explicitly cited or quoted in the text. They are numbered
in chronological order by interview date.
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20 Israeli NGO researcher, Jerusalem, 25 May 2011
21 Freelance Israeli NGO cartographer, Tel Aviv, 31 May 2011

Organizations where Interviews and Participant-Observation
Were Conducted132
Applied Research Institute Jerusalem (ARIJ) (8)
Arab Studies Society
Bimkom: Planners for Planning Rights
B’Tselem: The Israeli Information Center for Human Rights
Birzeit University Department of Geography
Birzeit University Department of Urban and Rural Development
Birzeit University Water Management Workshop
Engineers without Borders Palestine (EWB)
Friends of the Earth Middle East (FOEME)
International Geographers Union (IGU) Annual Conference in Tel Aviv
The International Peace and Cooperation Center (IPCC)
Israel Central Bureau of Statistics (CBS)
Municipal Development and Lending Fund (MLDF)
Palestinian Academic Society for the Study of International Affairs (PASSIA)
Palestinian Authority (PA) Ministry of Planning (MOP)
Palestinian Authority (PA) Ministry of Transportation (MOT)
Palestine Mapping Center (PalMap)
Peace Now
Survey of Israel (SOI)
Tel Aviv University Geography Department

This is a complete list of organizations and groups consulted. It includes those organizations where
the cited interviews in the previous list were conducted, as well as additional groups where interviews
and participant‐observation were conducted, but which are not cited in the text. At several organiza‐
tions, more than one interview was conducted.
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Tel Aviv University Spatial Simulation for the Social Sciences (S4) Modeling
Workshop
Tel Aviv University Urban Modeling Seminar
United Nations Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs (UNOCHA) in
the Occupied Palestinian Territories (OPT)
United Nations Relief and Works Agency (UNRWA) Barrier Monitoring Unit (BMU)
Wadi Hilweh Information Center

Archives Consulted
Applied Research Institute Jerusalem (ARIJ) Library
Ben Gurion Institute Archives, Roberto Bachi Collection
British Library St. Pancras, Maps Reading Room
Hebrew University of Jerusalem, Bloomfield Library for the Humanities and
Social Sciences
Israel Central Bureau of Statistics, GIS Unit Archives
Israel State Archives
National Library of Israel Archives, David Amiran Collection
Tel Aviv University Map Library
Birzeit University Palestine Archive (digital archive at
http://www.awraq.birzeit.edu/)

Additional Tours Undertaken
Al Quds University, Centre for Jerusalem Studies
Alternative Information Center (AIC)
The City of David Foundation (Amutat El‐Ad)
Emek Shaveh
Green Olive Tours
International Geographers’ Union (IGU) Urban Delegation to the Galilee
Ir‐Amim
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Israeli Committee against Housing Demolitions (ICAHD)
Jerusalem Reality Tours
Ta’ayush
West Bank Hiking Group
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Samenvatting

Mapping Israel, Mapping Palestine is een onderzoek naar de manieren waarop
gesegregeerde ruimtelijke omgevingen voor de praktijk van cartografie in
Jeruzalem en de Westbank hebben beïnvloed sinds 1967. 133 Het is een voortzetting
van en een uitbreiding op eerder werk op het gebied van de sociale constructie van
technologie, en onderzoekt de manieren waarop kennis geografisch geproduceerd
wordt. Technowetenschappelijke praktijken bevinden zich in ruimtelijke contexten,
die tegelijkertijd maatschappelijk en materieel zijn. Dit gesitueerde karakter
beïnvloedt de inhoud van kennis op soms onverwachte wijze. Ik betoog daarom dat
een reflexieve verhouding tot materialiteit noodzakelijk is, om landschappen
mogelijk te maken die een grotere diversiteit aan praktijken en vormen van kennis
toestaan.
De complexe geografieën van Palestina en Israël zijn de centrale plekken in dit
onderzoek naar hoe ruimtelijke omgevingen de vorm, inhoud, en circulatie van
kennis bepalen. 1967 markeert het begin van de Israëlische Bezetting van de
Palestijnse Gebieden, waaronder de Westbank en de Gazastrook. Met Oost‐
Jeruzalem als belangrijke uitzondering zijn de meeste van deze bezette gebieden
tegenwoordig noch formeel onderdeel van de Israëlische staat, noch is hun
toegestaan een onafhankelijke, soevereine natie te vormen. In plaats daarvan zijn
er kleine gebieden van Palestijns gezag uitgekerfd door een reeks van
internationale onderhandelingen, gericht op de ondubbelzinnige definitie van
aparte staten voor Palestijnen en Israëliërs ‐ onderhandelingen die dikwijls
plaatsvinden boven tafels bezaaid met kaarten.
Maar terwijl kaarten worden ingezet bij pogingen om de Bezetting te
beëindigen, zijn soortgelijke methodes ook gebruikt voor de bouw van
gecompliceerde infrastructurele netwerken, die de bewegingsvrijheid binnen de
Palestijnse Gebieden beperken. Hieronder vallen de 8 meter hoge Muur die door de
Westbank slingert, gesegregeerde sets van wegen en gebouwen, en een reeks
reizende checkpoints en wegversperringen, alle ontworpen met het doel de
Palestijnen te begrenzen en hen te scheiden van de Israëli’s. De planning, bouw, en
het bestuur van dergelijke controlesystemen worden mogelijk gemaakt door
dezelfde Geografic Information Science (GIS) cartografische praktijken, die gebruikt
worden in pogingen om het conflict te verminderen. Om te begrijpen hoe dit kan,
moeten we onderzoeken hoe zulke praktijken op verschillende manieren deel
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Voortbouwend op de geografische literatuur over landscapes, zoals besproken in hoofdstuk 2.
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uitmaken van dezelfde regio die de cartografen proberen in kaart te brengen en te
hervormen.
De centrale rol van kaarten in debatten over de toekomst van Palestina en
Israël is verder geïntensiveerd nu de komst van digitale cartografie heeft geleid tot
steeds fijnmaziger vormen van surveillance en controle. Onderdeel van de
tegenwoordige cartografie is een serie praktijken in Jeruzalem en de Westbank,
variërend van aanpassingen van beelden van ontmantelde spionage satelietten tot
een wegenkaart gemaakt door Palestijnse studenten die hun eigen bewegingen
bijhielden op hun mobiele telefoons. Empirische kaarten worden ontworpen voor
de presentatie van objectieve feiten, maar leiden vaak tot uitgebreide discussies
waarin deelnemers een verscheidenheid aan waarnemingskaders tentoonspreiden.
Deze kunnen niet los gezien worden van de ongelijkheid in hun positie en
bewegingsvrijheid binnen precies die gebieden die ze in kaart willen brengen. Het
is daarom essentieel om te onderzoeken hoe Palestijnse, Israëlische, en
internationale wetenschappers en technici op ongelijke wijze beïnvloed worden
door de gesegregeerde landschappen die hun technologieën mede gecreëerd
hebben.
Mapping Israel, Mapping Palestine adresseert deze belangrijke thema’s door
middel van een analyse van de empirische kaarten en cartografische praktijken die
ontstaan wanneer verschillende cartografen reizen om dezelfde landschappen in
kaart te brengen die hun bewegingen zo sterk bepalen. Het onderzoekt de
ontelbare manieren waarop de gesegregeerde ruimtelijke contexten van de
Israëlische Bezetting voorwaarden scheppen voor de mogelijkheid van kennis over
de Bezetting. Het doel van dit onderzoek is echter niet om het waarheidsgehalte
van specifieke claims te onderzoeken. In plaats daarvan concentreert de analyse
zich op de wijze waarop kennis materieel gesitueerd wordt in praktijken die niet
kunnen worden gevat in een dichotomie van waar of vals.
Om beter te begrijpen hoe landschappen technowetenschappelijke kennis
vormen, combineert dit boek drie representatieve case studies: 1)
bevolkingskaarten van de Israëlische staat, 2) bestuurskaarten van de Palestijnse
Autoriteit (PA), en 3) een vergelijking van nederzettingskaarten gemaakt door een
Palestijnse non‐gouvernementele organisatie (NGO) met die van een Israëlische
NGO. Deze drie cases bevinden zich symmetrisch op het spectrum tussen (zelf‐
gedefinieerde) Palestijnse en Israëlische weergaven. In plaats van een simpele
tegenstelling of evenredigheid te suggereren, wordt de symmetrie juist gebruikt om
zichtbaar te maken welke machtsongelijkheden er bestaan tussen Palestijnse en
Israëlische cartografen, hoewel beide afkomstig zijn van technische elites.
Mapping Israel, Mapping Palestine levert een bijdrage aan een groeiende
verzameling literatuur over de rol van technowetenschappelijke kennis in de
verschansing van de Israëlische Bezetting, en is relevant voor een brede
verscheidenheid aan studies naar de verspreide snijpunten van macht en expertise.
De case studies zijn gebaseerd op meer dan 50 semi‐gestructuureerde interviews,
30 veld bezoeken, en vijf maanden participerende observatie uitgevoerd in 2011 bij
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belangrijke cartografische NGO’s, kantoren van de Palestijnse Autoriteit, en VN
agentschappen (zoals ARIJ, PASSIA, UNOCHA en UNRWA), en op meer dan 10,000
foto’s van kaarten in relevante archiefcollecties (zoals de Israëlische Nationale
Archieven, de kaartenbibliotheek van Universiteit Tel Aviv en de kaartenkamer van
de British Library). Het boek is verdeeld in zes hoofdstukken. Hoofdstuk 1, de
Introductie, maakt gebruik van Edward Said’s notie van “traveling theory” om te
pleiten voor een reflexieve methode van traveling ethnography. Hoofdstuk 2 zet de
voordelen uiteen van het combineren van geografisch onderzoek naar cartografie
en empire met een Science en Technology Studies (STS) benadering die onderzoekt
hoe specifieke technologieën intrinsiek worden gevormd door hun
maatschappelijke en materiële contexten.
Hoofdstuk 3, de eerste case study, biedt een analyse van Israëlische
bevolkingskaarten, 1967‐1995. Middels een onderzoek naar de afwisselende
inclusie en exclusie van de Palestijnse gebieden op kaarten geproduceerd door het
Israëlische Centrale Bureau voor Statistiek (CBS), schetst Hoofdstuk 3 hoe zelfs de
meest abstracte statische feiten worden bepaald door de ruimtelijke contexten
waarin ze worden geproduceerd. Na 1967 vormde de geografische nabijheid van
Palestijnen een probleem voor het geldende beleid waarbij de grenzen van de
Palestijnse Gebieden niet werden aangegeven op Israëlische kaarten. Roberto
Bachi, de directeur van de Israëlische bevolkingscensus, probeerde deze uitdaging
het hoofd te bieden en tegelijkertijd empirisch wetenschappelijke cartografie te
blijven bedrijven. Als gevolg daarvan leiddde hij de census weg van het gebruik van
gearceerde gebieden van uniforme bevolking, en in de richting van stippenkaarten
van bevolkingsverdeling. Dergelijke inspanningen dienden ertoe de methoden
waarover de census cartografen konden beschikken te beperken. Er bleek eveneens
uit dat, terwijl Israëlische politici herhaaldelijk beweerden dat Palestijnen niet
bestonden, de methoden van Israëlische cartografen in feite inherent werden
gevormd door de aanwezigheid van grote aantallen Palestijnen in de regio.
Hoofdstuk 4, de tweede case study, is een onderzoek naar hoe de koloniale
erfenis de schaal en omvang van de cartografie van de Palestijnse Autoriteit (PA)
beperkte, 1995‐2008. Volgend op de Oslo Akkoorden van de midden jaren 1990
werd de PA opgericht als de eerste officiële vorm van Palestijns zelfbestuur met
beperkte jurisdictie over bevolkingscentra in de Westbank en Gaza Strook. Kort na
zijn oprichting startte de PA met een gecoördineerd project om een Palestijnse
nationale vorm van digitale cartografie te ontwikkelen. Deze inspanningen vielen
min of meer samen met de tweede Intifada, of Palestijnse opstand tegen Israëlisch
bestuur, en kunnen als zodanig worden gezien als deel van de bredere politieke
praktijkd van sumud, of standvastigheid, in een poging om de blijvende
aanwezigheid van Palestijnen in het plaatselijke landschap te bevorderen.
In deze vroege cartografische projecten kreeg de PA echter te maken met
voortdurende testen van zijn institutionele stasis, wat ik conceptualiseer als het
vermogen om in stand te blijven. Deze testen kwamen in de vorm van het
wijdverspreide behoud van Britse kaarten, in een context van omvangrijke
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vernietiging van Palestijnse kennisvormen, gecombineerd met overvallen van het
Israëlische leger op PA kantoren om de digitale cartografische data te confisceren.
Gedeeltelijk als gevolg van deze twee ontwikkelingen, slaagde de PA er uitsluitend
in de West Bank op grotere geografische schaal af te beelden, en op manieren die de
eerdere omissie van belangrijke Palestijnse gebieden op de kaart verder
verscherpten. Ondanks de PA’s beste nationalistische inspanningen, waren zijn
digitale cartografische methoden grondig bepaald door zowel de Israëlische
Bezetting als de erfenis van Brits kolonialisme in de regio. PA cartografie illustreert
daarom de moeilijkheden bij het vestigen van materiële soevereiniteit over kennis
in koloniale en postkoloniale landschappen.
Terwijl Hoofdstuk 3 zich richt op Israëlische cartografie, en Hoofdstuk 4 op
Palestijnse inspanningen, analyseert Hoofdstuk 5 Palestijnse en Israëlische
cartografische praktijken om aan te tonen hoe ingewikkeld segregratie de
verzameling en vastlegging van geografische data beïnvloedt. Na 1967 verhuisden
er meer en meer Israëlische kolonisten naar de Westbank. Ze vestigden er kleine
maar talrijke bewaakte nederzettingen met als expliciet doel om de Israëlische
greep op de Palestijnse Gebieden te verzekeren, een proces dat geleid heeft tot
complexe, maar daarom niet minder rigide vormen van segregatie. Palestijnse
cartografen kunnen momenteel alleen kaart data verzamelen binnen de
hoofdzakelijk Palestijnse gebieden, en moeten Israëlische nederzettingen dus van
buiten bekijken. Omgekeerd is het Israëlische cartografen slechts wettelijk
toegestaan te werken binnen het verspreide netwerk van Israëlische
nederzettingen, zodat ze de Palestijnse gebieden grotendeels van buiten in kaart
moeten brengen.
Deze kunstmatige binnen/buiten dichotomie helpt een formele scheiding af te
dwingen tussen Palestijnen en Israeliërs—twee groepen die in toenemende mate
worden beschouwd als verschillend en wederzijds uitsluitend. Tegelijkertijd
versterkt dit machtsongelijkheden zowel binnen individuele kaarten, waarop de
Israëlische gebieden duidelijk zichtbaar zijn terwijl de Palestijnse gebieden vaak
naar de achtergrond wijken, als tussen de respectievelijke groepen van Palestijnse
en Israëlische cartografen, wier werk ongelijk ontvangen wordt in internationale
contexten. Maar de cartografische gevolgen van segregatie zijn geenszins eenduidig.
Hoofdstuk 5 schetst de uiteenlopende gevolgen van binnen/buiten landschappen
door middel van twee voorbeelden: 1) Landgebruik en landbedekking (LULC)
kaarten, die gebruik maken van luchtfoto’s om Palestijnse landbouwgronden tot in
detail weer te geven, en 2) kaarten van nederzettingsuitbreiding, die de
toenemende Israëlische aanwezigheid in de Westbank illustreren maar grote
militaire bases op inconsistente wijze weergeven. Beide voorbeelden tonen aan hoe
binnen/buiten landschappen er niet alleen toe dienen cartografen fysiek te
scheiden, maar ook het type waarneming dat zij doen bepalen. Hoofdstuk 5 biedt
daarom een verkenning van hoe segregatie gescheiden, maar complex
gedifferentieerde observaties reproduceert onder cartografen die schijnbaar
dezelfde gebieden in kaart brengen, met schijnbaar dezelfde technologieën.
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Als geheel is Mapping Israel, Mapping Palestine een uitvoerige kritiek op de
notie dat technologie als een onpartijdige arbiter functioneert in internationale,
empirische conflicten. Hoofdstuk 6, de conclusie, bouwt voort op dit
overkoepelende thema en verkent het belang ervan voor onderzoek in bredere zin
naar postkoloniale kennis en expertise. Het hoofdstuk is een voortzetting van de
literatuur op het gebied van sociale constructie door te pleiten voor onderzoek naar
de geografische productie van kennis. Het onderzoek naar geografische productie
vestigt de aandacht op de materialiteiten en ruimtelijkheden van wetenschap en
technologie, en indiceert tegelijkertijd een nieuwe laag van reflexiviteit voor
kritische theorie. Bovendien onderstreept het hoe noodzakelijk het is dat
internationale onderzoekers het onderzoeksproces in materiële zin veranderen om
meer heterogene kennislandschappen mogelijk te maken.
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Mapping Israel, Mapping Palestine is an analysis of the ways that segregated
landscapes have shaped the practice of cartography in Jerusalem and the West
Bank since 1967. Building upon and extending work on how technology is socially
constructed, it investigates the ways that knowledge is geographically produced.
Technoscientific practices are situated in spatial contexts which are at once both
social and material. This situated character influences the content of knowledge in
ways that can be unpredictable. Therefore, I argue that it is necessary to reflexively
engage with materiality in order to enable landscapes that allow for more diverse
practices and forms of knowledge.
The complex geographies of Palestine and Israel provide central sites for the
study of how landscapes shape the form, content, and circulation of knowledge.
1967 marks the beginning of the Israeli Occupation of the Palestinian Territories,
including the West Bank and Gaza Strip. With the notable exception of East Jerusa‐
lem, currently most of the occupied areas have been neither formally incorporated
into the Israeli state, nor have they been allowed to form an independent sovereign
nation. Instead, small pockets of Palestinian control have been carved out through a
series of international negotiations aimed at clearly defining separate states for
Palestinians and Israelis—negotiations which often take place over tables strewn
with maps.
Yet even as maps are employed in attempts to end the Occupation, similar
methods have been used to build intricate infrastructure networks for curtailing
human movement within the Territories. These include the 8‐meter Wall which
snakes through the West Bank, segregated sets of roads and buildings, as well as
roving series of checkpoints and roadblocks, all designed with the purpose of con‐
fining Palestinians and separating them from Israelis. The planning, construction,
and administration of such systems of control are made possible by the same Geo‐
graphic Information Science (GIS) mapmaking practices which are used in attempts
to ameliorate the conflict. To understand how this is possible, it is necessary to
explore the ways that such practices are differently incorporated throughout the
very region which cartographers seek to map and reshape.
The centrality of maps to debates over the future of Palestine and Israel has
only intensified since the advent of digital cartography has led to increasingly mi‐
nute forms of surveillance and control. Contemporary cartography incorporates a
range of practices in Jerusalem and the West Bank, from adaptations of decommis‐
sioned spy satellite images to a road map made by Palestinian students who
tracked their own movements on their mobile phones. Intended to display objective
facts, empirical maps often inspire extensive discussion. Participants in these dis‐
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cussions exhibit a variety of observational frames that cannot be divorced from
their unequal positions and mobilities within the very terrains that they seek to
portray. Therefore it is essential to investigate how Palestinian, Israeli, and interna‐
tional scientists and technicians are unevenly affected by the segregated landscapes
which their technologies have helped to create.
Mapping Israel, Mapping Palestine addresses these important issues by present‐
ing an analysis of the empirical maps and mapmaking practices which result when
diverse cartographers travel to chart the same landscapes that so condition their
movement. As such, it investigates the myriad ways that the segregated landscapes
of the Israeli Occupation shape the conditions of possibility for knowledge about
the Occupation. However, the overall goal is not to investigate the veracity of par‐
ticular claims. Instead, it is to consider how knowledge is materially situated in
ways that go beyond a dichotomy between truth and falsity.
To better understand how landscapes shape technoscientific knowledge, this
book combines three representative case studies: 1) Israeli state population maps,
2) Palestinian Authority (PA) governance maps, and 3) a comparison of settlement
maps made by a Palestinian non‐governmental organization (NGO) with those
made by an Israeli NGO. These three cases are structured symmetrically between
(self‐defined) Palestinian and Israeli accounts. However, rather than suggesting
simple opposition or commensurability, symmetry is employed precisely to high‐
light imbalances of power that hold among Palestinian and Israeli cartographers,
although both come from technical elites.
Mapping Israel, Mapping Palestine contributes to a growing body of literature
on the role of technoscientific knowledge in entrenching the Israeli Occupation, and
it is relevant to a broad variety of studies of the distributed intersections of power
and expertise. The case studies draw on over 50 semi‐structured interviews, 30
field visits, and five months of participant‐observation conducted in 2011 at core
cartographic NGOs, PA offices, and UN agencies (for example, ARIJ, PASSIA,
UNOCHA and UNRWA), as well as over 10,000 photographs of maps in relevant
archival collections (for example, the Israeli National Archives, Tel Aviv University
Map Library and the British Library Map Room). The book is divided into six chap‐
ters. Chapter 1, the Introduction, draws on Edward Said’s notion of traveling theory
to present an argument for a reflexive method of traveling ethnography. Chapter 2
outlines the benefits of combining geographical studies on cartography and empire
with Science and Technology Studies (STS) research that examines how specific
technologies are intrinsically shaped by their social and material contexts.
Chapter 3, the first case study, provides an analysis of Israeli population maps,
1967‐1995. Through an investigation of the alternating inclusion and exclusion of
Palestinian areas on maps produced by the Israeli Central Bureau of Statistics
(CBS), Chapter 3 outlines ways that even the most abstract statistical facts are con‐
ditioned by the landscapes where they are produced. After 1967, the close geo‐
graphic proximity of Palestinians posed a challenge to the broader policy of not
indicating the borders of the Palestinian Territories on Israeli maps. Roberto Bachi,
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the director of the Israeli population census, sought to address this challenge while
also continuing to practice empirically scientific cartography. As a result, he led the
census away from mapping shaded areas of uniform population, and towards dot
maps of population distribution. Such efforts served to limit the methods at the
census cartographers’ disposal. They also revealed that, despite repeated claims by
Israeli politicians that Palestinians did not exist, in fact Israeli cartographers’ meth‐
ods were inherently shaped by the presence of large numbers of Palestinians in the
region.
Chapter 4, the second case study, is an examination of how colonial legacies
circumscribed the scale and extent of Palestinian Authority (PA) cartography,
1995‐2008. Following the Oslo Accords of the mid‐1990s, the PA was created as the
first official form of Palestinian self‐government with limited jurisdiction over pop‐
ulation centers in the West Bank and Gaza Strip. Soon after its founding, the PA
began a concerted project to develop a Palestinian national form of digital cartog‐
raphy. Its efforts roughly coincided with the second Intifada, or Palestinian uprising
against Israeli rule, and as such it can be viewed as part of the broader political
practice of sumud, or steadfastness, in an effort to further the ongoing presence of
Palestinians in the local landscape.
However, throughout its early cartographic projects, the PA experienced ongo‐
ing tests to its institutional stasis, which I conceptualize as the ability to remain in
place. These tests came in the form of the widespread preservation of British maps,
in a context which has seen extensive destruction of Palestinian knowledge forms,
combined with Israeli military raids on PA offices in order to confiscate digital car‐
tographic data. Partly as a result of both of these developments, the PA was only
able to depict the West Bank at broader geographic scales, and in ways that exacer‐
bate the prior omission of key Palestinian areas from the map. So despite the PA’s
best nationalist efforts, their digital cartographic methods were thoroughly condi‐
tioned by both the Israeli Occupation as well as the legacy of British colonialism in
the region. PA cartography therefore illustrates the challenges of establishing mate‐
rial sovereignty over knowledge in colonial and postcolonial landscapes.
Whereas Chapter 3 focuses on Israeli cartography, and Chapter 4 on Palestinian
efforts, Chapter 5 analyzes Palestinian and Israeli mapmaking practices in order to
demonstrate how intricately segregation affects the process of collecting and map‐
ping geographic data. After 1967, Israeli settlers moved to the West Bank in in‐
creasing numbers. They established small but numerous gated settlements with the
stated aim of securing Israel’s hold on the Palestinian Territories. This process has
engendered forms of segregation which are complex, but no less rigid for being so.
Currently, Palestinian cartographers are able to collect map data only within the
majority Palestinian areas, and thus must view Israeli settlements from without. In
contrast, Israeli cartographers are legally allowed to work only within the dispersed
network of Israeli settlements, but must largely map Palestinian areas from without.
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This produced within/without dichotomy serves to enforce a formal separation
of Palestinians and Israelis—two groups that are increasingly viewed as distinct
and mutually exclusive. Simultaneously, it also buttresses imbalances of power
both within individual maps, where Israeli areas are highly visible while Palestinian
areas often recede into the background, and between respective groups of Palestin‐
ian and Israeli cartographers, whose work receives unequal receptions in interna‐
tional contexts. Yet the cartographic implications of segregation are by no means
straightforward. Chapter 5 delineates the variegated effects of within/without land‐
scapes through two examples: 1) Land Use and Land Cover (LULC) maps, which
draw on aerial photographs to depict rural Palestinian lands in detail, and 2) maps
of settlement expansion, which illustrate the growing Israeli presence in the West
Bank but inconsistently depict large military bases. Both examples demonstrate
how within/without landscapes serve not only to physically separate cartographers,
but also to condition the kinds of observations that they make. Chapter 5 therefore
offers an exploration of how segregation reproduces disjunct, but complexly differ‐
entiated, observations among cartographers who map areas, and use technologies,
that ostensibly are the same.
Overall, Mapping Israel, Mapping Palestine provides an extended critique of the
notion that technology functions as an impartial arbiter in international empirical
disputes. Chapter 6, the concluding chapter, draws on this overarching theme in
order to explore its significance for broader research on postcolonial knowledge
and expertise. The chapter extends the literature on social construction by arguing
for research on the geographic production of knowledge. The study of geographic
production draws attention to the materialities and spatialities of science and tech‐
nology, while also indicating a further layer of reflexivity for critical theory. In addi‐
tion, it highlights the need for international scholars to materially alter the process
of research in order to enable more heterogeneous knowledge landscapes.
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